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Summer

The Kid Poets
(for

CFK)

JOSEPH MEREDITH
Ten years ago I sat cringing in a chair
across from you. Now you call me confrere.
You were fifty then. I was just a kid
who'd given you some poems. The thunder

in the air

old railroad watch hid
a storm of papers on your desk. I'd have fled
into the drizzling afternoon, given half a chance,
to calm my thundering heart. But then you did

was partly your
in

the kindest thing: your hand danced a little dance,
finding a rhythm you said was more than happenstance
in one of my "things". In the air between your face
and my face, the thunder died. Only a quick glance

out the window convinced me you could not chase
the storm away, could not, by a gesture, replace
cloud with sun, only turn a life around.
And all by a movement of pure masculine grace.

Now

sixty; each rumble of the watch is more profound.
paternal stoop will, in time, pull me to the ground.
But still they come to you daily, the kid poets,
waiting outside your office, tight-lipped, without a sound.

you are

And my

The Persistence

of

Memory

U.S.M.C., Tulagi,
For Captain
B.S.L, 19Ji.2. You, too, were a man for all
seasons, and in all seasons I have remembered you.
,

MR.withFLEETcaneDID NOT WANT

He probed
breaking and
retiring with a cautionary sibilance across the shoreline by their
feet, and thought that Wensinger might change the subject if he
waited him out. All light was behind them, artificial, radiating
from the shops on the boardwalk to the deceptively softened edges
of the pilings against which they leaned; the Pacific welled in
shadow, so that the horizon wherever it lay in time or space
his

to discuss Stafford.

in the sand, listening to the surf

—

defined nothing: invited, rather, the imagination's squint-eyed
search for it. Wensinger was searching, and Mr. Fleet was both
sorry for him, and annoyed.
Damn American Legion conventions, he thought, more annoyed than sorry. For every summer the Legion came, as regularly
as the swallows to Capistrano and with as obscure a purpose; and
with the Legion came Louis Wensinger (awkwardly uniformed,
bemedaled, and reminiscent; a little more rotund, a little mellower,
and considerably more anxious to find the common ground they had
shared in "the good old days")- Mr. Fleet, at least, had no illusions:
the past was as dead as coral deposit, and he saw himself as ostentatiously rooted in the present as a banyan tree with its spidery
system exposed above the soil. But Wensinger would not face it;
there were people like that perennial old grads and old campaigners. For a dismal moment, Mr. Fleet thought he might advert
to their college years, and that would be intolerable. It was much too
late in the day for that. Better keep him on the war; Wensinger's
amatory conquests and high jinks of twenty years ago at the University offered as dim a prospect as the evening sea.
"Who really remembers Stafford, Louis?" Mr. Fleet said. "I
hardly do; I haven't thought of him for years, and I certainly don't
remember where he got it. Would it make any difference? He's been

—

dead a long while, you know."

"What made me think of it," Wensinger said, "was all that
racket about some crackpots sailing out to Odunda in yawls to stop
the atomic testing, for the love of Pete." He had scarcely changed; he
still expressed his essential innocence and incredulity by that halfcomic tilt of the head, and the stiff bending of the torso, like a
corpulent marionette. "And then seeing his wife in 'Frisco last
week, with three kids like that." He laid out steps in the air,
startling a late gull that had wandered too close to them among the
pilings. "Face out of a crowd, y'know; but I've never forgotten her.
don't think I saw her more than twice, but I
Beautiful woman
couldn't forget her. She's kept her looks too." Wensinger squared
his shoulders and tossed his head gallantly.
Mr. Fleet did not want to think of it; or, rather, he saw no point
in disturbing thoughts that lay, dormant and potentially distressing, beneath the courtesies. They were hardly to be picked up,
handled like a sliver of greenstone or coral, and tucked in some
pocket for exhibit. "Neither have I," he said. He stretched elaborately, and for a moment was uneasily aware of the slap and spray
against the jetty farther out in the darkness, the carnival sounds of
the boardwalk behind them, and Wensinger tilted forward waiting
for him to speak. A bottle splintered on a piling down the beach. It
was seventeen years now, and nothing seemed less fruitful of discussion than old violence. Why, Belleau Wood was more sensible to
him, and that had happened in the year he was born. Mr. Fleet still
remembered the young men talking about it (they would not age),
though it must have been years afterward and they were, no doubt
of it now, padding it a little; but their murmuring on dim, cool
porches that seemed supported by a fragrance he could not name on
some Memorial Day after the dry heat of the summer sun that
stayed with him, all fiction now, but more real in his bones than any

—

.

.

.

—

—

fact.

"Come up," he tapped Wensinger's shoulder with the head of the
cane. "I've got some beer in the shop." Yet he hoped Louis would
refuse.
"Right-o!"

Wensinger was on his way toward the British accent.
appeared, like periodic measles, as a stage in the convention
program. It embarrassed Mr. Fleet, who had had some contact with
the Anzacs himself, but who prided himself on resisting the obvious. "Remember the hot beer they served us by the case in Noumea at that rest camp— what's its name?"
"That's slipped my mind, Louis."
"Yeah. So many things slip away. We ought to try to hold on to
them something to tell the kids." Wensinger clapped Mr. Fleet on
the shoulder. "A little late for that, eh? And in yours truly you have
It

—

—

the perennial bachelor always a bridesmaid, but never a bride."
They stood away from the pilings, and Wensinger placed a restraining hand to Mr. Fleet's elbow. "Josh, it all came back to me there in
'Frisco. How I first saw Stafford and his wife— in Quantico, in '42, it

must have been January."
"Yes,
his

could have been January." Mr. Fleet gently disengaged

it

arm.
"After

I

just got

my bars.

It

was at the Club— hell,

I

didn't even

ranked the bartender. I was alone; they invited me to sit
with them that's all. But he was a first lieutenant then, and that
was more rank than any of them would ever have again, if you get
me." Wensinger's voice fell; he meditated: "For the first time I felt
what it was to be a part of the Corps; he didn't patronize me, and
." One could tell from
she— she had class
Wensinger's tone how
necessary it was to belong; Mr. Fleet felt the chill of the breeze off
the darkened sea, and was aware that Wensinger, for all his bulk,

know

if I

—

.

.

.

was trembling.
go up," he

said, "You're feeling that breeze."
their backs on the sea, dark and hissing and waiting for the path that the moon would lay across her secrets that
deceptive path. Mr. Fleet sighed; he could not shake the sea. His
crippled leg dragged slightly in the sand. They accumulated grains
in their oxfords, and climbed with a puff or two up on the walk and
leaned against the metal rail, damp as a gun barrel from the night
air. Across from them, on the landward side behind the promenaders and the rolling chairs, his shop was one bright rectangle
petitioning for attention, among multitudes shops and people
extending up and down the boards as far as one could see in either
direction: Josiah Fleet * Objets d'Art.
"How'd you ever get in that business, for God's sake?"
Yes, how? And didn't Wensinger ask him every year with the
same baffled surprise? Mr. Fleet barely saw his wife through the
glass of the packed display window. Behind teak elephants, imitation jade idols, greenstone spoons, coral necklaces, shell earrings,
canes and paddles from Micronesia (some authentic), and cat's eyes
inscribed with the Lord's Prayer, she bent over a counter. Between

"Let's

They turned

—

—

two uniformed customers, her hair was blanched,

like a

dry palm

frond, silvered in the sun; her outline as discontinuous as a suppressed memory. It was a trick of the artificial light. "So you saw
Stafford's wife," he said. His own wife came to the window; he saw
the ivory nut ring he had taken from Stafford on her finger as she
rearranged the native jewelry.
"I didn't talk to her." Wensinger ran a finger under his collar: it
was too tight. "You know, I almost went to see her when we got back
in '45. 1 felt I should, but what could I have said? I didn't really know

him. Yet

I

He grimaced with

never forgot him."

the strain of

recollection.

"That's understandable, and she must have married again."
Mr. Fleet watched a Legion float, pulled by five khaki-capped,
grunting, middle-aged men toward its place for the next day's
parade. Wensinger's effort was quite as strenuous. The float was
momentarily between Mr. Fleet and the shop, blocking it out. He
had a stab of intense loneliness. He shifted around, nudging Louis
with his cane, and peered at the sea.
"Where did he get it. Josh?" Wensinger spoke softly. "Where
was he killed? It's been on my mind ever since I saw her." There was
no side-tracking him.

U T HADN'T THOUGHT OF HIM for years, but now

I

remember

X that he was kind," Wensinger said. "There aren't many people

in those terms— the way you
a civilian, that is." Wensinger's face was unnaturally
grave, unhappily lined in the kaleidoscopic light. Mr. Fleet looked
at him with some surprise; he preferred him as a clown what else
could make the annual visitations bearable? If Louis would take to
but no, one was compelled to feed
whiskey in his seasonal binge
him the past, the headiest lotus of them all ... Mr. Fleet felt a chill
of foreboding, but he knew there was no way out; he could not leave
Wensinger alone with his distress, like a young lieutenant with an
unexpected patrol in a strange land. He took a deep breath, as

from the old days that you remember

remember

—

.

.

.

.

though he were young again and whole and diving into deep water
for a midnight swim.
" Mr.
"Well, you know how many islands there were, Louis
Fleet swung his back against the railing and saw above the shops
the illusion of moonlight cast up by the boardwalk lamps and the
carnival. He tucked his cane under his arm and pulled a knife from
his pocket its case inlaid with shell in swirls of sea-green and sea-

—
— and fingered

its surface smooth to the eyes but ridged to the
touch. "There was no end to them." Not the big ones, but the atolls
that were worth a platoon patrol at best, on which nothing was
likely to happen except a case or so of heat exhaustion such as one
might pick up right at home on any overcharged day just by too
much shopping along the boards. But out there they'd beach the
landing craft for just as many hours as it'd take to tramp around. It
was like dropping in on something as firm as a precise date, in a
vague and abstract reminiscence whose only seizable aspect was a
mood. There were hundreds of those islands in the Odunda Archipelago. "Though you were at Malaita at the time and having your
own song and dance," he was surprised to hear himself say aloud;

blue

the

way back to Stafford was through disturbing silences, indeed.
God alone knew which one it was where they lost Stafford.

They lost him, all right, and, inevitably, to a degree that the
man's face had gone out of mind as well. A vague, slightly worried,
nice, thin face that Mr. Fleet could imagine he had made up himself
from a feature or so that any decent, well-bred, and well-educated
young man might have had who had managed by that very accident
to be an officer in the Marine Corps Reserve in 1943. But what he
hadn't made up, of course, was the man himself. It was a very
difficult matter to discuss with anyone, impossible with Wensinger;
it was like attempting to explain to a total stranger the intricate
details of an ancient love affair. One could not even articulate the
regret, let alone the cause.
Stafford had just made captain. "You recall," Mr. Fleet said, "in
those days a man might wake up to find himself a lieutenant colonel

at twenty-five

."
.

.

by God," Wensinger was in his element now: this was the
uncomplex past. "It riled the Old Salts."
"But he was old for his rank, twenty-four or so," Mr. Fleet was
musing. "That was because he had had a deferment, marriage and
a year in some advanced study, I think. Anyhow, he didn't come on
active duty with his P.L.C. Class, though he was in it in the islands
as soon as any of them."
"We might not have known him at all," Wensinger said. "It was
"I do,

a close one."
Mr. Fleet contemplated his friend with a certain annoyance. He
could not approve the tone of proprietorship. He remarked slightly
petulantly to the effect that they both knew how it all faded, wasn't
that so? How it all was falsified at last? So that even the ghastly
things seemed to have been worth something after all? It was, he
tried to make clear, all part of the subconscious business of reducing the elements to a comfortable dream. Did Wensinger disagree? Well, then, consider: they were leaning there at ease with the
sea breaking quite attractively on the beach, and the mob parading
on the walk under the lights, and the larking of carnival beyond— it
was good, all right. The sea was covering a lot of waste out back, and
it didn't seem at all as unpleasant as it had in the L.C.I.s; and, never
forget, neither of them was pressed to concern himself with the
individual unease, to say the least, that was covered by the greasepaint of those concessions along the boards. They had the myth they
wanted to live, Mr. Fleet said.
"Josh," Wensinger was delighted now, "you haven't changed a
bit."

Mr. Fleet tapped the ivory nut, mounted on the head of the cane,
along the rails and swam deeper.

—

HE HAD JUST MADE CAPTAIN. Mr. Fleet had carved
YES,
bars for him out of ivory nut himself; and when they'd hardenpolish like ivory. They were all a bit like ivory
he thought: soft and pliable until the skin was
and the air got to them that palpable, somnolent air

ed, he'd given

nut

them a

in those days,

—

peeled away
of the tropics that stiffened them the way water works to harden
clay— most of them not quite properly shaped, to put it mildly. The
distances were just too great; the silences just too thorough. Mr.
Fleet himself had lived in a row house all his life with just about as
much vista as one got peering through a clapboard fence he had
thought this was the dimension of the world. He was cramped: and
when the barriers were lifted he felt himself falling apart. Wensinger could surely understand.
Stafford had understood. Roy Stafford attracted quiet to him
the way the carnival concessions attracted concealed distress. He
had a stillness not on the surface, because by the time Mr. Fleet
got to Odunda with the first replacements, the air raids and incipient malaria had given Stafford a perpetual quaver. Not in any one
place, but moving through the body like an inherited disease: a tug
at the corner of the mouth, one time; the next minute a jump in the
muscles of the arm. Mr. Fleet thought, sometime, concerning him,
of lagoon surfaces, fretted at twilight by the winds off the islands. It
was common enough; if the man had not been so composed otherwise, they would hardly have noticed what was in all of them at last.
Yet they could not reconcile themselves (or perhaps, after all, only
Mr. Fleet could not reconcile himself) to this happening to Stafford.
They had not the stillness to begin with: the islands were merely
bringing out what was already there. But Stafford seemed to have
effected reconciliation with those ungodly stretches of ocean and
intolerable silences, that became only more acute after the Zeros or
whatever was about had passed. And, of course, they had no doubt
that it was all up with them. There was no Air worth speaking of,
and the big Navy had gone down at Pearl as far as they knew. All
the familiar resources had withdrawn. They waited.
"Ah, how well I remember that!" Wensinger was regressing; it
showed in his diction. "Bloody bad times, I tell you!"

—

—

THERE WERE ALWAYS ROUTINE PATROLS,though as a
replacement and a very junior lieutenant Mr. Fleet had yet to
take one. But plotting patrols was all the entertainment that B-3
had; all that mattered had already been decided (they would simply
hang on) yet fortune could still be manipulated, if fate could not.
All the digging had been done, the wire had been laid off-shore, the
coral had been blasted to set what A.A. fire there was; and every

—

8

cave that had been cleared of the Japanese dead was already turned
again to the purpose the dead had failed in (so predictable were
men). And because no ships were coming in (and so no working
parties functioned), and forty per cent of every command was down
with malaria or dengue, the beaches of a morning were not much
more disturbed than they had been before the battalion had stormed across them a month ago— and not much different (Mr. Fleet
could think) than at this very day.
Stafford was there in the C.P. on Red Beach when the call came
down from the Hill for the patrol. It was appropriate that battalion
command should be on the Hill: the colonel, it was said on the
beaches, nourished a God-complex. Stafford's command post was a
sandbagged and logged shelter, with a camouflaged tarpaulin extending out from it like a sail collapsed across a hull, beached and
scuttled. What they were camouflaged from was not yet clear:
certainly not the enemy planes that strafed the proper beaches
regularly enough. Mr. Fleet had stood with Stafford when the
camouflage went up, and what he saw was the meager security
contrived by interposing diversions between the self and whatever
was the enemy to sea and air: indeed, a ritual and petitioning magic
more than any other thing, and not unlikely in a world as strange as
that. In Stafford's presence, Mr. Fleet had the most unlikely
thoughts.
In the C.P. on Red Beach, under the camouflaged tarpaulin that
at least diverted the sun, Stafford was reading when the telephone
watch from behind the sandbags brought that message in. Stafford
was tall, with a slight stoop by then hopelessly uncorrectable, as
though he had received in the distant past a blow over the heart and
was still favoring the injured place. His hands were spread out on
the packing case he used as a desk, the long, thin fingers of one hand
resting with an occasional quaver across a page. He had had jaundice, and there was an unpleasant tinge of yellow beneath the sunblackened surface of the hand. An ivory-nut ring, set with a flake of
coral, was black on his index finger. What the book was, Mr. Fleet
would never know. Stafford had but one book, as another man
would have but one pipe or one photograph, and Mr. Fleet was to
pack it up within forty -eight hours with his gear to send home (Mr.
Fleet would be able to see little at that time); and then, of course, the
Liberty ship that was to carry the captain's gear would go down two
days out from Odunda, so that even Stafford's wife would not know
its title, when Mr. Fleet was finally to see her.
"She was living alone at Oceanside when I got home at last," Mr.
Fleet said; "she didn't have much to say, though she was courteous."
"Yes, a blueblood all right," Wensinger tapped the tubular
railing thoughtfully.

"I must have been one of a dozen that stopped to see her within
that month. Yet he was in no way an exceptional man, except that
one felt differently in his presence. I'm glad she re-married; what
can't be helped is best cleared out of mind. You know what I mean,"
"Bloody right," said Wensinger.
Mr. Fleet could remember Stafford's executive officer quite
clearly, had in fact seen him unexpectedly in a film the other dayno longer the romantic lead in the "B" film, but now the middleaged roue'in the best. That time he was sprawled on the only chair, a
sprung rattan affair that someone'd gotten down from the ruins of
the Residency on the Hill, sucking on a dry pipe and humming an
irritating, off-key version of "Sweet Lelanie." Mr. Fleet, who was
oiling a forty-five on a blanket near the rolled-up flaps, had little
trouble despising him. The exec, had been a bit player before the
war, and there was something of the ham about him: he cultivated a
moustache as they all did, but his looked as though it belonged and
was not merely a way of countering madness by something humorously unapropos.
We seize a whole life in miniature sometimes, Mr. Fleet thought.
He remembered Stafford closing the book with infinite care for a
crease in a mildewed page, and then turning to the penciled message with as much sober concentration as he'd given to what he'd
been reading, but no more. He signed the message and stood, and
placed it under the lax fingers of the exec. Mr. Fleet had the guilty
thought that perhaps Stafford actually liked the man.
"I'm going to the Hill," he said. That Mr. Fleet remembered as
though a recording had preserved it; yet it was insignificant. And
also that Stafford had fingered through his dungarees for a cigarette. Not finding one, he would not ask. Mr. Fleet's breath caught
slightly when he remembered that he had rolled one amateurishly
for Stafford himself, and offered it as the Captain went out.
"Listening post," the exec. said. He'd sunk back in the chair and
scarcely moved his lips as he spoke. "Probably another bum steer;
I'll take that cigarette."

HAVE SENT MY EXEC," Wensinger was remembering
I>D
his rank; "why didn't he?"
The crowd had not thinned, but there was a temporary break in
gaps between the gusts of leaves in the fall. And Mr. Fleet
could see his wife in the otherwise empty store, with the ceiling
it,

like the

still settling the ashen tint in her hair, leaning on the counter
with her chin in her hand, alone, staring at the wall— and Stafford's
ring on her finger. No one was between him now and the store, and
the objects, fake and natural, that seemed always less attractive in
the daylight, gathered into place (some, maybe, from Odunda
where the futile peacemakers sailed their yawls toward a deceptive

lights

10

—

.? They could
reef) gathered into this place for what purpose
have made a living some other way with only the two of them to
.

.

think of; though, perhaps, it was now too late. He ran his fingers
across the coral case of the pocketknife.
"
"It was my first patrol," he said, "that was why he came along.
So quickly Mr. Fleet had reached that stage of inertia where he did
not want to leave the island: it was secure, after a fashion. It was
home, in a way. It made sense to him to hear people say that they
wanted to die at home; that was the way he felt about Odunda. If it
was to happen out there, he wanted it to happen at Odunda. He
knew their roots went down into the coral as though there'd never
been another earth; indeed, if there had been, they'd largely dream-

ed

it.

And yet, when they embarked two landing craft the next morning and set out from the Residency Dock into the bay, there was a
tranquil freshness spun up by the prow, whisked across their faces
and dampening their dungarees with an ephemeral spray, that
made him think of baptism and the sacramental earth. Momentarily, Mr. Fleet was young with the memory of that morning. He
clapped his cane in annoyance against the boardwalk. His legs were
as firm beneath him as any wounded man's who imagines the
dimension of a limb he's lost. He had felt that morning to his
surprise an expectation of renewal and delight— as though he approached a lovers' rendezvous.
Stafford kept him in his boat to discuss the patrol; and they
crossed among the reefs and miniature atolls that made up a large
part of the Archipelago, with the native guide and one of the two
squads of Mr. Fleet's platoon that they had decided would be sufficient for the work to be done. Mr. Fleet, who did not know then the
complications of love, thought it was the unexpected freedom, the
mission shared, and the close association of a small boat in the sea
that marked that day above all days for him. Of their conversation
he could remember nothing, except that they had to raise their
voices above the motor, and that Stafford had difficulty being
heard. It was the last protracted dialogue that Stafford was to have
with anyone, and Mr. Fleet had often afterwards striven to recall
just what was said, thinking that it must have been something that
could stand as a bulwark against other times, or a coda to its own.
The rest he did not care to remember.
Finally, as was inevitable among the islands, they yielded to
silence for which the motor's throb was emphasis enough; it blasted
and echoed from the green island walls of the bay like a native drum
in an empty room
and could be as quickly stilled. Then that other
island came into focus, undistinguished and commonplace, until
the casual maneuvering of the prow made it their arrows' home.

—

11

The island was like any other, except that from offshore (providing a yet not unexpected variety) one could discern huts just in
from a ruined dock. Mr. Fleet could still recall that blue, the
turquoise wash over the hidden coral, more piercing than the blue
of any sky— where the submerged reef caught and held, and, he had
no doubt, concentrated the flooding sun by its opaque resistancemaking that ineffable and luminescent band just out from shore.
And to this no doubt, beyond the carnival and the flotsam of his
shop, and the lights of the boards and the sucking tide, the mad
Would they, he wondered, have
peacemakers now would come
also a native in their boats to thread them through, body of Greek
proportions and gorgon's head? That combination could survive. It
not the island that was anonyall seemed so harmless, so lovely
mous, but the watery jewel that banded it. Then the oddest feeling
of satisfaction had come over him as he saw Stafford looking at it
there; it was like identifying a rainbow before a storm.
"That was what it was," said Mr. Fleet. "That must be what it
was."
"What?" Wensinger was creating his own coral dreams. "I say,
get on with it."
Of course, thought Mr. Fleet. It was not that Stafford was so
different from the rest of them; but that he was a means, a way of
seeing— a man to be used. Of course, thought Mr. Fleet.
"I saw the reef and saw it the way I did," he said aloud, "because
he was looking at it, absorbed in it, content with it with that
detached, unselfregarding manner of his." And yet Mr. Fleet had
seen him, with the same uninvolved attention, observe a crew testfire a machine gun across the barbed-wire obstacles of Red Beach.
"But get to the meat of it," Wensinger said impatiently. "That
was the island, wasn't it?"
'

.

.

.

—

—

"Yes," said Mr. Fleet, "that was the one."
They were to make directly for the dock; and if the Japs were
watching them, they might be taken for a routine patrol, for surely
their people had gotten to the island before. The radio was there,
somewhere (the guide alone knew) up in the dead volcanic thrust of
bamboo or teak or banyan or whatever made the green maze— Mr.
Fleet could no longer remember the names. They would camp near
the village in the heat of the day and strike at the radio by sunset,
returning in the morning to the beach and the boats. The natives
who had brought the news were positive of the garrison: five Japanese marines, badly off and ill.
"It was an advantage in those days, you know," Mr. Fleet said,
"to be unimportant— providing you were not Japanese." And Wensinger agreed: "I know what you mean; I know what you mean."
Odunda was on the periphery of the war, "And having gotten us
12

there," Mr. Fleet was saying-, "the Navy could not get us off; they
were up to their necks, as you know, in the Solomons." They were
not important to the Japanese, so they could wait. But the slight
listening post was unimportant to the Japanese also, and so, apparently, it had been left to rot. Mr. Fleet remembered, with a wry
thought for the graying men in their fancy dress who were to march
the next day, that his own men were not eager to fight (if one ever is
when he's once had a taste of it); the assault on Odunda had taken
that out of them, and, all unconsciously, they were adjusted to
endure. But they were capable of being annoyed, and annoyance in
that climate could thrust a white man into a state bordering on
derangement. The initial annoyance occurred when their second
boat went aground on the reef two hundred yards from shore. Mr.
Fleet had not room to pick up the squad or the crew, and so they
waded ashore slipping and cursing and lacerating themselves
and their equipment on a few thousand years of accumulated change
that had hardened into coral like a malignant memory in the earth.
Mr. Fleet's lovely gem had shown its cutting edge.
It was his job to fix the temporary bivouac, and he settled his
reduced platoon just inside the trees beyond the village. He walked
the perimeter with his platoon sergeant, establishing pickets; and
then moved about among the men with his corpsmen, checking the
bruises and cuts from the coral. "Don't gripe," the platoon sergeant
said, "you'll all be in your sacks this time tomorrow." He was a stiff
little man, secretive, and ingathered like a coiled spring. But he
knew how to manipulate desire in little things, and he left the

—

pickets looking at the cheerful side.
"Best N.C.O.s in the world," Wensinger said.
They were in a ragged grove of coconut palms, shredded from
the shell fire. Whose had it been, he wondered? The village had
gotten it too, of course, and Mr. Fleet had left Stafford poking into
the sagging and blasted woven huts with their intricate patterns
still discernible. Mr. Fleet was uncomfortable with the evidence of
anonymous violence, for which even the native guide had no explanation. That he was "from another village" was all he could
make clear; but then, in the islands, civilizations flourished and
died within miles of each other, inarticulately, in alien tongues
lamenting. Mr. Fleet was sure that this was so.
It annoyed Mr. Fleet with the persistence of a mosquito that the
island had suffered such bombardment, that the tops should be cut
from the coconut trees as though with giant shears, and the village
turned inside out, and yet (as far as any of them knew) only five
abandoned Japanese garrisoned the place, or occupied it. or hid in
it
it was all the same. Something more menacing than that was
needed to account for such dumb savagery. It was as though de-

—
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struction had been furthered for its own sake, and Mr. Fleet in those
early days was inexperienced at this. He walked back through the
spoiled coconut grove with the growing fantasy that the island had
been violated for them alone; that their presence demanded disorder. He was young, of course, and more inclined then than later to
look upon such things as a personal affront. He beat at insects rising
to the sweat of his face from shell holes in the trail, and felt a
yearning too deep to be other than primitive and too complex for
him to have speech to say it, that this be corrected. And then, too, it
was his first patrol, and he was, like any uncertain man, rebellious
against peripheral annoyances.
Mr. Fleet came to the center of what had been the village aware
that a constriction in his chest seemed to press his heart like a
bubble about to burst, and that his breath was labored under the
dead weight of humid air. He stood outside the gutted native chapel,
and watched Stafford idly turning up the few undamaged pews,
moving without haste, aligning the pews that remained at last. This
had been a sizable settlement indeed. Mr. Fleet entered (not through
the door: something had blown a hole to the left of where it had
been the gospel side was it not? and the roof was down over it),
and stood beside Stafford. The Captain was crouched by the last
pew, and he looked up and shrugged as though in answer to a
question.

—

—

i^TT SEEMS A SHAME," he said, smiling in apology.

Then he
a cane, beside his foot on the floor. "Come along.
Josh; I want to show you something." He stood with the cane in his
hand, and passed his arm through Mr. Fleet's. At the touch, Mr.
Fleet was strangely comforted; the constriction eased at his heart,
and a cleansing shyness possessed him. He did not forget the unidentified ravaging that had preceded them, or the close garment
of humid air; but they seemed to become part of a truth that existed
elsewhere. Mr. Fleet could not trust himself to speak. He surrendered himself, tense and uncomfortable as he had been, to the
gentle guidance of the arm, and he seemed to possess himself more
surely than he could ever remember having possessed himself before. The hand under his arm steadied him through the breach in
the wall, and for the first time Mr. Fleet noticed thatone of the huts
was relatively undamaged. Toward this, Stafford led him, almost
graciously. Mr. Fleet, for the moment, recovered a sense of buried
courtesies, and the strangeness of the event filled him with antici-

X pointed

to

pation.

Stafford stood aside at the doorway for Mr. Fleet to enter; in the
reedy twilight of the room the lieutenant saw the canes and paddles
and utensils of village life, inlaid with bright shell in designs of
14

and preserved in hope against whose
return? Presences seemed to move in the room beyond those mute
evidences of communal life, and they were presences with whom
Stafford and Mr. Fleet were at peace.
They made no move to touch the objects. "There's something
else," Stafford said. Mr. Fleet turned away, reluctantly, and followed him outside. "This was at the church," Stafford said, and handed
Mr. Fleet the cane. They walked side by side along the line of
spoiled huts as far as the burial ground at the end of the village
clearing, where a trail was already overgrown and the denser
vegetation closed. It had been rifled. Flat, wooden, paddle-like
grave markers had fallen or been battered to the earth, or tilted like
so many direction-signs to confuse the wayfarer or encourage him
intricate order, gathered

to earth.

"Our people do this?" Mr. Fleet asked.
"Who could know?" Then Stafford pointed to a corner of the
cemetery. A large wooden cross had been dragged down there, and
they crossed through the markers leaning like pickets set by a
drunken carpenter. Stafford knelt and ran his hand along the
carved wood, inlaid with shell in colors that brought the coral
undersurface and the turquoise sea vividly before Mr. Fleet again.
"It should have been a warning," Mr. Fleet said, "but I saw only
." Mr. Fleet took Wenwhat he saw. This is beautiful,' he said
singer by the arm and limped through the strollers to the window of
this shop. "It was work like that— you remember what the natives
could do so well." He pointed with his own inlaid cane to a bananawood paddle propped between grotesque mahogany masks.
"I do," Wensinger said. "There's skill for you."
But had it been really beautiful? Mr. Fleet stepped back. Wensinger was staring at the paddle as though hypnotized, and over his
shoulder Mr. Fleet saw the disorder of seventeen years. Those
distant shapes among which the man searched, those colors of an
alien hemisphere
they sent the eyes in so many directions that
one could scarcely see through to the shore. Like camouflage, Mr.
Fleet thought. His hand on Wensinger's arm was more comradely
.

.

.

.

.

than heretofore.

They went back to the sea rail, and faced the one clear path a
moon had marked across the opaque sea.
"This is beautiful"— it was what he had said, and Mr. Fleet
wondered if he would ever discover the terms in which he could
comfortably live with that, for, certainly, they were the last words
Roy Stafford ever spoke.
He had watched Stafford's hands on the wood, remembering
having heard that he had somewhere studied such work — and feeling under his own hands the shapes that Stafford's recognized. He
rising
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and between them they did manage it;
though it was heavy, and probably solid mahogany. There was
really no point to it, Mr. Fleet recognized; but in Stafford's presence
it seemed eminently the right thing to do.
"Perhaps it was for the best," Mr. Fleet said. "What might this
war have done to him if he had come through it? Do you think he'd
have been in the parade tomorrow?"
"Of course. Anyone would." Wensinger's voice held a plea, or a

tried to right the cross,

question.
"That's what I mean," said Mr. Fleet. He had stood a moment,
pressing the glassy surface of the inlaid shell of the cane under his
if he would ever feel what more than shape
Stafford must have touched upon there. He did not know that
Stafford had walked away until he heard the explosion and fell
under the spray of rubble to the ground, rolling behind the cross
now fallen again, reacting as he had been trained to react. When the
reverberation had well died away and Mr. Fleet tugged out his
forty-five and found his voice, there was no sound at all.
"It was a mine all right," Mr. Fleet said; "a clumsy thing, but
adequate. He was scarcely marked, but he was dead. My platoon
sergeant was a good man: he had a squad down there and around me
in a very short time. I began to think again v/hen I saw them break
out of the brush."
They spread ponchos and made a litter, and Mr. Fleet composed
Stafford's hands himself. Only once before had he, himself, dared
reach out to touch the man when they first met and shook hands,
little over a month in the past. He removed the ivory nut ring, and
pressed it on his own index finger. It would be difficult to get off
again.
Mr. Fleet detailed a corporal and five men to wade to the
beached landing craft with Stafford's body, and return with it to
Odunda across the bay. His platoon sergeant protested: they might
need the men and the boat before the morning but Mr. Fleet had
little to say. He broke camp immediately (a very foolish move in the
heat of the day), and began the march inland and upland to the
radio installation.

palms, wondering

—

—

WERE IN POSITION BY 1500. The sun was high and
THEY
cleared kunai grass and spring
the natural bowl
burning
into

of

along the side of which, camouflaged under brush, the Japanese
were encamped. Mr. Fleet placed his B.A.R.s behind and above the
bivouac, sealing off a trail out of the bowl and up toward a ridge
beyond; his fields of fire were thorough; his platoon sergeant lay at
his side, fingering the pin of a grenade; the fire teams beside him
watched the bowl impatiently and ran palms of sweating hands
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along the stocks of rifles with a touch reminiscent of Stafford's
along the cross (or so Mr. F'leet felt; he was conscious of a disorder in
his vision, a disjunction of objects where there should have been
focus). The Japanese stood out in individual clarity in the sun, so
solid and isolated that Mr. Fleet had the illusion that they were
nnore, in bulk one might say, than were actually there. He saw the
pathetically emaciated body of one who bathed naked, at the spring;
he felt the veins of the man's hands under his own. He could trace at
his finger tips the curve of the spine of the two who squatted over a
meal, stirring a substance in a tin. It was as though in touching
Stafford's hand, his own had quickened to sensitivity. Then the
remaining two came out from behind the camouflage, walking
burdensomely, and talking just loudly enough for the confused
sound to reach Mr. Fleet where he lay with his field glasses. Yet he
could not order the attack. There was something lacking in the
scene, something necessary there before he could come to terms
with it as he had with the island set in its band of coral as they
approached the ruined dock. And the small, domestic details disturbed his thought.
"No," he whispered to his sergeant, "we'll give them a chance.
Pass the word to stand when I do, but hold your fire ." The platoon
sergeant did that.
Mr. Fleet stood: "Surrender! Put up your hands!" he called out.
It was very stupid; how could they understand? They had begun to
run, probably to their weapons. The concentrated fire brought
them down in seconds. Mr. Fleet did not fire, nor could he intervene
as the fire teams plunged down into the clearing and went to work
with gun butts and knives. They had been annoyed too much.
"Yes," Wensinger said, "the boys could get out of hand. I could
never really get used to that." He turned, leaning back on his elbows
against the rail. He grinned uneasily at three uniformed veterans,
crushed in comradely inconvenience in the seat of a decorated
rolling chair, being pushed with a clownish solemnity by two others.
One waved a bottle of beer; another held up two fingers in a familiar
V. The third stared moodily into space
his head bobbed drunkenly; he muttered to himself. There was a moment of embarrassed
will I see you tomorrow% Josh?"
silence. "Well
Mr. Fleet pondered the widening path of moonlight. WTiat
language should one speak to be understood, even if one knew what
to say? What could he have said to the five men? What to Wen,

.

.

—

.

.

.

singer?
"I don't see how I can, Louis," Mr. Fleet said. "I've a store to
keep, you know. This is my big season."
." They shook hands; Wensinger was ritually
"Well, then
solemn. Mr. Fleet watched him go through the crowd, his conscious
.

.
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effort tx) straighten the sloping shoulders, the trousers hitched too
tightly at the waist. Mr. Fleet came again before the window of his
shop. The paddle was gone from between the masks; his wife was
holding it for a customer, pointing to the hardened ivory nut at the

head.
Yes, it had been beautiful for a while that day, even there if
seldom afterward. He shifted his cane; he should not have stood so
long. He entered the shop. Over the shoulders of the customers he
exchanged a smile with his wife. Her hair did not have the ashy tint
of dried fronds; that had been a trick of light. But there was gray in
it. She wore a pin of coral, swirled sea-blue and sea-green, at her
breast. She would pick from the window, and what she wore would
find its place, even here, far from where the quixotic peacemakers
would surely go aground. He saw her hands over the shell beads and
trinkets, burned by the sun, fingers sensitive to the almost imperceptible ridges in jade and coral and shell. He saw the ring he had
inadvertently saved from the sea. Coming up behind her he put his
cane on the counter and covered her hands with his own; he thought
of Louis Wensinger walking alone toward his parade. Perhaps
tomorrow they should shut the shop after all, and cheer him toward
whatever destination. Mr. Fleet pressed his wife'shands, but it was
Stafford's he felt, closing on a book whose title he could not decipher. Indeed, that had long ago begun its sea change into the ages of

—

coral

and

shell.

An odd

splitting, like a string untuned in the memory, the
crash of falling masks, and the tinkling of glass around him broke
across his vision, even as he saw, uncomprehending, the blood at his
wife's knuckles, welling down across the ring. He swung her behind
him, reaching with the recollection of seventeen years for the weapon at his waist. Through the wreck of the display case and the
shattered window, he saw four khaki clad men wrestling ridiculously with a fifth who struggled from the seat of a rolling chair;
and, as the curious crowd gathered, he heard above his wife's
shocked sobbing, the cries of the pinned man:
!"
devils! Get them away
The man sprung free, projecting himself drunkenly into a
jagged sword of glass, grabbing for a mask in the rubble of the
window. And Mr. Fleet, with the cold violence of one who has

"Goddamned

.

.

.

identified his enemy at long last, beat with his cane through a haze
deeper than any jungle he had ever known at the head and shoulders transfixed across the paddles and utensils and bric-a-brac of

some

lost village life.

NORTHWEST REVIEW
1963
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Sea Change

The beaten brow of Savo and the jaw
Of Esperance upjutted in their sig"ht,
A maw of flares and salvos, and the ni^ht
Rocked to the cold refraction of their hate. The raw
Flame involved their deck plates and the din,
Screeching and revolving with their sin,
Spouted oil and tar across their wake.
Bright navy scuttled, galley, bridge, and mate
Mingled beyond soundings to his law,
Old Moby Dick, hurt tyrant— still dives down
Where silent bells and towers drift in towns
Imprisoned in Nantucketers' dead eyes.

And days that followed when the fantailed sun
Was shattered by gray lances in the East
And fell to light them languid and undone
Beneath the split entablature of seas,
They waited for your coming Flask, and Queeg,
Starbuck, Ahab, Coffin, Bligh— for you.
Anonymous, archetypal youth, their crew
Tangled in stove boats and gutted rigs
And wound in mainsheets till the crack of doom.

—

111.

They waited for your coming. Off Inchon
While "general quarters" clamoured you made one
With sundered steel and timbers roaring down,
Sweet diver through the ages to your rest;
You trod sleepwalker and predestined guest
On earth's foundations where eternally
Odysseus' shipmates ring you silently. The bells!
(In nomine diaboli, your hand
Most intimate with squid and skate!) the bells
Clang out your requiem in some lost land.

Four Quarters, 1954
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Seascape
Hibiscus pale
Pink in the swale

Swart meadowmarsh
Before the sea,
This sink of rank
Salt-wiry grass
Matted tawney,
Fringe the spit

Tanged by a northwind
Over it;
Cluttered wrack

And

slotted whorl
shell
In limpid light

Of cockle

High sea lashing
buoy bell

A

wish us well
wish us well

Who

ship the tides

Beyond that knell,
Beyond the sight
Of buoy light,
Of any light

Beyond landswell
Beyond the sail
Penned in well
Penned by gale
To the port of pale
Hibiscus.

Four Quarters, 1952
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Clayfoot

MY SON WAS TALKING

about pitchers, and that's what
thinking of Clayfoot though I hadn't really
thought of anything connected with baseball in that way for years.
Baseball was one of the things I put behind me with graduate school
and the war and marriage and a job. And even if I had been interested in those years after the war (and I was not), the very real business
of hustling for a family of six children would have relegated baseball to the shadowy land of television, and I loved it too much once
started

—

me

for that.

But it was something my son said — that pitchers weren't the
same anymore. He's fourteen, and he has recently acquired an old
man's air. It has come as quite a shock to Linda and me — he seems to
have developed a considerable fund of wisdom and a manner to go
with it in the past few months; he has put on six inches at the same
time and is quoting Caesar's Gallic Wars. It is altogether too much.
The five younger children are girls. Why, God only knows; but it is
altogether too much.
What I was thinking was that / might have said that at his age,
because that was about the time that Clayfoot gave up baseball. I
lived in the suburbs of Philadelphia, and we never got to the big

—

We

—

collected baseball cards the A's especially but the
could rarely manage the money for the trip into town
and the games. It was an event when that happened, and we all
somehow participated by empathy if one of us got to go. I never went
myself. The A's and the Phillies were like the gods— the Homeric
gods; but the sandlot players were the real-life heroes: the men from
Flourtown and East Greenfield and Perkiomen and East Germantown, Fortside, and Souderton. It was the Eastern Pennsylvania
League in those days, and on Tuesday and Thursday evenings
during Daylight Savings, and on Sunday afternoons, they'd draw as
many as three hundred rooters to the diamond up Bethlehem Pike
just across the fields from our home in Fort Washington. We took
our baseball seriously: it was an unspeakable treachery to pass up a
game for any reason if you could walk, when I was my son's age.
But all those great men in the pebble gray uniforms with the
orange socks and caps and numbers have faded now, though some-

leagues.

boys

I

knew
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times when I drive the family past the place where the field used to
be and see the dust spun up on the drives in front of the ranch homes
along the old third base line, I have a vague premonition that some
old ghost is still sliding home among the finny cars parked by the
barbecue pits. And once when I took a short-cut through the old
street on business that brought me in there from the city where
we're living now, I could swear I saw two streets away up the block
the tall figure of the Old Man, Clayfoot, walking with the pumping
stride that he carried to the end. But I could not bear to test that
vision; I turned down a side street and got away fast.

PEANUT CAME FOR ME that time over thirty years ago.

It

was a July evening heavy with honeysuckle and translucent
with a sun as pert as though it was newly made after three muggy
days of a sad northeaster. There's a Peanut in every boy's gang, and
we don't forget them any more than we forget Rocket and Shakey
and the whole crew of them: whatever their names, they play
through some amaranthine summer, and like Antaeus draw their
strength from an immortal earth. Peanut was up to my shoulder,
and in any game, way over my head. He was the anchor man in
every line at High, and by a stroke of beautiful justice, our pitcher
and our clean-up man. I think of William Butler Yeats's line: "And
." That was Peanut. There was
everything he did done perfectly
something else about him though that I remember very well: he was
not a boy who smiled very much, and I do not recall that he ever
laughed. There was that capacity for hurt in his face that I am
rather glad I have lost track of him. I would not want to know if all
that promise were spoiled.
We sat on the wooden porch and laced our spiked shoes. We had
a job. There was no backstop in those days, and it was a privilege to
back up the catcher and try to field balls that got past him and the
umpire on wild pitches or glancing fouls. Peanut and I were unofficial batboys, and one of us chased the balls while the other
collected the bats. So we laced our shoes and adjusted our caps and
pounded experimentally on our gloves, and started across the three
fields to the park. What did we talk about, I wonder. It sobers me to
think that I can still hear in the chamber of my consciousness the
echo of his voice but I cannot distinguish the words, though now,
for the first time in years, I listen for them. But I listen to my son
and I know how we must have talked:
"The Old Man'll pitch tonight," Peanut said. We had come over
the hill of the last field, and below us we could see the red earth of
the base lines and the green outfield mowed as clean and fragrant
as a dream of orchards to the creek that meandered from far out at
right to close in at left, shortening that field so that a ground rule

—

.

—
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had

to

be

made about

hits into

and beyond.

it,

said. Icould see him winding up
along the first base line, while Long Jack, the first baseman, pounded grounders to the practicing infield and pop flies to the outfield.

"He'll give

it

to 'em. He's due,"

I

visitors pulled up as we came down the hill, and Peanut spat:
"They ain't so hot," he said. "East Greenville took 'em 7-5 last week."
"Yeah."
I walk down, now, with the two of us, and listen to the two of us,
and smell the grass cut and piled into such sweetness that the senses
reel with it; and as we come abreast of the Old Man I look up into his
face again after all these years. "Hello, kid," he says, and I feel again
that warmth and serenity that no other achievement could ever
bring the Old Man has noticed me, and I have a place among the
heroes here, on this fair field bounded by the Pike and the creek
twisting beyond the outfield at the foot of the hill. I have forgotten
Peanut now, and though my shyness is extreme, I say "Good luck,
sir," and wait for his smile. It comes, and will never leave me; and I
see now, what I did not see then, that his mouth is tight, and that
there is a perspiration across his forehead and his upper lip that no
pitcher warming up should have. Peanut is calling me.
"Toss yuh for the bats," he said.

The

—

"Tails."

The penny buried itself in the dust, and Peanut stooped to
scrape the dust away. "Heads," he said. "You got backers-up."
It still wasn't bad. I could watch the Old Man's stuff this way.
He was striding out onto the mound to warm up there by the time I
got behind the catcher. He walked and ran pretty much up on his
toes, lifting his legs higher than ordinary men, even when he walked. He carried his shoulders back and swung his arms, as though he
always knew just where he was going and just exactly what he was
going to do. He had that professional air. I found an excuse to walk
farther away from the catcher, to pull my cap down over my eyes
and lift my chin so I could peer out from under it, and stride with the
earth under my toes as he did. There has never been anything in my
life as fresh and bold as those clean gray uniforms against the red
baselines and the infield grass and Clayfoot's uniform was the
snappiest of all. I recall now very vividly the crease down the side of
the trousers and in the short sleeves over the orange sweatshirt; and
I can see him extending his gloved hand as he prepares the first
warm-up pitch from the mound, as though he's measuring with the

—

span of his hand the width of the plate. He looks down the arm,
squinting his eyes, and for a moment he is statue-still. I wait for the
pitch, content to hold that vision in anticipation forever. His hair is
close-cropped and gray at the temples under the orange cap with its
gray FW; his eyebrows are full and dark, I can see him move his
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quid of tobacco into a cheek. He is every inch the
know it even then as a child.
I have learned since that there are many men like Clayfoot. He
had had his tryout in the big leagues, and in that tryout had thrown
his arm out. But he carried the big leagues as an aura with him and
for that moment when he strove with gods, men would honor him
out of reason. And children too.

mouth and

shift a

professional,

and

I

He started his windup from his ankles, finally lifting his left leg
well off the ground in a rhythm so firm and economical and yet so
essentially gaudy that it took the breath away. Only the actual pitch
was strange, the movement of the arm in its final stages. It stayed
bent at the elbow, and he seemed to push the ball rather than
throw it. And the gradual final motion was a drawing down of the
corner of his mouth, as though he were in pain. The ball reached the
batter, leaving the Old Man bent at the waist; actually, as I see now,
off balance
too old to recover whatever was lost in the throwing.
Yet that is an after thought thirty years after, to be exact.
That evening in the middle of July, in high summer, with hay
fever and baseball and oak poison and youth at full tide, and birch
beer waiting for Peanut and me in the spring-house when we got
home, was it any wonder that I felt victory in the air? I heard Long
Jack above the raucous voice of the crowd, calling, "Give it to 'em,
Clay. Atta boy. Old Man." And I echoed him, pounding my glove
and spitting as I knew he was doing.
The team was Perkiomen— farmers and laborers from the
quarry there, mechanics and millhands. They were tough and powerful, and metamorphosed, I know now, for these few moments of
every week into a dream of warriors that not a single one of them
would probably recognize or articulate even if he could. But this
was their jousting, and they had all the ritual gestures down pat: to
hitch the trousers, to dust the hands, to prepare for the plate with
the heaving of three bats, to tread the ground and spit. It was
glorious!
Those were, by league rules, seven-inning games; and even at
that, if the innings were long, in the top of the seventh a high fly
could be lost in che twilight over center while the far trees across
the creek beyond the fielders burned along their tops like matchsticks ignited by some low bonfire beyond them. Then the pitcher
would pitch into shadows, and a strange quiet and weariness would
assail us all, as though the things of day had outlived their purpose
and would rest. I liked my games to end in light.

—

—

—

—

IHREE SCORELESS INNINGS went

by,

and that was odd

because Perkiomen was dragging the cellar of the league. Yet
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our men could not connect— not even Long Jack's brother, "Spade"
Hurst, who played third and was named for a ferocious habit of
lifting balls that were low and inside over the creek. Clay came up
twice and struck out twice, but nobody minded because pitchers
weren't supposed to hit in those days. I'd rather have seen the Old
Man strike out than most men get a Texas Leaguer his batting
style was flawless, he looked like a champ. I envied old Peanut who
could select Clay's bat from long practice, and say "tough luck"
when he came back to the bench, but Peanut was a champ too, and
he could do all that with more style than me. And, besides, in my job
I could see the whole of the Old Man's outside curve, that, because of
the odd restriction in his arm, bobbed a little on the way in. I
dreamed of the day I could throw my arm out to such advantage.
But, soon, they began to hit him a bit, to pop up, to ground out, and to
walk. And every time he recovered from his pitch he seemed even to
my boy's eyes a little slower than the time before. Then, with the
sixth man up and two outs in the bottom of the fourth, the strangest
thing I had seen in my life to that minute happened. It should have
been an omen, but instead, because I did not know what omens
were, it was a source of wonder, and Peanut and I must have known
simultaneously that this was something we would never forget.
Perkiomen had their pinch-hitter in a team had one pinchhitter if it was lucky in those days, and this fellow was a huge
Pennsylvania Dutchman who looked as though he'd spent his life
shoeing horses. And after swinging like a barndoor in a storm
under one pitch, and hurling the bat out to shortstop on a second, he
cut under the Old Man's bobber, and what looked like two balls flew
back over the catcher's head in my direction. Peanut came back
toward me, always quicker than I was, and out of the corner of my
eye I saw him on one of them, and I recovered to take after the other.
I got the ball all right, but it had no cover. The Dutchman had
sheared the cover right off a $3.00 Official League Ball, and Peanut
had the cover. We both walked up to the umpire, solemnly as
befitted such a moment, carrying the pieces like offerings. "Gawd,"
he said and I can still see his blue chin hanging over the chest
protector. "Gawd, I never seethe like o' that!" The Old Man came in
off the mound, shaking his head; and now that I am close to him I
can see the sweat standing out over the bushy eyebrows, and an odd
gray line under his lips. "Bad," he muttered to himself, "Bad.

—

—

—

bad

."
.

.

think I know the Old Man better now, after thirty years. He
loved baseball too, and he must have had to wrestle with the thought
that he couldn't play forever; and he would have known about
omens. He was a hero in his way, they all were but not in the way I
thought then and the diamond out there between three fields and
I

—

—
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a creek was, too, in its way, a Field of the Cloth of Gold.
"What a game, hey?" I yelled to Peanut when I got back to

my

spot.

"Yo!" he waved. We felt good then; it was all such a glorious
adventure, and we were never hurt. But I did think with a slight
unease of the Old Man's drawn face and I pounded my glove and
spat and yelled to show him I was with him.
The Dutchman hiked the next one out to the creek, and the Old
Man pulled himself from his stoop and looked far out to where the
center fielder poked half-heartedly along the edges of the stream
for the ball. It was a homer by ground rules, and Clay stood with his
hands on his hips, his glove dangling by its strap from his left wrist,
chewing slowly. Then he turned back and methodically and beautifully laid three strikes across the plate. He didn't jog in from the
mound, but he still walked on his toes.
Spade justified his nickname in the top of the sixth, and it was 44. But the inning was long; there was no doubt the game would end
in darkness, and the crowd grew quiet. Besides, something was
happening to Clayfoot; perhaps they could all sense it.
He had always put his body into his pitch, so that the ball
seemed really an extension of his body a thing still under his
control even when it was falling down over the plate. But now there
was a slight irregularity, a moment as it were of discontinuous
action as he finished his windup and released the ball, and it was in
the sixth inning that I saw him throw the first wild pitch I had ever
seen leave his hand. It was a terrible thing, and I cannot think back
on it without living again in that slight boy's body the suspension of
breath and the nausea of shame and betrayal that I would not be
able to identify for many years to come, having nothing in my life
against which to weigh it. It passed in a moment, and what replaced
it I could identify well enough: a hot fierce resurgence of loyalty for
the Old Man, so that I shouted louder than ever, joining my voice
with Peanut's who was surely recovering from a similar bewilderment. But one could not shout for long in that oddly quiet crowd,
and soon we were conscious too of its mood and ceased even to punch
our gloves. I knew this mood, though I had no name for it, and I
dreaded it the way I dreaded some dreams that I could anticipate
and not escape. Peanut and I drew together, he coming out partway
behind the catcher, and me coming in toward the bench. Finally, as
the seventh inning began and the far fields beyond home lost their
details in a blue twilight haze, I left my job completely and came in
for companionship to the bench with Peanut.
It was a nightmare; if the field had not been so quiet with the
hush of the crowd and the whirr from the crickets across the road
and the muted hacking of the frogs along the edges of the creek, we

—
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might not have clung together as we did. Because the Dutchman
was up again, and the bases were full again, and it was two outs
again, if he had peeled the cover from another ball, we might both
have broken from there like scared rabbits; as it was, I remember
digging into Peanut's arm, and I remember' the awed look on his
face.

The Old Man wound up. I saw his arm twist as he let the ball go,
heard him grunt, saw his body bent forward in an impossibly
awkward position, and I knew without Peanut's grabbing my
shoulder that Clayfoot was hurt. The ball floated in with a spin that
certainly the Dutchman had never faced before; again he cut under
it, popping it up so that it started its fall just behind the Old Man's
pitching shoulder. Clay raised his head to follow it. Then, a moment
too late, he seemed to drag himself by sheer will from the position
into which the pain of his arm had twisted him. The ball tipped his
glove as he fell back. He went to his knees and leaned forward, arm
bent at the elbow, to pick it up. From his knees, teetering uncertainly, he threw, but the arm was gone— he could not straighten it. The
ball was yards beyond Long Jack's reach, and the runners began to
cross the plate.

The Old Man pushed himself

to his feet

with his good arm.

He

didn't look around; he didn't say anything. He left the mound, still
walking on his toes. When he came to where we stood, transfixed
before the bench, he stopped. He peered at both of us, the strangest,
most distant expression on his face. I don't know what he saw, but he
said to Peanut: "Here kid," and he handed him his glove. Then he
put his palm behind my neck and pulled my head against his jersey
and I felt the rough lettering press my forehead. His pitching arm
hung straight down at his side, and he held it with his free hand
when he released me and walked toward the road. The manager
small crowd of fans
threw a sweatjacket over his shoulders.
followed them both.
Long Jack finished the inning on the mound, but we could not
come to bat; it was a ground rule that the game be called as the light
failed. So Clayfoot did not really lose the game, though what he did
lose I could say now after all these years.

A

BETWEEN US
THE GLOVE WAS
had nothing do with

the way home across the
the fact that the Old Man
that was right, because
had given it to Peanut and not to
Peanut was a champ; my happiest memory of that night was that I
knew it, and was glad for him. But there was the glove, and neither
of us had the words for what it meant.
At our gate we hesitated. I climbed on it and swung it out.
Mother's nicotena by the rose arbor flowered in a dimension of scent
all

quiet fields. It

to

me—
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that would outlast both arbor and house. "Want some birch beer,
Peanut?" I asked.
He was a dim figure picking at the fingers of the glove on the
other side of the gate. "Naw," he said. "Here, want to try this?" He
held out the glove.
"I don't want to. Peanut," I said. "It's yours."
He opened the glove and pulled it carefully on his hand. "Yeah,"
he said, "I guess it is." He tapped the palm gently with his fist. "It's
big," he said.
"I guess I'll go in," I said. He lifted the glove in farewell, and I
watched his straight, thin figure down the path. He was almost out
of sight when I saw him raise up on his toes. Then he began to
whistle. I heard his whistle as the shadow filled the fields and the
hollow into which the old road dropped.
Indeed, I must return to that street up which I thought a short
while ago I saw Clayfoot striding. It might, indeed, have been
Peanut, and I am a little too old now to be afraid to discover the
truth. In the meantime, I must ask my son what led him to say that
pitchers "aren't the same anymore." One never knows what a child
has come up against, and how words have failed him.

THE ANTIOCH REVIEW

1963

Summer Houses
How

delicate the

dream

of

summer

houses!

Bone white as clam, conch, or sea mallow.
Scantlings (thin as stalks of wheat or yarrow)
And laths tilt toward the sunlight, and the purlin

Firm as hope is bleached beneath the rooftree;
This ship of land, of mind, beached like a wherry
And spare with all the lightness sleep imposes.
Catches at the breath like autumn roses.

And

in the dream blue mussels cling to pilings
While round-about the mole crabs burrow, and
The long-necked egret steps the marsh; the sand

Now

isolate,

how

Merlin-like (salt at the lips)

Yourself when always young conjure the golden ships.
Say: is it light that bends wood toward the sun?
Illusion of the eye? Or joy to cope
With all the sweet extravagance of hope?

Four Quarters, 1973
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Certain Conclusions
T

INDY DOLLS!"Madelinewas struggling with her boots,stiff
X-Jfrom drying on the hot-air register. "Imagine, Lindy dolls!
Do you remember them, Billy?"

<<

"Before my time." Dr. Rennig pecked at the typewriter again.
"Listen to this:
/ celebrate the walls that interpose
Between the knower and what he almost knows.
Just a start, Madie but the possibilities! I mean the end of things:
blind corridors, garden walls, altars. Anything that brings us up
short, turns the mind aside, makes it leap
"There." She patted the buckle of a boot in place. "Oh, it's
exciting! If it only hadn't been such a snow yesterday. I tell you,
Billy, Winston's is like a pandora's box or something. There's no end
to what's in that store; it'd support a civilization! And the crowds,
even with the snow! But, Lindy dolls! It's like going back to your
childhood."
"Blame it, Madie, you don't listen to me. Didn't you ever come to
the end of something and there you were? What you thought was a
wall turned out to be a door. You had a sudden vista?" He sent the
carriage clattering dramatically to its bell. "At forty cents a line,
my dear, I can afford to keep this thing going."
"The second line limps." Madeline Rennig tilted her head. His
back was in the mirror, the shoulder that usually supported the
bookbag slightly lower than the other against the spindly chair
back. A white ledge of snow heaped beyond the window by his desk.
"What the hell do you expect? It's a first draft." He bounced the
chair around. "Where are you headed?"
She pushed the last hairpin and patted the brown knot. A gray
strand straggled out; she frowned and twisted it under. "Please,
dear. Poets should be quieter. I'm off to Winston's; I've been trying
to tell you. To haggle for that wall clock. It was there day before
yesterday. I do hope that mob hasn't gotten to it. That great beauty
over the front counter."

—

—

—

"We have six clocks."
"Well, we have six children,
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too.

What

does that prove?

Now

—

don't you fret just fix that bad line." She kissed his forehead. "That
clocl< was a present to Miss Winston when she opened the store fiftyfive years ago. Imagine! But the people who are selling out the
estate, Billy— they're awful!"
"You're too critical." He sniffed, and scraped his throat. Some
previous owner, some fly-by-night, had knocked the wall in, and the
kitchen and dining rooms were one too-intimate dining area, open
to the drafts of too many windows. Billy's desk was by the least
penetrable one. "You'll be home." he said, "before the children get

here?"

She stood with her back to the shed door and nodded. In the cocoon-like stillness between the pecking at the keys, she could sense
the mounded snow as something that muted the familiar sounds,
the recent sounds, the winter background of fifteen years of marriage and parenthood. They were almost suspended; it was as
though one could expect of one's own children the landscape of one's
fly buzzed along a windowsill, a slight prophet of
childhood.
change bred in the false summer of the windowless back shed.
"Don't be foolish about this clock. Where'll you get the money?"
She waved from the door. "Now, Billy, you keep that thing
going. It'll cover everything. And be careful of the draft." She could
not resist that. "The clock will make a big difference over the living
room mantel. It'll make the mind leap, et cetera."
"Get the hell out," Rennig said.

A

WAS PACKED DOWN and
THE SNOWBut
head was
Mrs.

chill enough to freeze
at the door of the neighTait's
underfoot.
boring stoop anyhow. "How is the Professor, Mrs. Rennig?"
"He's celebrating," Madeline said, "and I think he's buying a

clock."

"But—" Mrs. Tait made small gestures

of incomprehension,

and Madeline nodded and smiled and nodded, withdrawing down
the walk. It was a buoyant day, the flurries celebrational as confetti,
yet silent as an afternoon in a country town: the children all in
school and only the rare crunch of tire chains to set the past stirring
and turning its picture book in the mind. She pushed one mittened
hand, straight-fingered, into the drifts, loosening the powdered
snow behind the satin-white stiff outer layer. It was the stuff of
memory: perhaps because this was the first winter in years when
the drifts were so high in Wallingford, high enough to fix again the
charmed proportions of childhood between the body and the snow;
perhaps because the trolleys were immobilized for the first full
week in her adult memory, and people walked in the middle of the
ploughed streets as though through a muff; perhaps because Miss
Winston was dead, and Miss Winston had always prepared against
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the snow. Though the boots that had appeared in Winston's window,
in the long winters of her childhood, bizarre and dusty and unbelievably numerous, dug up at the first flakes fronm some subcellar,
always out of fashion and often outrageously so, would not appear
again. Mr. N. had disposed of them— callously and cruelly, she was
sure. As patchings for inner tubes, perhaps.
She came to the corner of Stiles and Green, and crossed into the
middle of the street through snowbanks piled higher than her head.
Mr. Leckie, the florist, stood bemusedly out from the traffic signal
whose fixed red light glowed cheerily. He held an elaborate bou-

quet of artificial daffodils.
"Nothing is working." He shook his head in comfortable wonder. "I can't get any flowers. I'm going to have to put these on the
altar at St. Mark's. How's Billy?"
"They're perfectly lovely."
Mr. Leckie puffed out his cheeks: "I can't believe in them. The
wake took everything I had, and I had to slip some of these in."
"Miss Winston would not mind. She enjoyed variety."
"No normal business is being carried on," Mr. Leckie said, as
though it were an odd fact. "Where in heaven's name are you
bound?" He stepped out from under the red light and walked at her
side. "This is the safest season for youngsters in years. An odd
quality in the air, you know, as though everything were standing
still. It takes me back."
"I'm going to Miss Winston's to buy the clock." Madeline took
his arm. Leckie's had sold her sweet peas for the May crowning at
St. Ives, and the box for her first corsage had the Leckie label. Even
then, Mr. Leckie's gray homburg and courtly air were ancient,
towering pleasantries at Stiles and Green. Though youthful, as
Winston's counted age.
"Those " Mr. Leckie hesitated. Madeline tightened on his arm.
He was the one friend of her father's who could not use an epithet.
He settled for tone. "Those people do not seem to have names."
It was true. Mr. N. and Mr. J. and Mrs. L. She had heard them
first in Winston's that day two weeks ago, the third day of the
amazing snow, when the liquidation sale began. She had heard, not
quite believing, the alien voices calling for Mr. N. and Mr. J. and
Mrs. L., who would "take care of you." Miss Bede (Miss Winston's
oldest clerk, retained, no doubt of it, because only she could uncover
pinafores under odd vests, and such appropriate things as the
Leckies had worn themselves and insisted upon for their nieces and
nephews), Miss Bede had apologized. "I am appalled. They seem to
have only initials like laundry marks. And their voicesr Miss
Bede did not have to raise her voice, for the narrow aisles were
politely crowded with the representatives of the Old Families of

—

—

—
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Wallingford, a sedately lamenting folk, now making a kind of
pilgrimage: up and down the indecisive elevator, into the recesses of
the cellar storeroom, through the breached walls of the adjoining
stores that had been gathered in by an indefinite accretion to house
the insatiable affection of Miss Winston (for almost anything small
enough to stock). Over and under and around the store proper,
where for so many years they had simply poked and searched and
permitted themselves to be politely talked into what they might
never need and could hardly get elsewhere, they journeyed on that
first day of formal pilgrimage, which (Madeline felt irrationally)
must surely become another Wallingford ritual.
There were no families in Wallingford but Old Families, and
Old Families love ceremony. Others might appear, as passing Indians in the youth of the town might have raised temporary wigwams
in Market Square. They were observed but not recognized; one
spoke but did not commune. On current maps, Wallingford was
within city limits and had been so for seventy years; the Old Families of Wallingford could not see it quite that way. They kept their
rituals

At

and their

silences.

Madeline almost pitied Mr. N. and Mr. J. and
Mrs. L. with the Old Families as customers, how could their
experience be but traumatic?
They were by the trolley depot. Icicles had ceased to accumulate
along the gutter of the roof; with the cessation of trolley service the
week before, the company had been fit to turn off the heat. There
would be letters about this in the Courant.
One took trolley service, and even its interruptions, for granted.
"But to have it stop completely," Mr. Leckie said, as though continuing her own thoughts, "is most odd. Almost a relief, one might say,
like a suspension of mortality."
"Yes. Only Winston's seems inexhaustible," Madeline said. Even
during the War, Miss Winston, as erect as her Gibson-girl pompadour, had and took pride in having in some recess the rationed
wool sweater or rubber pants that William Junior needed. And how
many times, in the middle of a torrential and depressing late February downpour, with the children methodically taking the house
apart and Billy grousing over freshman themes, and the sinus year
beginning, if a person thought of a hook and eye and a rare thread
and an antique bunch of flowers to freshen last year's dress for the
coming spring— even in the middle of a thunderstorm and just
before a supper of leftovers near the end of the month one knew all
would be well. Because tomorrow all those things would be at
this distance,

—

—

—

—

Winston's.

"Those people," Mr, Leckie said, "are having trouble with the
liquidation. They lack eh reticence. The customers are not co-

— —
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operative."
thing.

know, but they keep coming. I think it's the mystery of the
Winston's has been a— what— do— you— call— it?— corn/i-

copia

all

"I

their lives.

They want

to see

what's at the heart of

it."

Madeline sighed. "If it only hadn't been so blowy yesterday! I do
hope no one's gotten the clock. I used to bob in to check it on my way
to school."

"Yes," said Mr. Leckie, "it has the singular virtue of preserving
not quite the same as simply marking it."

time

—

^^rpiHERE'LL BE A LIQUIDATION, all

X

right,

when

this

snow

melts," he said. "There we are."
Behind a wall of stalled and grotesquely covered automobiles,
Winston's rose three stories above the snow; and they could just
make out the incised lettering in the greenish stone over the door:
The Winston Building— 1906. They went Indian file through the
snow corridor between the cars and paused in dismay before the
plate glass windows.
"Oh, no!" Madeline pulled tighter on Mr. Leckie's arm, with a
gesture from her youth. "Why, everything's gone. How could it have
happened in one day— and such a day?"
The lettering over the door seemed less clear, less deeply cut; it
had a shrunken, superannuated look beside the huge script in
electric reds and blues on the temporary sign inside the ravaged

window.
Absolutely Last Days
Unbelievable Mammoth Big Sale
Everything Goes

"Those are not gone; they're certSimly not Miss Winston's stock."
Mr. Leckie gestured with his aloof voice toward five boxed, lifesized bride dolls and their elaborate trousseaus.
Radically Reduced,

"That

— stuff—

is

up from Canal

Now

$5.99

Street."

was

true. Miss Winston would not have considered offering
life-sized bride dolls with trousseaus. Toys were toys and children
were children; and toys that in her dim aisles could be mistaken for
It

children lolling on her counters would have presented an over-

statement too vulgar to be tolerated.
"They're horrible," Madeline said. "They seem to be alive. Oh,
Mr. Leckie, I think I'm afraid of these people."
"Don't fret," Mr. Leckie said. "They'll pass."
She could not help hanging back and lowering her voice a bit,
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Perhaps she had never really believed that Miss Winston would not
reappear, like Merlin or Arthur, and set things to rights again.
They entered, though, and Madeline for all her thirty-five years
and six children pressed as closely as she could to the old florist. She
had never before been touched with the sad knowledge of lost
empires. Mere artifacts remained, and such gross intrusions as only
Mr. N. and Mrs. L. and Mr. J. would think could be successfully
"liquidated" with the authentic relics of Winston's. She had the
fantastic thought that the whirling blast that had kept her home
yesterday had swept Winston's with the wrath of some malignant
deity.

The empty showcases might have been gutted structures

at a

careless excavation. Miss Bede was nowhere to be seen. No Wallingforders moved ceremoniously on their pilgrimage {through the stages
of their age and youth, entering the whirlpool). Madeline smiled
sadly at Mr. N., who alone, perhaps, could conceive of a whirlpool in
the vicinity of Wallingford— for he had fallen into it.
But there were so few smiles for Mr. N. in this protracted,
bewildering experience that he greeted her with giant joviality.
"See! Practically cleaned out. My friends were in yesterday." It did
not quite come off; his lip sagged slightly on the wordfriends. "I had
to do it," he spoke intimately. "I let the dealers in; after 3i\\— two
weeks, and practically nobody would buy from me, only from that
old lady, that Miss B., or whatever
Mr. Leckie winced and attemped to step back. He steadied
himself, recovering his dignity.
"You've come back to take the clock? Thirty dollars!" Mr. N.
showed four exceedingly remote gold teeth; it was like standing
dentist to a shark. "Mrs. L." (this did not require a change of pitch)
"show the gentleman the cases! Everything goes. As you see." Here
Mr. N. drew himself up with appropriate gravity. "Everything has
gone— almost. Those gorgeous dolls."
"I do not desire a case," said Mr. Leckie. "You are standing on

—

my

foot, sir."

You gotta display artificials; it's the coming
waved with mammoth good humor to the daffo-

"You're a florist?
thing! See!" Mr. N.
dils.

He shrugged. "O.K. So you don't need a case. Look around. I got

I can wait. Nothing hurries me."
Madeline sucked in her breath and mentally counted her
change. There was a movement behind her.
Mr. J. materialized in the semi-dark. The overhead lights had
one by one been liquidated, and only two remained. He swung out
from behind a desk (chalked $5.99), like some anthropoid from the
pilfered streets of Cuzco of the Incas. Madeline turned from him toward the clock on the high wall to the left of the door. Under it, a

time.
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counter (chalked $1U.99) displayed the remnants of stock— a pile of
battered yo-yos and a single, one-legged Lindy doll, one goggle
missing, its aviator's helmet rakishly fallen across a flat face. Oh,
Lindy, poor Lindy, she thought— your child, and now your leg-

But the

clock!

decent equilibrium and quiet voice above them all:
household deity and abandoned altar, and maimed doll its lone
parishioner. Madeline felt a stiffening of her backbone, as though
one of Miss Winston's long buried and almost forgotten bone corsets
had taken hold of her (there had been one, the other day, brought out
to the amazement and delighted recollection of all Old Wallingford,
from some— now, she guessed— chalked cabinet). She almost
stretched her hands out to the clock, while in her ears Mr. N.
boomed his friendship: "I was offered thirty-five dollars. Just today.
Less than half an hour ago— Right, Mr. J.? But I held it for you. I'm
It

held

ethical.

"My

its

You wanted

it."

Mr. Leckie was saying.
Madeline gathered her strength. "Ten dollars," she said.
The cry of pain arose above the ceremonial ticking. The crying
was from Mr. N.
"Impossible," Mr. J. confirmed. The footsteps of Mrs. L., running and echoing through the empty store, came nearer. "What is
it, Mr. J.?"
"She said ten dollars." Mr. J.'s voice was now a whisper. "My
dear madam, my dear, dear madam
"Ten dollars," Madeline said grimly. The face of the clock grew
before her, the round, uncomplicated white face that had survived
the greatness of Winston's and all the hours of all the lives of
generations of children and maidens and lads of Wallingford, and
that must survive the yo-yos and the last Lindy doll, and even Mr J.
and Mr. N. and Mrs. L. The ticking thundered with the tides of her
own blood in her ears. Then she heard the choking sound that was
escaping from Mr. N. "But, you're a lady. You wouldn't do this to
me. And a half hour ago, I—"
"And I don't want you to take it down from the wall until I get
back," she said. "Do you hear? And I want the key this minute."
Only the ticking then. And after a moment of such sweet concord, Mr. Leckie's hand upon her arm. "They have retired. To think
it over." He took her chin in his hand as he had done when she was a
child. He seemed to apologize. "Miss Bede is not here. She was
discharged yesterday afternoon."
"That's what I mean," Madeline said. "Except for that, nothing
is left— nothing. Look what they've done! Look at it!"
Mr. Leckie patted her mittened hand over her pocketbook, and
she shifted the pocketbook under her arm and put both hands in his.
foot, sir,"

—

.
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They waited, while the

store

assumed a

chill that

they had not

noticed before.

The dusty plate glass above the closed interior shutters of the
show window glared with a cold and underwater light, confined
like an ice-bound pond to an era somewhere beyond the clock,
Madeline drew in a breath and shivered — if it should spill over and
inundate them all! The pendulum hinted distantly of faraway and
unattainable things, and the faint, half-hour chime struck above
them with the hollow warning of a bell buoy in a fog. Her hands
tightened on Mr. Leckie's while all familiar things seemed to suffer
a sea change.
Mr, N. spoke. She had not heard him approach. He had, perhaps, been watching them as one strange life observes another from
behind aquarium glass. His voice had a ceremonial dignity.
"Ten dollars and ninety-nine cents." he said.
"The clock may have been tampered with," said Mr. Leckie. His
voice reached Madeline through leagues of unsounded distance.
He handed Mr. N. the daffodils and extricated a large gold railroad
watch from the folds of clothes over his vest pocket. "It is seven

minutes slow."
Mr. N. spoke through the daffodils. His face had the ritual
gravity of an Indian powwow. "Ten dollars cash." he said.
"Mrs, Rennig will give you five dollars cash and take the key.
Her husband will return and remove the clock from the wall. Then
you will receive the remainder."
Madeline's hands shook as she rummaged among the odds and
ends in her purse. She hugged the pocket-book against her body for
warmth, and offered a handful of change. Mr. N. glared at it
disdainfully. In the silence that settled about her like an element
alien to warm-blooded life, she could no longer hear the clock. A
chill upset her stomach as acutely as a raw tooth,
"You see what I mean, sir," said Mr, Leckie, "The clock has been
tampered with."
"Tampered with?" Mr, N.'s face was grieved. "How could it be?
The key, I never had. Old B. wouldn't tell me where she hid it. Today
I found it." He threw his hands up in the air. "Crazy, I'm telling you!

And

that thing up there— it's nailed to the wall!

You

call that

civilized?"

They faced each other with mutual incomprehension. Then Mr,
N. spread his hands in resignation. She could feel the metal through
her glove, as cold as death. Mr. N. lifted his shoulders again and
stepped back.
"My daffodils, sir," said Mr, Leckie.
Madeline saw, dimly, Mr. Leckie's thin cheeks and gray moustache and gray homburg bending above her, diffused, as though
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perceived through a watery element. She wondered if this were
what it was like to drown and held desperately with one hand to the
arm he offered her, linking the wrist of the other under it and
clutching the key against whatever ambiguous force might claim
it.

They were at the door, when Mrs. L.'s voice hindered them:
"Dearie," she was saying, "you have a nice child, maybe. Mr. N. says
to take this." She held out the Lindy doll as if it were a prize.
"Oh, dear." Madeline pressed the doll to her breast. She knew
she would cry, and she would not permit them to see her. She closed
her eyes and turned her face against Mr. Leckie's coat.
"I know, Madeline," he said, "but something has been saved."
He patted her shoulder. "Has Billy met Mr. N.? That's a matter to
consider."

GOOD-BY Mr. Leckie at
SHE BADE
was
but as he tipped

Stiles and Green. The
his hat a trolley shunted

to

light
past.
"I

come

still

red,

think the worst

is

over," he said. "Things are beginning to

alive again."

She waved with the key clenched in her fist. Then she walked
back behind the drifts, cradling the doll. Its lone, stuffed leg dangled flatly over her arm. Coming alive, indeed! She edged cautiously away from the banked snow, hearing in some primitive
corner of her mind the rushing of waters, the loosening of time.
At the stoop, Mrs. Tait greeted her. "My," she said, "that's an

odd one."
Billy opened the door. "For God's sake," he said, "did you buy
thatr
Madeline bit her lip. Behind him was the mantel, and the wall
above it was bare. "Billy—" she began.
"I know," he said cheerily, guiding her in, "you've bought everything that wasn't nailed down. And here I am still stuck with 'the
walls that interpose between the knower and what he almost
knows.' " He kissed her hair and reached for the doll. "What? No

leg?"

She drew back, shaking her head. "Oh,
you don't know."
"I

know

you're not carting that

for me." He sneezed.
"Billy," she said, feeling firm

Billy,

blamed

you don't know

clock. That's

good

enough
down.

I

have something

to tell

ground underfoot

you— about

a wall.

fact."
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at last, "sit
walls, in

Two

Morning Thoughts
(The Playing Field, La Salle College)

Behind the Quad the morning sun
Skillfully

rummages, numbering

the leaves,

Singling out with a jeweler's eye
Cave after leafy cave a spy

—

For you and me.

But here the
Lies in

its

field's civility

reticence,

its

fine

Attention to our morning needs.
There is no shadow laid down, not one
There is no tree.

No

error to stumble on, no sin,
time for the naming of beasts, a time
For you and me to be innocent in,

A
A

visitation of light

upon

Virginity.

Such openness of blue and green
This adamantine first base line

.

.

,

Receding into genesis.
Lucid and brown and fine,

Comes

late for us;

Defines the tranquilly precise

Allowance of the earth and sky.
These basic marks uncomplicate
A fellow's brow; one is apprised
Of his lost state.

What though

things wait the obvious?

The practical disport of day,
The baffled runner caught off base.
The fervent guardian at the plate

And

always, dust.

Four Quarters, 1979
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You Taught Us Good
MONSIGNOR STEPHEN

DENT,

Superintendent of Schools

had begun his labor that
afternoon over accounts that a blind man could see would never
balance. A tall, tired, aristocratic man, with a long back and a long
neck, and a short temper that simmered with a smokeless burning
behind a facade of ice, he stiffened at his coffee break when the
special delivery letter came from the Catholic Teachers' Association requesting a conference on contracts.
"There is no Catholic Teachers Association," Monsignor Dent
said. He flipped the letter across the desk to his assistant. Father
Fly, and gave no more thought to the matter. A week later. Father
Fly corrected him: he nicely rearranged the lace curtains of the
Chancery window, scrumbled in his throat, padded heavily across
the room to the coffee urn, and as he drank said, "They're here,
Monsignor."
"Who's here?"
Paul Fly wiggled a finger away from the handle of his cup
toward the window, and rolled his eyes.
In charity it must be said that the Monsignor had stood the
elephantine indirectness of his assistant for three years, and had
even developed some degree of indifference to it. It was Fly's innocence or foolishness not his manner, that the Monsignor relied
upon. He was that rare adminstrator who believed in checks and
balances. He swallowed a sigh, arose, and swept aside the window
curtain. His face filled momentarily with blood, but his expression
did not change.
Outside the monumental window, directly below him, paraded
pickets to the number of five or six. It was cold, and scarves flapped
in the wind. Signs tilted as their bearers struggled to support them
and still keep their hands in the warmth of their coat pockets and
their chins under wraps. The signs spoke rhetorically:
of the Archdiocese of Mt. Pleasant,

—

—

Does
in

the

Archdiocese Believe

"Rerum Novarum"?

'%500A Year"—
A Living Wage?
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Three Kids

— Three Jobs

Father Fly came

to his side and jostled the Monsignor behind
The big fellow could hardly desist from throwing his
weight around — age, if scarcely wisdom, had removed it from his
control. "Sorry, Monsignor," he said. "Sorry. Why, that's Walter
Noonan! I remember him as a kid in the C.Y.O. What a nice boy he

the curtains.

was!"

Monsignor Dent turned upon his assistant the same detached
glance he had directed toward the marchers. "This was your
C.Y.O. ?" he asked. His voice, for one sensitive to it, was honed to a
knife's precision. His smile was as economically thin as a sliver of
ice. But Father Fly was immune: "Yes," he said. "And what a fine
backcourt man he was! That was the year we took the Eastern Coast

Tournament for St. Aggie's."
"And what do you think he'll expect
signor Dent asked.

to take this year?"

Mon-

"Take?" Father Fly sucked his upper lip. It was a sign he was in
deep water. "He's teaching at Archbishop Cernek. Why should he
take anything?"
"Exactly. Now, Father, you trot down there please and get me
the names of those promenaders." The Diocesan Superintendent of
Schools returned to his coffee. "Cold," he said with disgust.
"Take their names? You mean ask them their names, Monsignor? How can I do that?"
"Well, ask your friend Noonan. You'll find a way." Stephen
Dent placed his palms flat on the table and leaned forward like the
Archbishop himself. "His Eminence will be in from the Bahamas
tomorrow. I won't have him run into that ." One more alert to such
things than Father Fly could have completed the sentence: this is
trouble enough. The Superintendent's eyes shifted ever so slightly
to the last sad ledger of school accounts.
"He'll never tell me," Fly said mournfully.
"Catholic Teachers Association!" Monsignor Dent lifted his
chin toward the window. "They'll be unionizing priests next!"
Father Fly had some gossip on that, but he had also a last-ditch
instinct for self-preservation; so he kept it to himself. He had always been a timid man.
.

i^

.

TT ELLO, WALTER." Father Fly blew
AX "Now what are you doing out here?"

into the roll of his fist.

That fine backcourt man of yesteryear leaned his sign against
the iron fretwork of the Chancery railing and, in chill and embarrassment, blew also into his fist."You ought to be out here with me,"
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he said. "What are you doing over there?"
Father Fly was genuinely shocked: "Walter! I'm not over anywhere. I'm just about my job. In fact," he spoke without guile, "I'm
here to get some information for the Monsignor."
Noonan pulled back the sleeve of his overcoat. He caught his
gloved finger in a lining thread and muttered. "I'll buy you some
coffee," he said. "My hour is up."
"You're as bad as the Monsignor, always sloshing coffee." The
priest slipped an arm through Noonan's. "But I'll go with you, for
old time's sake, even if you are a commie."
"And you? Are you still the old man's footstool?"
"Walter, Walter, you don't understand him. He's a good man.
And there's great change has come over you. What do Sally and the
kids think of your parading around like a sandwich man?" Father
Fly shook his head at the world. "It's not like the old days at all."
"You can say that again. Let's try H & H's."They threaded the
tail end of the picket line, and crossed by the fountain of St. Joan in
the Cathedral Square. Ice, formed on the point of her lance, thrust a
jewel toward the cathedral dome, and her visage, normally serene,
goggled shockingly out at them through a slurred visor of ice. From
across the square, where they paused and lighted cigarettes, the
pickets were small and discouraged under the vast renaissance
portals of the Chancery, each huddled and displaced and frosting
the air with his breath.
"Now look at that," Father Fly said. "They'll all be sick by
tomorrow. They look like panhandlers back in twenty-nine."
"A very apt description," Walter said. "Come along, or your
natural charity will overcome you."
Father Fly had never understood why he should have been
chosen as the Monsignor's secretary. It was times like this that
bowed his head to the yoke. His success had been with boys as
parish moderator of C.Y.O., and then as Archdiocesan Director of
all Catholic Youth Organizations. He wasn't even a good buffer for
the Monsignor. But he had a wonderful memory for his boys.
"Do you ever see Pete and Michael Stacey?" he asked. They had
been Walter's great boyhood chums.
Noonan tugged at his arm: "Do you want to be killed?" The
Volkswagen rounding the curb at Sixteenth Street lurched and
roared away. "They're both at Republic Can, packers or some-

—

thing."

was a great team we had that year."
Noonan softened. "Yes. I think of it sometimes. I saw Wally
Jansen last week. He's back from Vietnam — a sergeant, no less."
"I must call his mother and get to see him."
The cold was so persistent that five yards inside the revolving
"It
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door at Horn and Hardart's the tables were empty. "We'll try the
corner," Walter said. "You go sit down and I'll get the coffee. Buns?"
"No, thank you." Father Fly felt better as he hung his coat. He
sat mightily and propped his chin in his hands. A passing diner
bobbed his head: "Good afternoon. Father."
"Well, a fine good afternoon to you," Father Fly said. He meant
it now. What a grand boy Walt had been! Watching him as he
popped nickels into the automatic coffee dispenser, the priest saw
what no one else whose absent gaze might fall upon that nondescript back could possibly see: the long, frail arms of adolescence,
accomplished as a maestro's, moving easily with the ball down the
backcourt at St. Agatha's. That was twenty years ago and Walt
Noonan was sixteen. Fly sighed. He himself had been in his early
forties then, and it had been a great feeling to have the boys needing
him, hanging on his words as Coach— greater than all the parish
work put together, greater than anything that had happened since.

He had been happy.
Noonan turned, the two cups out before him.

It

wasn't so easy

much

the natural fleshing and hardening
accustomed to that— but the grace, the open-

now
of age— Fly was

to see the boy: not so

handed ease .? Ah, well, perhaps he imagined it— it must be there,
under the coat a bit too wide at the shoulders, a bit too short in the
arms ....
"I remembered you take cream," Noonan said. He hung his coat
.

.

beside the priest's.
"Tell me about the children, Walt. I've not seen you in a dog's
age."
"Paul's in the eighth grade at St. Aggie's." Noonan looked over
his cup, and Father Fly blushed at his own name. Walter Noonan
spoke gruffly: "He's quite a ballplayer, you know."
"How could he be else with such a father?"
"The twins are in seventh. Doing well, there may be a scholarship next year for Sal. God knows I don't want her over at that
factory where I teach if I can help it."
"Now, now." Paul Fly patted Noonan 's arm, "It's not as bad as
."
all that. There are a number offine young teachers like yourself
Walter Noonan smothered a growl in a gulp of coffee. "And the
baby," he said grimly, "is in the fifth grade already."
"Time ." Father Fly shook his head. "Who would have thought
twenty years ago
.? By gosh, I can still see you down there at the
."
play-offs in Maryland with that big colored boy looming over you
"Yes," Noonan smiled faintly. "I must say I took his measure
that day."
"Thirty points from the outside!" Father Fly remembered with
admiration. "A great day!"
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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"You remember Charlie Waters."
"Indeed I do. He caused us quite some trouble

in the semi-finals

with Saint Joe's."
"He's over there in the line." Noonan waved his cup toward the
Cathedral. "He's teaching math at Bishop York. Has two kids
playing with Joe's this year."
"Imagine! I guess he was so bundled up I didn't recognize him."
"Hank Wittaker will be coming on at four. He has three girls,

remember?"
"Good old Hank, best center in C.Y.O. ball that year."
"Yes. Quite a few of them are in the Catholic system now. And,"
he set his cup down firmly, "you can be sure they're in the Association. Bowers, Jenkins, Baldy
all of them. They'll all be outside
your digs. Wave to them now and then."
"You know I will," Paul Fly said. Digs, of all things! Walt was
literate, and even as a boy there had been that slight, delightful
affectation, that half-mocking tone. He had been, in many ways, a
delicate boy, with gentle, almost feminine tastes. "But what are you
doing out there? You know the Archbishop won't tolerate this. Wliat
good will it do?"
"Do you remember, " Walter's voice had a shocking, unpleasant
note to it, "do you remember that I wasn't the only one 'loomed over'
in Maryland? Sometimes the big boys get their measure taken." He
stood. "We'll have a team now trained in the C.Y.O., as it were.
You might say that you helped train us. Father."
."
"But your loyalty
"It's your loyalty I'm worried about." He held the priest's coat.
"I've another hour to go. You know," he said over Father Fly's
."
shoulder, "you can't blame us for believing what you taught us

—

—

.

.

.

"I

.

.

.

?"
.

"All of you," Walter Noonan said bitterly. He threw his scarf
his neck. "We believed all of you."
They walked back in silence which, on Father Fly's part, was
contrived of bewilderment and sorrow. He understood the quixotic
temperament of boys— but there was no malice in that. He would
have to get out of this office where even the familiar faces appeared
shadowed. They walked apart. At Sixteenth Street he was very
careful of traffic. Before the fountain Father Fly tugged at Walter
Noonan's arm and pointed— it was the sort of thing the boy Walter
would have liked: underfoot in a great mirror of ice the bronze dome
of the Cathedral swelled into a chalk-blue sky. Pigeons rose like
dark ave's flung from a broken rosary. But their fa.ces, leaned over
the lip of the frozen water, were cracked and strange. Walter
stooped, and a rock broke the Cathedral tower. Father Fly gasped.
The water beneath was dark; and through the virgin wool of his new

around
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coat, the priest felt the chill.
"I wonder," Walter Noonan said, "if the Archbishop knows
we've the unions with us?"
"My dear boy, what possible difference could it make?"
"It's the end of school construction, and deliveries. They won't
."
cross the line
The sign was where he
.

.

had left it. Father Fly shook hands with
Charlie Waters. Hank Wittaker arrived, stringy and droll as ever.
It was quite a reunion, even if the snow did start in the middle of it.

MONSIGNOR DENT made notes on his desk pad. "I guess you
saw a few friends out there, " he said.
"Yes." Father Fly was nostalgic. "There's many of the old
C.Y.O. crowd. It's been years since I've seen some of them: Charlie
.what teams we
Waters, Hank Wittaker, Baldy, Jenkins, Bowers
."
had in the city then
The Monsignor wrote carefully. "Well, perhaps you'll see some
."
more of the old crowd tomorrow
"Perhaps," he went into the adjoining room. There was the noise
of washing. He came back, drying his hands. "Will the Archbishop
meet any of their demands?" he asked.
"The Archbishop won't see them." Monsignor Dent placed his
pen meticulously in its holder, annoyed that the splashing of water
lingered in his ears. "And they'll get short shrift from me. In fact,
they'll get support from no one."
Father Fly sucked his upper lip. He could have corrected the
Monsignor then, but he decided, with his last-ditch instinct for selfpreservation, to wait until the morrow to mention the unions. And
Instead, he went to the window.
perhaps even his own misgivings
"Why, there's even Obie Peters," he said.
Monsignor Dent listened to the dripping of water and the ticking of the clock, sitting erect and composed behind the desk with the
chill dignity that was so appropriate to his state. At the window,
Father Fly blocked what little natural light there was left, his
huge shoulders ruffling the drapes, an ungainly and foolish and
grotesque figure for that renaissance frame. The Monsignor sighed
that darkness should come so early, and with so much still to be
done. He straightened from the desk and walked quietly up to his
subordinate. He tapped him on the shoulder. As Father Fly stepped
deferentially aside with the sad clumsiness of a shy big man, the
Monsignor saw the buildings beyond the square lodged against a
leaden sky, and the snow powdering the pickets and their signs.
Against the element that flurried and obscured, they flapped their
arms and scarves; and passers-by bent to the storm. Who would
notice them now? The storm had risen quickly indeed.
.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

Monsignor Dent looked at Fly. The priest's eyes met his, a
harmless beatific smile on his face and memories of an uncomplicated past in his eyes. How could he recognize out there Obie Peters
or Charlie Waters or Hank Wittaker or Baldy or Jenkins or Bowers—or Joan of Arc, for that matter: a sparse, discomforted rout
indeed to clutter the chancery portal.
"They were wonderful boys," Father Fly said "and I wasn't
much of a coach. I could never understand how we won." The shy
smile embraced Father Dent, and excluded and defined the austere
and lonely places beyond him in that room.
The Monsignor sighed again. He went back to the desk, turned
on the light, and crumpled up his notes. Let the Archbishop come
home on the morrow there were some accounts that a blind man
could see had to be kept open on the books. For who could balance
them, who render justice? At the same time, his temper smoldered.
He knew he had been had, and he was not quite sure how it had come

—

about.

FOUR QUARTERS

The

1969

Women

I remembered or imagined them
Over the wooden iceboxes, enameled stoves,
Beneath the filaments of mazda lamps,
Their grey heads bent, their features in repose:
Mothers and wives, half-glimpsed through back windows
Of long brick rows of Philadelphia houses?

Have

Perhaps a sweater or a shawl thrown over
Shoulders fragile as my thought of them;
Sometimes their scored and blunted hands at tasks

As seasonal

And

once at

Shaped

A

as visitations of the flowers;
least,

an emblem in her grasp
and pierced, I saw one hold

like a heart

velvet red pin cushion set in gold.

Sometimes they grope, abashed, for spectacles.
Fumble sometimes, are all thumbs pricked by needles;
Have cats that tumble out thimbles and hanks
From wicker sewing baskets. Time has told:
I cannot whisper to these shades my thanks

Among

the crystal and the old cut glass
Of compotes, veneered radios.
The tiffany-enfracted light on gross oak

tables;
can't redeem that moment let it pass.
Such as they were (and if they were), I know
One lives in me beyond excuse of fable.
Four Quarters. 1973

I

—
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Countermarch And Ride About
STOKES'S CONVICTION
DAN
came upon him
from

of mortality (as distinguished

that day the Narbeth
family, next door, returned from their late summer vacation along
the Jersey coast to find their home empty of even the trash in the
wastebaskets. Indeed there were no wastebaskets. The event was
good for three paragraphs in the Evening Standard; but this was
1969, and civic and academic disorders in Fiddlers Run quite
overshadowed what might otherwise have been a substantial public
mystery. Instead it was really only a private and most indirect
revelation particularly to Dan Stokes, whose years ran on to their
own mysterious ends on the quietest of urban streets.
The Stokeses lived, like the Narbeths, in one of the six generous
houses that had been domestics' quarters on Witticomb Drive
where it dead-ended into the splendid acreage of De Courcy
College that former estate of Mayor Witticomb's family in the
days when there were manorial hopes in the Run. Now the mayor
dwelt in Broceliande, a split-level development on the other side of
town where (it was emphasized with some congratulation) each
family had three acres and no original trees were destroyed. What
was destroyed was not discussed. The mayor's immediate concerns
were hardly manorial: antiwar pickets on High Street, a transportation strike, and multiple-protest parades out of the sedate De
Courcy campus, intermittently identified with student power,
female power, black power, and simply Power. Political necessity
had made him, at least vocally, egalitarian— something that
nothing had made of Dan Stokes.
his intimations of it)

—

—

Though supper had been different, it was quite the same afterward on the day the Narbeths returned to their barren home.
Amelia Stokes folded her hands under her apron and rested her
head against the high back of a dining-room chair while her husband finished his coffee. He always ate slowly: as an old retired
insurance

man

he

knew of the multiple

possibilties for activating a

policy.

The Narbeths had come and gone, and sometime within those
bewildering hours before they piled into their superannuated sta46

wagon and left the shell of a house for the grandparents' at
Fiddlers Bow, the four children had eaten at the Stokeses' table.
Amelia and Dan lingered over the soiled dishes and cups of that
unusual crowded hour. She had not cooked such a meal in years, and
the Narbeth children had eaten as though it had been a year since
their last. A fringe of a smile pulled at the wrinkles of her face, and
her heart beat with such a shy, rapid pulse she wondered if Dan
must hear. She closed her eyes to see them at her table again, like
like vine leaves around thy table. There was a small, inconsolable
ache that seemed to reach her from someone else, someone she had
reconciled herself to losing long ago. She heard Dan's cup scrape
along his saucer, and through half-opened eyes she saw him run his
hand along the thin hair by his temples and down the heavy folds of
his face. He, too, was pensive. Poor Dan, he had never been at ease
with children. He was too hearty, too joshing, too defensive. She
leaned forward and pinched the candles. Her foot was asleep and
she stood uncertainly. Dan looked up and away toward the flush of
light through the lace curtains and the elongated shadows of ivy.
She came up behind him, limping slightly, her fingers as frail as the
pipes of Pan on his shoulder.
"Yes, Amy?" Dan's voice, normally so bluff, so boisterous, broke
with an old tenderness. They listened together, Dan bent forward
and cocked his head; he would never admit the state of his hearing. The bells of De Courcy chimed, speaking of Angelus to other
ears. Amelia reached for the cord from the light above them and
tion

.

.

pulled.
"It

seems a shame," she

said, "but

darkness comes so early now

to the house."

"Well," Dan pushed against the table. He stood. "That time of
year, old girl— that time of year." His hand faltered along his
I'll be getting a haircut. Steve's open until 8:30
balding crown. "I
tonight."
"Why, Dan, you usually don't go until next week the second of
the month, remember?"
." He squinted at
"Yes, but I ... I think I ought to be ready
Amy, mildly baffled by his own remark: "What I mean is, Amelia,
sometimes a man just likes to be at his best."
"Of course. You go ahead, Dan. But be careful, there's all that
trouble in town those wild college boys and all." She picked up his
cup and plate, fastidiously, as one would handle the china of a
prince. "And when such a terrible thing happens close to home, it
.

.

.

—

.

.

—

makes you think

."
.

.

In the kitchen she twitched a lavender comforter about her thin
shoulders. Through the window past the Narbeths' garden she
could see to where her neighbor on the other side, old Mario Lianzi,
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knelt by his chrysanthemums at the edge of his garden. He was
wearing his overshoes. Mario did not lootc up. His bactc was to her
and one shoulder worked. He might have been digging, or praying
—or weeping. The shadows of the trees were thinner than the
shadows of summer. A mouse scrabbled faintly in the walls, and her
front door closed with a distant finality.
She hummed a tune whose origin she did not know. From its
perch on the washstand, the brown cat draped its tail into the sink
and contemplated her with a benign expression, judging her perhaps, in the good sensations of the moment then it blinked in
shyness and closed her out. Amelia pressed a bent finger to her lips,
stifling a song. Through the Narbeth children Dan and she had
spoken to each other that afternoon not in words, because Dan's
vocabulary had shrunk to sounds for the small range of life that
men have to settle for, as possible of communication with even the
most loved: weather, passing events, physical needs. She understood this. All else suffocated in that stifling incommunicable air
the soul breathed in its solitary life: her love respected that suffering and that silence and waited. That afternoon had been a time like
the sudden lifting in a curtain of spring rain, that sustains but
drums out the sounds of life.
She was aware of that life now. Presences seemed to companion
her as she filled the sink with water and gently dislodged the cat.
Standing there at the window with her hands in the soapy water,
her spirit knelt beside Mario's, and she blessed the unknown or
forgotten individuals who had made her house, squared the window
frame, settled in the glass and lined the bricks, and generously
fashioned the irregular steps into the garden. Hers was a grateful
nature anyhow, but the sudden emptiness of the Narbeths' home
filled her with the inevitable and perfectly human gratitude of
those who survive.

—

—

MEANWHILE,

OF ALL THE RESIDENTS

of

Witticomb

Drive who came and went that night,stirred and oppressed as
they were by the most singular event, Dan Stokes was most clearly
motivated. He wanted a haircut. Whatever weakness had assailed
him in his own dining room passed, and he breathed in the air of his
front porch with ostentatious assurance. He had one uncertain
moment as he looked across the street at the twin home shoring up
the last flare of twilight and saw, through the windows into two
living rooms, two lonely men bent under two evening lamps: Peckham Ramsey, a bachelor confirmed for eighty years, and Ford
Pottle, whose young wife, as whispers under the sycamores on
Witticomb Drive implied, had deserted him for good. Hardly to be
told apart at such a distance. Dan despised physical weakness, and
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eyeglasses were for women. Hearing aids, indeed, were out of the
question. He straightened his shoulders. He had never forgotten
that he had been a captain of field artillery in the Great War of '18.
It was a continual comfort to him.
Dan was one resident of Witticomb Drive who would not normally cut through De Courcy College to get to town. He had a
healthy distaste for anything that smacked of Rome (he was not up
on the new prejudices; his were classsical). So he crossed by the
empty single next to Ford Pottle's, thinking to take a bus at Main.
Like his own, the vacant single had been one of the gatekeepers'
cottages in the days when the Witticombs resided at the Estate. In
the thirty years that Dan had lived on the Drive, this was the first
time a house had stood vacant there for any length of time. From
that house, a month before, Mrs. Sunderland, the senator's wife,
had moved ostensibly to Washington on the news of the senator's
unexpected death. Dan had expected immediate rental; but they
had been an odd couple, the Sunderlands, and perhaps Mrs. Sunderland was holding out for one of her odd friends. Uneasily he
thought about it: the Narbeths' was a house without furniture, the
Sunderlands' a house without people.
No sign had appeared on the house, and the grass had been
regularly cut. But the blank, disconsolate touch of a residence
empty of life was there, in spite of the fine furniture visible from the
street. Dan felt that emptiness now; he averted his eyes, and blamed
the quick movement of his head for the common illusion that a
gesture fluttered behind a pane and a light passed in the room
beyond. It was simply the sun, recording its passing. He stepped
briskly, remembering the strike when he reached Main. It was a
wearisome walk to the barber shop. Occasionally Dan glanced over
his shoulder.
Stephen the barber had lived in the Run as long as Dan Stokes.
"See that box of lollipops," he said. "Even five years ago I'd go
through them on a Saturday. The kids'ud pour in. Now I get twenty
kids, maybe, all week. What the hell. I don't care. I open three days a
week as long as I have customers then I close up, quit. I'm on social
security now. I can't make more'n a certain amount anyways. When
you lose the kids, you're through,"
Dan had heard it all before. Stephen's fortunate retirement,
forced by a radical decline in business, was such an obsession with
him that one would think it an illness. About his good luck he did
protest too much. "What the hell. I got my stamp collection; I play a
yeah, I read mysteries. I never had it so good.
little golf, and I read
An' the missus an' me've got that little place at the shore. Not fancy,
but comfortable. The missus don't wanna live there all winter; but
"
what the hell, you can't walk around here no more. It ain't safe

—
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Dan Stokes agreed. It wasn't only what the Evening Standard
editorialized as "the changing neighborhood," brought on only
partly by the influx of Southern blacks to work in the expanding
pharmaceutical houses; the young people were hoodlums anymore.
He never walked, himself, along certain streets near Main, though
he'd been born on one of them.
"What I mean," Stephen said, "my Pop worked ten, twelve
hours a day, six days a week. I never thought I'd get a break like
What the hell."
this: open three days for five hours
"Everything's changing," Dan said. "Did you hear about that
family on our street?" And he told the barber his version of the
Narbeths' ordeal. "/ was the only one saw the truck what about
."
odd.
that! Talked to the movers, too. Odd
.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

know

that family. The kids've come in for years."
mean, the mover I got the dope from was just a kid
himself. Long yellow hair— you couldn't tell at first whether he
was a boy or girl. But who the hell was he? The Narbeths didn't
know a damn thing about it. Gives you the creeps."
"Sometimes I get scared." Stephen clipped away. "Yeah, look at
the Sunderland thing. Murder, I say. He used to come in here. The
week before he went to Washington he sat right there where you're
"I

"Odd.

I

sitting."

Dan shifted uncomfortably: "He was a neighbor of mine, you
know. Never liked him. His wife was a snob." He lifted a hand under
the apron, "Not too much off the top. She's a Witticomb, you know."
Stephen worked the clippers carefully behind his client's thick
ears. He held a mirror, and in the long glass that years ago had been
a background for exotic tonics and salves, striking off planes of
color in the declining sun like precious oriental waters, Dan saw his
heavy jowls and thick, sagging neck. "Everything's changing," he
said again; "I don't know what we're going to do. But there's always
a Witticomb. That old bastard'll be mayor from now on. You'll see.
Maybe

it's for the best."
"This place is gone to hell," Stephen said. "Catch me voting for
him. Hell, I don't bother to vote at all anymore the hell with 'em."
He jabbed his scissors past Dan's ear toward the long wall mirror
facing the street: "They're running the country, anyhow."
He pointed to the reflection of a negro, huge and hump-shouldered, his hands thrust into the front pockets of tight blue jeans, his
eyes yellowed and good-naturedly insolent, leaning against a vehicle at the curb and puffing cigarette smoke toward the store.
"I won't cut their hair. Let 'em picket."
"That one's all right," Dan said. "He drives that truck for De
Courcy, I've seen the two of them on the street many a time." He
lifted a hand and waved, but the negro did not respond. "Wonder

—
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what he wants

here."
my business. They ruined the neighborhood. What
the hell, I'm better off taking it easy at my age."
"By God, that truck looks like a hearse." Dan leaned forward.
He was jovial. "You think he's come for us?"
"They'll bury us. That's a fact. Them or the commies." Stephen
worked up a lather at the sink. "I remember when every customer
had his mug. You should've seen it in my Pop's time."
Dan's eyes, grown sad, looked through the figures passing and
repassing in the mirror, the growing homeward evening traffic
all the world like forms in a jinxed glass that would muddy over at
the wave of a charlatan's wand. The frosted shades of the store's
lamps, the refracting pane of the store window, the bewildering
streaks of light like rockets lazing vertically along all conspired to
confuse reflections in the mirror to his undependable eyes. It was a
sad fact that Dan Stokes, priding himself on his level-headedness
and practicality, swept much under the rug, and found so much else
so clouded that, after a moment's gasp like a swimmer in too deep

"They ruined

—

and breath -depriving water, he mindlessly waved it away. He drew
his palms down across his eyes, pressing the light and its fantasies
out of them.
"The Chief was looking in on the Narbeth business today," he
said into his hands. "You know, Keyserling. You see his picture in
."
the papers. He's a Jew, but he's a good man. He made me think
Smothering his voice as if he didn't want to hear it himself, he said:
"You know those damn De Courcy people may get our street condemned. What about that thirty years, and because they want a
dormitory and got a tie with city hall, there it goes." He bowed his
head. "That's Christianity for you."
"Yeah, you gotta watch the Church. Father Tocik's all right,
but most of 'em are kinda greedy. I know, my old man told me
about the old country— they lived off the fat of the land. Things are
different here or were." Stephen whipped his razor across its
strap. "The Chief's a friend of mine, you know. He was in bad shape
this A.M. I met him staggering along by St. Phil's; he'd had some, I
tell you. But I sobered him up. Ah, what the hell, he was up all night
with that damn mob of snotty college kids. He's got his problems.
Sick wife, 'n' all."
When Dan raised his head, Stephen was behind him with his
razor. "The whole world's gone to hell," the barber said. "Hey,
what're you up to?"
"Sorry," Dan said, "I thought I saw Ford Pottle out there. His
wife made him buy a new toupee; when he wears it I don't rightly
know him. He been in lately?"
"Every once in a while. He gets his hair done at the college, I
.
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.

They got them nonunion barbers. Anyhow he don't wear a
toupee here."
"He's an oddball. His wife cleared out; I think he's gone over the
edge. Spends all his time talking to an old dago on our street. I could
never make out three words at a time the fellow said."
"O.K.," Stephen whipped off the apron, "you're through."
Dan Stokes climbed out of the chair and caught a side view.
He'd have to walk more; there was too much spilling over the belt.
He got into his coat hurriedly. And hair was a sign of strength.
Maybe he should let it grow. He glanced awkwardly away from a
final confrontation in the mirror, paid, and walked on his toes to the
guess.

door.
Outside, the negro

still smoked by the curb. It was not the man
from De Courcy, and it was a hearse.
"Ah been waitin' for you," the negro said.
"What?" Dan felt the short hairs, of which he now had more
than enough, rise. He shied back toward the shop. The man drew a
hand, cupping an object, from his pocket; he was assured, deliber-

ate.

"Police," he said. He flipped his identification before Dan's face.
pointed to a squad car down the street.
Dan would remember next time not to tell Amelia where he was
going. All these years and he didn't know yet you couldn't confide in
a woman. But for that the police would not have found him, and he
would have been spared a trip to the central station to confront a
Sergeant Logan and the telephoto of a face.
"That wasn't one of them," he said. "I hardly saw the face of the
fellow I spoke to it was through the hedge." He would not admit
that five paces could blur a face for him. "Just young, with long
yellow hair and a white coat."
"But what did he say to you. Let's have that again."
"Just something about this being a wonderland. I said, 'Sure,
it's God's country.' I always say that: 'It's God's country.' Prettiest
part of the state. We should let people know."
"And then?"
"Chief Keyserling got the whole thing from me. The yellowhaired kid just said they were going west. Can I go now? My wife
will worry."
"Certainly, sir." Logan was a gentleman. "But you might have
to come in again, from time to time, until this is cleared up. You
seem to have been the only one on the street at the time this all

He

—

happened."
The negro and the hearse, between whom there was apparently
no connection whatsoever, had shaken him. He had never been
inside a police station in his life. He hoped no one saw him leave;
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though for the life of him he could not understand why he felt guilty,
or of what. Once outside he marched to the bar at the corner and
injudiciously compounded his drinks. Desperately he held on to the
one constructive idea to emerge from the evening: he must exercise
to keep that artilleryman's shape. He began to walk, with the fine
disregard for detail that is an uncertain man's constant defense.
The third person he jostled was a little clergyman with a dog. The
man's face was undesirably familiar, but he could not focus it to
place it. The dog nipped at his ankles. He strode on. A cinema he had
frequented as a child instructed him: Closed * Visit the Orpheum.
He swung his arms vigorously during the hike to the Orpheum. On
the bare marquee was the notice: Closed * Visit the Strand.
Suddenly he was desolate. All was changed, changed utterly
He could not bring himself to test the Strand. Standing at a loss on
the corner, he thought he saw Molly Narbeth pass, a passenger in a
car not the Narbeths'. This was unlikely; and he was not surprised
that his migraine had begun. He entered a drugstore, was served by
a negro, and almost forgot as a consequence the most convincing
aspirin commercial. He gulped two aspirins, not daring to ask for
water. He wanted desperately to be on Witticomb Drive, in his
house, in his bed, with Amy's warm old body pressed to his back,
and all the uncertainties of the day behind him forever. But he had,
alas, far to go.

ATAnTHE COURTHOUSE

the pickets moved like sleepwalkers.
artilleryman's walk was not for them. He had to thread
through them to cross the street. By the light of the streetlamp he
peered at the signs, but they blurred before him. He crossed directly in front of a picket who said, "Pardon me," and stopped. A foot
from his face the sign read Christians For BOOM. The polite picket
was a young man in motorcycle jacket, boots, and Roman collar.
?" Dan waved a discouraged hand.
"What
"BOOM!" said the young cleric. "BOOM!"
Blowout? Atom bomb? Dan Stokes was close to tears. "I don't
hear well," Dan confessed. This could not be a clergyman, so garbed
and so declaiming. All his life, protected at all points by Policy,
Insured Beyond a Shadow of a Doubt, he had triumphed over the
debilitating fear that there was something against which Protection was impossible. Could it be madness?
"BOOM! the clergymen said again: "Black Open Opportunities
Movement the Borough Council is being petitioned to meet its
demands. Will you give us your signature, sir?"
"Demands?" Dan searched back through the long day toward a
fleeting memory of a morning headline. "Demands?"
A second picket rested on his sign. The streetlamp flickered. A
.

.

.
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down from the cupola of the courthouse and veered off
toward Witticomb Drive. "Y'all goin' explain again, Father? He
ain't likely to listen more'n the others."
"I'm Father Swallow, from De Courcy College," the clergyman
bat swooped

said.

"Many

of us on

campus are

."
.

.

"De Courcy?" Dan passed a hand across his shaven neck; it was
cold, and it was sweating. "De Courcy?" The old artilleryman sank
down on the steps of the courthouse and held his head. "Go away," he
said. "You're taking my home; do you want to take my sanity, too?"
"What's that, sir?" Father Swallow's face, the fresh, nice, and
wilful face of the protected adolescent, showed its concern. "Can I
do something for you?"
"You can get me a cab," Dan Stokes said.
"The Yellows have been on strike since this morning, sir. Where
do you live?"
Then Dan Stokes confessed to his address— it was the surest
indication of his state of mind. There was a conversation in monotone between the priest and one of the pickets. It buzzed through
Dan's head with the annoyance of many bees.
"Reverend Chalmers will see you home, sir. You really appear
to be ill. We want to help you."
"Well, all right," Dan said. "I can't understand why I'm suddenly unsteady."
He hardly felt like lifting his head until they reached the corner. Even an old artilleryman could have moments of sheer funk
he remembered this from France. When he did raise his eyes, his
condition was not bettered. His companion was a large negro,
wooly-haired, with dark glasses, beard, and moustache.
"You?" he said. The grip on his arm was firm. This was the
apotheosis of his evening.
"I'm Reverend Chalmers of the Enon Memorial Apostolic
Church. What is your name, sir?"
"Ford Pottle," said the Old Artilleryman. "I'm Ford Pottle."
"Well, we'll have you home safe in no time, Mr. Pottle." The grip
on the arm perceptibly tightened.
Dan was led, firmly and courteously and without conversation,
like an old warrior to the firing squad, through the outrageously
dark way of the De Courcy campus how could it be bare of
students during a semester despite the hour? and through the
back gate to Witticomb Drive. And why had he never realized how
unutterably dark the Drive itself was after sundown?
"This is it," he said, before Pottle's. "This is my home." The
pressure on the arm loosened. "I trust you will feel better soon," said
the Reverend Chalmers. "The Lord bless you."
"Yes
yes, I certainly hope so," Dan said. "I mean, thank you.
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Thank you very much."
He waited until The Reverend had disappeared

in the darkness
beyond the college gate before crossing the street to his own house.
He tried the key so carefully that Amy did not know he was home.
Once inside he sat down to collect the pieces. But something inside
him, something uninsurable, had certainly died.
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La Salle College

As Community

WHEN

I

WAS A YOUNG TEACHER, and enjoying the game

we were asking ourselves "What is La
I realize now was tolerated with
men who were my teachers. We
amusement
We were so afraid we would not be
made much
unique. What was La Salle's justification for existence? What did
of identities to the hilt,

Salle?"

— with

a solemnity that
and charity by the
of the word identity.

La Salle have that other institutions did not have? These were the
questions that the men who saw La Salle through the Depression
years had not the leisure to pose.
Now that I am older in the service of the College, I am not eager
to ask questions of this nature; the definitions that emerge, it seems
to me, are as practically unworkable as legal definitions of obscenity in a society determined to be obscene.
But one would have to be remarkably insensitive— to frequent a
place, and encounter companions, and practice habits, and observe
conventions for 26 years or so, and not have meditated upon these
things: upon the men who have been one's friends and masters and
died in this place, and who are one's friends and will survive one's
passing. Place and ceremony are the instruments of grace in the
Christian life of course, in all life.
I read that this is a College under Catholic auspices. Illuminating word, auspices: not only patronage, support, sponsorship—
but favorable sign, propitious circumstance.
This is what I have come to be grateful for; this is the note of the
community to me. After years of occasional pondering, first with
solemnity, then with embarrassment, on the identity of the community, it has come to me with the force of a revelation in the past
year: what is of moment is, we are under Catholic auspices; we
manifest a conviction apparently not shaken by the vicissitudes of
formal Catholicism: we are susceptible to grace, we are amenable to
grace, we await the evidence of grace more necessary and workable for us than regulations or procedures. We desire to live in
charity, and we are susceptible to grace. We will it so. This, I think,
is a phenomenon in the institutional world.
One of the very old phrases in our language is substantially this:

—
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Grod's grace lies in courtesy. I have seen that courtesy and that grace
manifest itself in charity over these latter years as the community
defined itself, not abstractly, but in action.
Necessarily, we are a body of reconciled loyalties: the Brothers'
primary allegiance is to the Religious Order; the laymen, generally,
owe a primary allegiance to the family. Now, loyalty to race has
arisen as a primary concern for the Black man. It is in the matter of
divided loyalty that our charity must be exercised, and, indeed, has

—

been. But charity is not sentimentality, and at the point at which
loyalties are unreconcilable, the community must take action to
preserve itself. Like all worthy action, it is a model of suffering; if it
is not suffering, it is unworthy of us.
In the past few years, as we have defined ourselves not abmore vigorously than ever before we have
stractly, but in action
accumulated an indebtedness to those men who have impelled us to
action. Few of them have played upon, or been the victims themselves of, the failings of our profession: the insolence of tenure, the
superciliousness of rank, the danger of susceptibility to the greatest
treason ("to do the right thing for the wrong reason"), the delusion
that action in a virtuous cause renders one virtuous, and the monumental perversion that engages the young in abstractions without
provision for the consequences in action.
There is an indebtedness, too, to those who have simply borne
witness, who have listened, observed, and suffered.
Now we have a symbolic renewal in the inauguration of a new
President. We have identified to a degree never before realized in
this community its four Orders: students, faculty, administrators,
and alumni. We have confirmed this identification in the broadening of participation in the government of the College. All signs are
propitious. But one would be naive not to face the fact that this
change, like all major communal changes, has brought disappointment and suffering to some respected and devoted members of the
faculty (it would be strange if it did not); and that a fifth Order
petitions, sometimes raucuously, to be admitted as a governing
factor, as the College ponders its relation to the community outside
the walls. What this all means for us, I think, is that we are to be
called upon, very shortly, to stand up and be counted. The counting
to which I refer will be unobtrusive, and will go on day after day
until we wonder at our patience. We will be called, in substance, to
be worthy of our auspices: to practice the charity whose favorable
sign we claim, to practice the courtesy toward each other in which
the grace of (iod lies.
My own discipline instructs me that, in the immediately practical order, this will require a circumspection in language and
gesture. The inflammatory jargon and assertive posture that preen

—
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the ego and obscure thought— the current masks of deprivation,
ignorance, or malice are simply untenable among us, as destructive of the communal life.
And yet, by occupational hazard, which makes, potentially, of
every teacher an actor, a self-dramatizer, we in the Teaching Order
incline toward them. The weight of current jargon is almost too
much for the community to bear. Teachers, and students, and
administrators have at last found the way to instant popularity and
acclaim they simply deal with the relevant. The relevant, by an
endemic self-delusion, becomes what is easy, what requires the
least discipline, the least suffering or simply a synonym for the 1st
person, singular, present tense of the verb to want.
Relevant to what, of course. LetushopetotheCityof God, which
that the literature of the
is the ideal of Christian Communities
West has sustained in the imagination through many metamorphoses.
It is certainly absolute, impractical nonsense to strive as a
community for any less than the City of God. Despite the fallible and
mortal manifestation that must ensue, in a Community so aligned
as I am fully convinced ours is, the end does not justify the means,
because the means and the end are one: the gesture of assent, in
humility, and the language— that instrument of grace— are aus-

—

—
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picious.

ADDRESS,

to

La

Salle College Faculty,

September

Once
In

museums

of old toys

Seek for him;
Or in dim and stiffened tinTypes of boys, sailor-bloused,
Tightly knickered for the joys

Christmas held. Through the house,

Then

gaslit,

Filed such shadows. Pay my debt:
Bless the cluttered rooms of mind
With these ghosts so sweetly roused;
In a pensive face (the kind,
Questioning,
Vulnerable as anything).
Find my father as a boy
Whistling down the wind.
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Poems That "Take Their Departure
From The Work of Art"
(Editor's note:

CK sees his poetry as falling into two categories: the

—

which the reader will find interspersed
throughout this collection and the type he calls by the name of this
section. We group this second type because of its unusual nature.)
"conventional lyric"

—

THAT OTHER

FLEET

(On J.M.W. Turner's "The Fighting TeTneraire")
Black of a paddle-wheel housing,
Fire in a stack,
menstrual sea and a sky;
Moon like a cataract
Blinding a cyclop's eye:
Blood from the womb of time
Wastes to the end.

A

Ashen, the Tenter aire,
Ship of the Line,
Hollow adventurer
Passes from Thames;
Fit for Odysseus now
that crew.
Dock at Avernus, do.

And

Turner would have

it so.

1981
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THE GALLERY
for M.P.K.
children leave my gallery
to their endless afternoons
And tug their parents withershins;
No lovers lounge in it to win
A stage toward consummation;
No guardians, old honored men

No

Lured

In regimentals and regrets,
Lock turnstiles on another day.
Nor do the eyes, enlarging mine
Like festive glasses, close; but framed

To circumscription still define
Mock windows and dissembled worlds.
that my gallery's of a kind
Private to exclusiveness;
And, as the afternoon retires,
Its pictures deepen in that light

Know

No sun but

artifice inspires.

Embellishing with their redress

A

subject rare as innocence:

—

My

ingenuously
subject, you
Posed in a lifetime when I lived.
Restored to line and color as

The

sun's light fails; a question

is:

Displayed within the mind's

frail halls,

What

the face

artist, artists?

Though

Of love's self-portraiture, it's clear
That you've escaped that singular
And blind autonomy. Immured
Within my mortal gallery,
For Reynolds lucidly you sit;
You saunter under Ruysdael's sky,
In water meadows (Constable's);
And bend in staid Crivelli's light
To winged and courtly nuncios.
It comes to this: that I have found
In mind's or any other eye
The Presence in my world, the Rose,
The Center that the scene enbounds.
1981
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THE LAUNDRESS
(Daumier's

La

Blanchisseuse)

At least once, bent in a frame of light,
The burdened woman mounts the stairs
Into the mind of Daumier.
Behind her the city's indistinguishable ways
Are bright, and brightness falls from the air.
Dull form cast up, venous and verde.
pity to have driven him wild;
Below her a muddy palette blurs
To balance her burden, a shapeless child
Most delicately pondered. Now all the while

And

.

Rises to glory

.

.

La Blanchisseuse.
1981

PIETER

BRUEGEL AT IMHOF'S RESTAURANT

("Peasant Wedding," 1568, and "The Peasant Dance")

Featured thin as loons
Or moon-faced and inebriate,
Pieter Bruegel's peasants and his rude buffoons
Hang above our glassware and our plate.

Between the entree and desert,
Between the first martini and the
These

last liqueur,

silent reckonings of things that

Remark upon our

were

state.

—

Across the umplumbed years they comment paper crown
Above a simpering bride, a mean-faced groom.

And

in a stuffy room
Toasts to the King of Beer gone 'round.
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Who

gathers at the harvest table now?

The piper pipes a tune;
The red-capped child who

licked the plate has gone to bed

(Peacock feather on his head)

With History and rune,
Displaced as Pieter's peasant did the cow.
do not know the kermesse Bruegel knew

We

(Thank God

for that

—

it's

just as well

They were a noisy crew and fry
As he made clear elsewhere).

in hell

And
It's

yet, considering temptations of the Fair,
doubtful that we do as well

As they have done by being there
(What if the tray is a dismantled door;

What if the clay jugs reek upon
And stolid children wear

A

doll-like, idiot,

And

Who
Who

the pestilent floor,

vacuous stare;

desperate, angry dancers thump the ground like doom)will commemorate us late or soon
dine with genteel care?

But, Christ! That out of such vulgarity and press,
This line, so clean-limbed and so true,
Should come, and Pieter's forthright comeliness,

And— Mother

of

(^d— the

blue!

Four Quarters, 1973

CARLO CRIVELLrS "ANNUNCIATION*'
(The National Gallery, London)

How

elegant: the angel's hair

Flows back, proclaims the courtier;
How close at hand the garden where
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Symbolically throug"h the

ag^es will

The Virgin be defined and dwell;
How fair she kneels, while by a stair
Stately

and fastidious

And peacock-proud

a senator
Strides beside a loggia.

Ascoli's business comes and goes:
Who shades his eyes from darts of light?
What child peeps from a palazzo?

Time has no tyranny

at last,

Carlo Crivelli Magister
Eques Laureatus knows.

His world remembered crowds on
Venetians from his lustful past
People sculptured colonnades;

us:

Lagoons beyond the corners fill
Foreground with light; confusion fades
In such baroque tranquility;
Ingenuous Emidius,

Boy Bishop, offers Ascoli,
A town upon a tray (for this

Magi

of old were paradigm);
Intricate the arabesques.
The plates of gold for angel's

wing

The Virgin's hands upon her breast,
The gesture shaped impeccably;
And on the tiles by saint and Maid
(Good humor of consummate
Cucumber and apple laid.
So old Crivelli, nuncio,

skill)

To Quattrocento palace brings
The princely Word as worshipfully
As multitudinous choirings.
1981
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ALTARPIECES
(to

"Greensleeves")

Sometimes the Child is shyly crowned
In jasper and chalcedony,
Sometimes the Child is pastoral
And plays in grapes and honey;
Sometimes a smiling angel holds
cherry or a pomegranate

A

And He Who

spins the world at will
Does reach with wide eyes for it;

Sometimes the donor worshipfully
Averts eyes from this Cynosure,

Sometimes the painter at the
Adores within his picture;

sill

And sometimes saint and Catherine wheel
And Barbara with her tower
In jeweled robes ceremonial
Crowd in upon His hour;

And sometimes He Who dreams us
And altar piece and faltering rime.

all

Does bless us at His mother's breast
That joy beguile us sometime.
1981
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Uncle
sign commanding Fie/d where Main Street
THERE IS no trafficDrive.
The residents of Wallingford do not

nudges

into

Thule

take to such imperatives. And if they did, the trees of Main, that
obscure so many things, would shadow and splinter so democratic and authoritative a vision. Wallingford is not for levelers.
Yet now, in Autumn, the leaves did seem translucent, and as
we eased into Thule and I pushed back Mother's mourning veil to
see more clearly, I wondered if Wallace, too, were thinking how
Uncle Clarence had collected and mounted leaf after leaf— with
no skill at all but an abiding affection. All the while we moved at
a decorous pace through Wallingford, Wallace had not spoken,
but sat with that peculiar, removed tranquility that I have
envied and loved— if only because it has been for me an eloquent
gesture for a sense of timelessness that I have rarely had myself.
How appropriate it would be, I thought, if even now we
yielded despite the mores of Wallingford. For a scruffy Volkswagen had the lead upon us, approaching up Thule under the
Ginkgo trees as we edged with a stately elegance from Main. I
am ashamed to admit that even under normal conditions I cannot
keep quiet for long, so I said:
"Did you know that the Ginkgo is a living fossil? It is extinct in
the wild state. Only the temple gardens of China preserved it

from extinction."
Wallace understood. He touched

my hand.
Fran," he said. "It's all right."
But I saw that he was watching the Volkswagen; and because
he has the happy grace of seeing emblems everywhere, I knew
that he was waiting for something. When it came he did not look
at me, but lowered his head with that little smile that has
nothing to do with humor, and the tremble of the lips that I josh
him about so often:
("Only a fish does that."
"It's all right,

.")
"But I am SL Pisces.
So though the Volkswagen had the lead on us, it pulled toward
the side of the road— not enough to suggest that it was being
.

.

parked, but ceremonially. And the driver stopped. His bumper
Brake for Children, and I got a glimpse of him as we

sticker read /
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drove by, his hand to a hat as battered as the pork-pies of my
Father's youth, and the smoke from the hastily removed
cigarette still swirling about a face melancholy and commonplace above an indifferent scarf. Then we passed on, and I said:
"It's common name is Maidenhair-Tree, you know. I've always
liked that— so did Uncle Clarence."
I could never bring myself to call him anything but Uncle
Clarence, nor could Wallace, though neither of us would see forty
again.

"We were talking— that is. Uncle Clarence and I were talking," I said, "about the tulips back on Main
the trees. Of course
they're spectacular, but hardly for an urban street.
agreed on
that."
"It's only a mile," Wallace said. "We'll be there soon."
"Yes, of course. Do you think the children are all right?" I
made to turn, but Wallace stayed me again. "You're right, of
course; they must learn too."

—

We

had learned from Uncle Clarence. "Wallace, do you think
someone for each phase of life? I still remember coming
back from the University that first time; Uncle Clarence was
actually
timid. Maybe I preened myself a bit. Do you think I
did?" It was too cruel, to be caught up in so ingenuous a sin; then
the burning, like salt blown in a bitter wind, began behind my
eyes, and I gripped Mother's prayerbook for dear life. Wallace's
hand came over mine, but I could not help it— my breath caught
again and again, like the first frantic moment in water over one's
head, gasping for an element to live in.
Of course the children were all right. It is foolish to call them
children. Edmund, who was sitting with Grandma now in Uncle
Clarence's old apartment before the blind television screen, is
twenty-two. But it was because of Uncle Clarence — so vividly
associated with my own childhood, perhaps, that as I thought of
him we all came of an age: it would be about twelve; it would be
about summer; and in the Pine Barrens the Curly-grass and the
Corema conradii would be flourishing, and the elfin forest, that
other awakening for a child.
"Grandma didn't understand," I said after a while. Then I did
look back. There were only two cars in the cortege. I could see
Denise and Larry and young Clarence in the car behind. They
were curiously stiff, their upper bodies propped like figures in a
mildly distressing dream. Two cars were enough; it was our pact
with Uncle Clarence. The church had been modestly filled. I was
not surprised, though there were no tears — rather an openness,
a naturalness, as though everyone was for this moment at least his
I

there's

.

.

.
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unadorned self. Then I saw that the Volkwagen had joined us,
keeping ceremonious pace at a decent interval. His lights, too,
were on.
"I mean," I said, "she thought I was Mother. She called me
Nikky. Mom's old nickname— I remember Father calling her that
when I was a child. She thinks it's Uncle Lawrence or Uncle
Denny who's died. She reliving it all again." Grandmother is
ninety-six, and Uncle Clarence was the last of her children living.
"Once she called Ed by your name."
"I told her we had a Latin Mass, and they sang Panis
Angelicus and Gounod's Ave Maria because Uncle Clarence liked
them. But she didn't understand. She kept telling me not to distress myself, that I had my own family to worry about now, and I
must not leave Father alone with the new baby. It was as though I
" That thought silenced
were hearing the news of my own birth
me. The trees fled past.
"We must go to the Barrens again," Wallace said. "It will soon
be spring."

"Yes

.

.

.

yes.

Spring

.

.

.

.

" Still

the trees dropped back with

the regularity of years.

FATHER NEVER came back from

Saipan, but he never got
there either, because the landing craft he was in capsized on a
coral reef offshore. I dreamed for days of choking under blue
water, for I had heard what I was not meant to hear. And then
Uncle Clarence, whose eyes behind his thick glasses were so big
that they were all I saw of his face in those days, came into my
life for real. With his glasses off he looked like Father, but then he
bumped into walls and would think an elephant's limbs were the
trunks of trees. He cared for Grandma even then— the two of them
living on the edge of Wallingford in a three-room first-floor apartment, with the privileges of a back yard that he'd turned into a
bricked city garden. And sometimes, as the years went on, I'd
dream he was my Father and the door gradually closed for me on
that room where I thought I might someday find Father again,
reading the Saturday Evening Post, or with his shoes off and his
feet propped on his roll-top desk, doing the Times crossword puzzle.
But not for Mother. She lived without enthusiasm until I didn't need

—

her anymore.

Maybe

I

was twelve, and maybe

it

was

1944,

when Uncle

Clarence took me to the Barrens. How could I remember when it
was only a mile for us to go on Thule Drive? In a panic that surged
like the very leaves, I felt I must remember all, before Uncle
Clarence was gone forever beyond the reach of his body in air. In
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that moment I seemed to have lost the knowledge of my years, and
I could remember only his eyes again— but his face.
.? Maybe in
and I jerked around. But it was just a red object
the Volkswagen
partially seen beyond the children and the long backward stretch of
Thule Drive.
I felt myself gasping again; the space in thecar was thick with
the tides of an alien place that smothered air.
."
"Don't, my dear," Wallace was saying. "Please.
"He never spoke of himself, Wallace. And he didn't expect
anyone to ask. He was nothing
nobody.
All those years of
bookkeeping, inventories, accounts .... Never his own, always
someone else's .... I went through his things to find him a suit.
You won't believe it— there was nothing, practically nothing: a tie
"
clip, some cufflinks, a chipped amethyst ring
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"But I do believe."
"Then clap your hands," I
out loud); "clap your hands."

said,

.

.

.

.

but not out loud

(I

do not think,

WAS THAT TRIP to the Barrens that made my
but who
ITwould
have thought
We were turning at the gate of the Lower
life,

it?

Burial Ground; the sun flared on the window like a huge marigold
I was out at the eyes— and his face came back to me. He was
standing at the door that still had the star and the crossed-flags over
its fanlight. He held his glasses in his hand.
"Hullo, my dear. Is your mother home?"
He did not walk in, though he was my Father's brother, but
waited with his hands behind his back and his head pushed forward as though he were taking a strange step, until Mother came
to the door.
"I though I'd take this young lady for a trip."
Mother didn't want to get rid of me, but she had a need to be
alone. She wanted to stare out the window across the long back
yards and summon Father with all her power. She was afraid his

and

face would go, and his body— I knew it now, because Uncle
Clarence was going the same way from me. She let me go with
him, her hand lingering on my pinafore as she straightened it, and
her voice almost like an echo of goodbyes she had said, before,
when they were not final in my ears.

Uncle Clarence never pushed in the trolley, and no one ever
gave place to him, so I had to stand too. I didn't mind— I hadn't
traveled much after Father went overseas. On the ferry to

Camden, as the river breeze raised that spoiled smell of the
Delaware that pains me yet with memory, and brushed it away, I
knew something was up, because his voice shook just a little and
his hand on my arm was light and timid.
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"I'm going to show you something. Not many people have seen
what I'm going to show you, Fran."
I was only twelve. Whatever could have possessed him to think
would understand? But he was right. We took the train to
I
Winslow Junction. It clattered through the pines, and the soft coal
spotted us with soot by the open window as the little towns clicked
past. The pines smelt of that place beyond thought that a child
intuits and that is what defines her as a child. At Winslow
Junction we bought pop and peanut butter crackers, and setoff on
a narrow wagon road through the trees with their cones in the sky.
Uncle Clarence hadn't much to say. Around him there was always
quiet. No one ever seemed to expect him to talk, or to care particularly if he did; but there was the kind of calm where he was that
some small creatures have and grant to us if we do not press them.
These are analogies that I dare to remember.
The great pines tucked us in shadow, and we walked through
a fragrant and breathless tunnel. At a ruined forge we left the
trail, and Uncle Clarence took my hand.

"Not far," he said; "not far." Then: "There!"
Perhaps he never talked to anyone about it. Why did he choose
me? He was trembling, and I could feel it as his hand lighted on
my shoulder. I was innocent enough to be grateful for the gift that
he offered; it was a vision that has never left me, though I would
never see it quite that way again.
I could not see the end of it, those pine trees scarce higher than
my shoulder. For that's the way it was; suddenly there was sky
where before the pines had mounted seventy-five feet to heaven. It
was the sky I saw first, a blue concave window on creation, and
under it the elfin trees though we had labored up no hill, climbed
no tower. There we were, half way between earth and sky, and I
was bigger than a child ought to be, bigger than the trees, while a
glossy green carpet winnowed with wondrous white flowers made
another smaller forest at my feet.
.?"
"Uncle Clarence
what is it? Where are we
His fingers brushed my shoulder: "The elfin forest, Fran."
And then, in a fancy that told me more of him than anyone else
could know: "It's grown down to you."
We sat by the glossy leaves and drank pop and ate the peanut
butter crackers. "That little plant is called Broom Crowberry,"
Uncle Clarence said; and then, shyly: "Conrad's Corema, Fran."
He was not the kind of man that anyone turned to for knowledge he was not expected to know. "It's the rarest shrub. Far
away on Prince Edward Island, and maybe in Newfoundland
maybe one or two other places it grows. But nowhere else is

—

.

.

.

.

—

—
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.

." Then he was quiet, as though embarthere an elfin forest
rassed by such a show of learning.
.

.

.

"Why?"

He smiled just a little and spread his hands— and now I could
see what he had in common with the man in the Volkswagen under
the pork-pie hat. A pensiveness, a sadness, that the question
often and hopelessly repeated— leaves as its aftermath.

i^TT^ ALLACE."

I SAID, "that was what started it. That was
."
the question, just there, with it right in front of me
"What did you say?" Of course— how could he know? We were
inside the gates, and the family plot was beyond the first stand of
full, and far from the pitch pine plains
pines. Pinus rigida
where the dwarf trees flourish in a kind of natural selection after
centuries of burning. Uncle Clarence was inarticulate, and I have
the knowledge. I am the botanist now (how inconceivable then;
how intimidating later, to him); he was a child in the face of those
mysteries. I have studied the mycorrhiza symbiosis that, I do believe, preserves Corema conradii.l doubt if my knowledge could
be used to reconcile or awaken a child. And sometimes at the Bio
Station in the Carolina Wetlands where I work with Wallace, I
think of the question that is really an answer, and I long to ask it
again in such company and as so sure a beginning.
At the turn of the road by the pines I saw the children's car
only. It was silly, but I had hoped that the red Volkswagen might
follow us in. It hadn't. It had merely used Uncle Clarence to get
through the lights.
Denise, Larry, and young Clarence were decently uncomfortable as the priest blessed the grave. I could not expect them to
understand; on the few occasions they had met. Uncle Clarence

VV

.

.

.

.

.

.

had been kind to them, but withdrawn. Only Wallace had been
back to the Pine Barrens with Uncle Clarence and me, and afterwards he had said, gently, that he felt himself an intruder. There
are those things that even love cannot transmit.
The clouds blew over; more than birds fly winter. We dropped
earth into the grave. On the way home to Grandmother we could
not talk, but a fancy came to me: that I was a child again and could
have my wish come true, and that I would wish the Corema
conradii on Uncle Clarence's grave the rarest shrub in the
Barrens whose nearest station is far, far away on Prince Edward
Island. I would plant it there, if I were twelve again, and call it by
the common name that Uncle Clarence knew Broom-Crowberry,
Broom-Crowberry and hear his shy correction, "Conrad's
Corema, Fran." And I would never call it again by the name that

—

—

—
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me away from him.
When we came back to the apartment, Grandmother was

had taken

right in her chair: "Nikky," she said, "you
."
have that little girl to think of now
.

must not

grieve.

up-

You

.

FOUR QUARTERS
1978

The Germantown Road
The Germantown Road drops down and down,
And under the trees of Germantown
Age by age where our fathers strode

We

follow the fall of the old town road

Who mounted

it once, boys merry and quick.
Merry and quick and larking the road.
The road that's as gnarled as a tamarack stick
Who followed it up till our legs were bowed

And the silver maples flawed in the sun
And down through the sky and one by one
The stars fell sadly, as raindrops run
Through the oak and the ash when the year

is

done.

The Germantown Road drops down and down
Bearing the weight of Germantown,

Mask by mask of lover and clown
Who once were boys in Germantown

.

.

.

Above the town the gas lamps hover,

Now

dusk is dust of ash on sleeves.
The road dulls before us, and time is the drummer
Of the feet that hurry the downward leaves.

Four Quarters, 1952
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Mother
for

Andrew

AM USED TO MOTHER,

so

I

Lytle

barely flinched. She has never

I been convinced that a yellow light should predicate a red. On the

highway least of all. Or perhaps it's that she sees around the corner
and attends to both the yellow and the green at once. Mother is
always seeing around corners. In any event, she practices, continually and disconcertingly, a perverse interpretation of signs.
Her feet went down simultaneously on the accelerator and the
brake. I have a permanent ridge across the frontal sinuses where
she assumed the yellow led naturally to green on the approach to
U.S. 1 in Bucks County. And, perfectly unperturbed, as anyone
would be who has made a disastrous flaw into a virtue over seventy
years, she said: "The car handles well, doesn't it? Who would ever
consider trading it in?"
Not Mother. The car is a 1941 Chrysler Town and Country
station wagon, as elegant as a dream of tinseled rickshaws with its
finely planed wood finish and chrome facing. Why should it not last
another thirty years? Mother is frugal, and also sentimental.
The policeman on duty at Market Square had flinched, but he
recognized Mother: "Good afternoon, Mrs. Hendiadys. Is everything all right?" His face was the color of steamed clams.
"Quite as usual," Mother said. "Have you been bilious?" I lifted a
hand to him; there was, between us, a middle-aged sympathy. We
both suffered (if I may be pardoned the cliche) intimations of mortality: Mother had that effect.
Mother had been speaking of Hilary. "I know she's a witch, son.
And I mean that literally." I love Mother; she's as unselfish as a
human being can be. I remember in '29 her holding a five-dollar
gold piece between thumb and forefinger, and the white at both
knuckles where she pressed it for dear life. She held it in a vise— but
for me. "Father agrees with me," she said.
Father sat in the back seat. He has never learned to drive. While
we had a chauffeur, he did not have to; and then he was too old. He is
ninety, splendidly alert of late but, like most stockbrokers, given to
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hedging. His only mistake, and it was a monumental one, was
cornering Pennsylvania Railroad stock. Mother had said it would

come back.
"Well, Mother," he said, "perhaps we must conduct ourselves as
though she is."
"The first thing we must do is bury everything in the house that
belonged to her: not give it away— we must not infect others— but
bury it." She shifted her attention to me and we scraped a curb.
"You must not argue, Arthur" (I had said nothing); "we'll start as
soon as we get home. You remember what she did to the cat." She
caught the wheel as we started up the pavement. Five minutes later
we were at the Hermitage and parked against the clematis on the
weather side of the house, where dogwood leaves the shade of
Washington's Birthday cherry drops of my childhood massed along
the driveway, and the orchard beyond that Mother had sold
reminded me of forbidden fruit ("There's a worm in every apple,
Arthur," Mother would say).
I do remember what she did to the cat. That, too, was an Indian
Summer day, and smoke was rising from the leaves of Wallingford
as though the Lenni-Lenape were back again and huddling at their
last council fires; and I brought Hilary home to meet Mother for the
first time. Mother was better prepared than I was, though she said:
"At your age, Arthur? I would have thought you'd have put all that
behind you." Indeed, at forty-five I thought I had marriage I
mean, of course. Her other children were long gone: Maura was still
married then and living in Boston; Wallace had his farm and six

—

—

children outside of Ligonier; and Geoff was long settled as curate at
St. Philomena's in Wallingford.
"I don't see," Mother said, "how a bachelor of long standing will
support a wife on a teacher's salary unless you intend to leave the
Academy and go into the public schools." It would have killed
Mother if I'd left the Academy; all of us, and Mother and Father
before us, had matriculated at St. David's. In Wallingford, when
one asked what school one went to, one meant the Academy the
university made no difference. I teach history to the lower form; it's
as much history as I have the heart to face.

—

—

We parked that day by the same clematis under the painted
dogwood, and came in through the same door Hilary with her
cheeks tinted like an unexpected autumn rose and eyes as full of
sails and wings as the skies off Barnegat Light, and weightless on
my arm, and her little bouncing step that made me feel as though
I'd caught in my hand some incorrigible woodland thing that would
disappear with the season. She was only twenty-three, scarcely
older than Mother when she posed with Father for the huge daguerreotype that hangs in its oval frame over the secretary in the

—
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downstairs parlor.
"Oh, how lovely." Hilary saw

it

first as

Mother rose from her

chair.

"Yes, "Mother extended her hand. "Of course, ive were very
young." Mother never beat around the bush. "So you are Hilary."
"I am Hilary." And she disconcerted Mother with a kiss.
"Then you must have tea," Mother said.
When I returned with the tea. Father was standing by Mother's
chair, my old sweatshirt hanging over his gardener's coveralls and
a smudged trowel in his hand. They made a picture, he and Mother rather suburban American Gk)thic. And Hilary delighted in it.
It was her sense of life I could scarcely believe, as though no things
were commonplace, but miracle. Her voice chided my cowardice
and refused to be repressed, and Father I could see was won.
Perhaps I should say that Father has a special place in my
heart. Now that I am middle-aged and chastened, I know that inturning look he has, as though the imagination were the cave and he
had no choice but to wait and see what effects the world's shadows
would have upon its walls. It's the only defense against ever-multiplying enemies: the betrayal by the body and the mind, the intransigence of objects, the unfaithful words, and the defection from
great themes. The shadows at least may be confronted boldly. I feel
differently about Mother: she has no second thoughts she meets
the world head-on.
"And do you intend to continue working at the Academy?"
Mother was saying, with that set articulation through her teeth that
is her distinction between "thou" and "you." Hilary was definitely

—

—

"you."

"But you see I have only kindergarten, and that's temporary.
The Assistant Headmistress was stung by a bee on her last field
trip. I was called in quite suddenly. She is dreadfully allergic."
Then her laughter, hardly suppressed, swift and sweet and surprising, like the early evening rain in spring when the
peel of silver: "She can't sit down."
Mother was not amused. "And children," she said.
prepared for children."

moon

is

a

"You are

"Mother!"

"One must be prepared for children. Though Arthur," she spara commiserating glance, "Arthur is scarely a young man."
Hilary reached for my hand: "He isn't, is He? I think that's nice."
I could see that Mother thought it was odd. No one dresses like
Mother any more. Her velour collar, the baroque pearl set in a blue
enamelled and gold pendant by Lalique (circa 1900) at her throat,
the lace handkerchief that she maneuvered like MACE— she was a
lavender lady standing under the Tiffany lamps by the heavy oak

ed

me
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Edwardian tables of my boyhood. She was not totally disconcerted
Mother is never totally disconcerted; but there was a
by Hilary
remarkable exercise of caution in her silence.
"Wouldn't it be nice, Mother," Father said, "if Hilary stayed for
supper? I have late zucchini from the garden," he explained to
Hilary; "it always surprises me."
Life always surprised Father. The stockmarket did too, and we
had to sell off the guest house. But he has a hobby and a green
thumb, and a capacity for silence and affection that shows best
when he transplants his seedlings and covers the young shoots from
the sun. He should never have been a scion of a First Family of
Wallingford; his nature is pastoral and quietist.
"Arthur can set an extra place." Mother said.
That was when the kitten emerged from under the settee. We
have always had a cat, and chances of treading upon a kitten have
been considerable as long as I can remember. Mother admires the
independence of a cat and, when it rains and her arthritis bothers
her, she lectures me upon it. In the days when we had goldfish, she
admired their silence they made her think, she used to say, of
"sessions of sweet silent thought." She lectured me upon goldfish
when I was a child. She lectured Father upon grackles. ("You must
be more like them, Gerald," she'd say; "you must be more aggressive.") Father never lectured. 1 lecture upon history. I try to teach it
dispassionately to my classes. The past, I tell them, should be secure
from meddling so enjoy it: it's creation's late late show. I told
Hilary that the first time we met, over coffee in the faculty room.
She said regretfully: "I don't think that's very funny, Mr. Hen-

—

—

—

diadys."

"Neither do I," I said. "But I saw you smile in the corridor.
make you smile. I failed, of course."
"Of course?"

It's

a

lie to

its

Then she did smile, across
linen-fold paneling where

from

me in the old faculty room with

my grandfather on Father's side had

huddled on winter days by the fire in respite from his fourth form
Latin classes, and I wondered that in all my life no woman had
smiled just for me before or if she had, I had forgotten it. That was
the way she smiled when she picked up the kitten, as though she
were caressing it for me and the secret were between ourselves. "So

—

helpless," she said.
"I

wouldn't put him on

my

shoulder," Mother raised a bent

finger; "he's a lesson in clumsiness."
"Aren't we all," Hilary said. Then the kitten perked an ear and
mewed, and Hilary released her hand from its spine. I did not know

how open-handed she was, how quick to surrender what time
and a quixotic charity might ask of her. But the kitten fell.
then
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iirry

he poor creature hasn't been the same since."I closed

as Mother spoke. "She was a most
that I blame her, and you mustn't either."
Mother removed her hatpin; "I think some persons are unwilling,
even unknowing, pawns of Powers of Destruction."
Father sat with a sigh in the armchair by the window. Even
voyages in the station wagon are wearying for him now. Our subject
uncurled from the settee and climbed with a certain awkwardness
to his lap. "You see how Richard moves."
Of course he is no longer a kitten, though Mother does not
recognize the fact. His original name was Henry the Fifth, but she
discussed the inappropriateness of that after his fall. "Richard the
Third is what I think we should call him. You can see that something has happened to his vertebrae."
"Son," she said, "you can learn from that kitten. Straighten up.
One would think you had never served your country."
I pulled my shoulders back and went to get the trowel. All
afternoon, under Mother's direction, I buried small objects that
were memorabilia of Hilary. "Keep them near the St. Francis
shrine," Mother said. "It is blessed ground."
If only it were so easy to purge one's mind of Hilary! I did not
mind the burying. Hilary did not exist in things. She was like the
Hil-a-ry
air itself, the breath of the word or the poem. Hil-a-ry
Hil-a-ry ... I found myself counting seconds by the syllables of
her name; I measured the safety from storm's approach, between
the lightning and the thunder, by the syllables of her nsime: Hil-aHil-a-ry
Hil-a-ry
The train clicking over the rails
ry
between Wallingford and the City encoded the syllables of her
name. And I dug in the garden there at the foot of St. Francis in
Hil-a-ry
Hil-a-ry
short, breathless strokes: Hil-a-ry
"That's fine," Mother said; "we'll all feel better now."
Mother went inside, and I stooped among the bronze chrysanthemums to catch the scent of autumns before the War, but in my
nostrils was the Indian Summer smoke of that first day when, after
Hilary had dropped Mother's Sevres porcelain cup, we walked in
this same garden, more or less in Coventry.
"I just don't seem to be able to hold on to things." She buried her
face in my sleeve. "Are you mad at me?"
"How could I be?"
"Your mother is." Hilary's eyes alone peered out from behind
my arm. But I knew she was smiling. "I can't do any worse than

-L the half-door behind us

destructive child.

It isn't
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that,

can
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I?"

"Well, Grandfather did bring that cup back from Bruges in
1870."
"You know, Arthur," she pulled back, "I like your mother. She's
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a ... an institution."

To

my knowledge, no one had ever said they liked Mother. When

we were children, Maura and Wallace and Geoffrey and I were
awed by her port, and every Christmas and on Mother's Day and St.
Valentine's we dutifully and sincerely expressed our love. Father
we liked, and our Negro nanny, Esther Silabub. But one approached Mother strictly with parlor manners. She was regal when it was
no longer fashionable to be so, and not a bit permissive when it was.
And when I came back from the War, not at all certain that the
ground I stepped on was surely there (it had been removed from
under my feet I thought, permanently by a land mine on Saipan). Mother would not let me believe that anything at all had
happened. "You cannot," she said, "let Little Yellow Men determine
your attitude toward the world." But they had lessoned me in
patience I had learned that one could wait interminably for almost anything. Father was puttering, even then easing into early
retirement from a world that had never pleasured him. I would
have been satisfied to muck about the garden with him, and indeed
I did for one healing spring and summer. But autumn came, and I

—

—

—

still see the toss of Mother's head: "Remember, Arthur, that in
the reproof of chance lies the true proof of Men." And she cited

can

Oedipus, Aeneas, and Adam, among others. So I saw my old Headmaster, and retired into history.
"You see," Hilary said, "I was right about her. She is a remarkable woman."

^<T TNLESS we do

it

my way people

will think

we

are a

\^

family of hippos."
"Hippies, Mother."
"Exactly."

Had I wished to marry Kitsie Bockius or any of the eligible debs
decade ago, now growing rather long in the tooth. Mother would
not have fretted. We could have eloped to Cannes or St. Kitts. But
her very reservations about Hilary convinced her that an elaborate
wedding was the only thing. It was her glove in the face of the world.
I am not sure where Mother got the money for it all. Though, here
and there, in the Colonial hutch and the china closet, vacant spaces
appeared and once, as I returned from class, I was jarred by an elf
of a man blinded by a large box.
"Who was that. Mother?"
"Oh ... an oddsbody. No one you need to know."
So Wallace and Silvia brought their six children from Ligonier;
Geoffrey conducted the service; and Maura came alone.
"And where is Rogan?"
of a

—
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Maura looked Mother straight in the eye and said: "He was
called suddenly to Alaska on the pipeline."
"I knew it," Mother said. "He is a man marked for prominence."
The wedding day was Allhallows, and I remember thinking in
the disorderly moments before Hilary came down the aisle on my
old Headmaster's arm (she had no family of her own) that Father
had changed markedly in the last few days. His eyes, with a timid,
puzzled look, hunted for something behind me when we spoke,
behind all of us. Mother noticed it, and she ceased to point out the
lessons that should have been apparent all about him, had he kept
alert for them,
I think that was when Father began quite clearly to die. At
least, that was what Hilary said the morning she left me.
But the wedding afternoon was crisp with the promise of winter's long unfolding, and I was like an adolescent with intimations
of snowbound days in Hilary's arms. "You are being welcomed into
a very close Family," Mother was to say to Hilary at the reception;
but as I looked at her doe and fawn, Diana and Eve, in one it was
no Family I thought of, but books of hours and enclosed gardens and
the bright unicorns among the lutes and the little drums. How
would I dare? How could I dare? The staid aisle of St. Bardolph's
had brought young innocence to my heart again— and all the fallen
years between were as though they had never been. Even Wallace's
six hellions seemed angelic in the pew by Silvia's side, and Geoffrey's complacent eyes above his chasuble lit for once with a little

—

—

more than self-satisfaction.
Mother never blamed Hilary directly for Father's failing, but
when I'd step across the orchard she had sold, under the old apple
trees laden with snow, from the gatehouse that Hilary and I rented
from the new owners, she would say: "He used to be so straight
now, all of a sudden ..." Nor was Maura's divorce precisely Hilary's
!" and Mother
fault ("The Things that have happened lately
would hang the phrase in mid-air).
In the first few months of our marriage, Hilary, visiting with all
.

.

.

will, collapsed Mother's odontoglossum crispum in the solarium, broke a pot of prize purple gloxinia, cracked a Bristol Blue
condiment bottle, and barely saved with a startlingly ingenuous
swipe Mother's best Staffordshire cream ware plate (the lastof a set
of the "Seven Ages of Man").
Then there was the evening we sat in the parlor over Monopoly,
Mother and Father and Hilary and I (with Hilary, as usual, an early
casualty, and then simply a graceful spectator). The house was
really too big to heat adequately anymore with coal, and Mother
had plugged in her antique radiant heater by Father's chair. "I
have seen the strangest thing," Mother said. "Maura was on tele-

good
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might have been a sign of vulgarity for Mother
except that the six-inch Sony in the upstairs sitting room was for
BBC programs and the weather report only. The latter sometimes
vexed her, and she would have me shift channels if she did not agree
with the weatherman. "He does not know his weather signs," she
vision." Television

would say,
"Maura? Not on anything but Firing Line, surely?" Hilary's
puckish glance turned my heart like a boy's.
Mother did not deign to answer. "She was with a strange man,"
she spoke accusingly at me. "I must telegraph her."
That was how we heard of Maura's Divorce. Mother, waiting
for Masterpiece Theatre, had tuned in the Boston Pops. And there
was Maura, defiant and fortyish and determinedly gay under a
straw hat, sipping wine with a Man Not Rogan. Divorce is not
something that Mother can take lightly. "Oh, the things that have

happened

And

."
.

.
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Father. / know it was the visitation of winter winter
piled upon winter until, weighted with snow upon the thatched
roof, the edifice must perforce give way. But Mother would not even
admit that he was old. Had she read the signs aright, she might
have said: "Take a lesson from Antaeus, son that's Father's failing." She had never really noticed that about Father that his
province was sunlight from planting to harvest; rather, she'd tell
him to come in from the garden, that he'd get his feet wet. In her
eyes, the real lesson was Hilary. Not that she said a word until
Hilary left, though once: "Your wife is a remarkable woman." She
did not elaborate, but the word did not sound on her lips as it had on

—

—

—

Hilary's.

THERE WAS That Morning. A brumous day, and MothTHEN
er did not want one
that time.
was the day
Bardolph's
at

Flea Market and Fair,

It

when

of St.

the wealthy of Wallingford searched
their closets and attics in the name of sweet charity and the Parish
Fund. "We must be provident," Mother would say each year. "Since
Father's Trouble" (that was the disastrous investment) "we must
prepare in a practical way for the future. There may be useful and
worthy objects at the Fair." The night before, with Father and
Hilary in the upstairs sitting room, I tried three weathermen.
"These people." Mother said, "these people know their business less
and less as the years go on."
Those were tender days, and nights, with Hilary. She was as
whimsical, as subtle, as the landscapes that the clouds surprise,
walking their shadows and their revelations over the hills. Nothing
was commonplace, and the world I knew so reluctantly took on
values I could not anticipate. I had heard of the faces of Eve; I awoke
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their infinite variety. Even Mother and Father grew strange and
wonderful, seen through her eyes.
That night we crossed from the Hermitage through the freshly
fallen orchard snow. "What is it, Hilary?" In the aisles between the
trees we could see the stars. The belt of Orion pointed us home, and
its sword hung poised over that lost gatehouse. How unambiguous
and resolved was our small world in the light of a full winter moon!
Hilary scooped up a ball of snow, so like a white apple in the ivory
cup of her hand. She raised it to her lips as would a child, and then
held it to mine.
"Each time we close that door," she said, "I imagine your
mother saying: 'Gerald, that door is a sign. They are gradually
closing us out."' Only Hilary could echo Mother's tone with sympathy.
"I'm not sure I know what you mean." But I did. "Even if she
should say that, it isn't true."
"But truth is so little a part of any of our knowledge, isn't it."
Hilary's tenderness reached into all corners of my life. Suddenly I
could see them there, on the other side of the door, and the cold
seemed no longer where we stood, in the orchard, but there. As
though she read my thought. Hilary said: "I wonder if you've ever
really seen them? There's so much that we do not know about love
and they have so little time." She rubbed the snow against her cheek
as though it were silk: "It breaks my heart to think of them going to
that silly Fair. What can she possibly get that will hold back time
tx)

and the cold

.

.

?"
.

think Mother sees things quite that way."
"No," she said. "That is what I cannot bear."
"I don't

I came back through the sleet from
searched half-heartedly for her at
Mother's. Three days later. Mother said: "Of course there will be no
divorce. She has simply disappeared. Marriage makes great demands, and one is sometimes just not up to it. We must tell a white
lie about it; we will certainly be forgiven." On the phone to Geoff
that night I heard her say: "Hilary has gone away for a short while;
she and Arthur will be together very soon." She saw me watching
her, and hung up the phone: "There, son. That takes care of that.
Though you and I know differently."
Mother did not refer to the matter at length for nine full months.
She has always had a strong commitment to the natural cycles,
except where they are clearly superfluous. Then one day she said: "I
am sure you know, Arthur, that there was something about Hilary
." She finally decided what it
that one could not put one's finger on
was: "Her conduct, for instance, was clearly unnatural."
But after Mother called Geoff, I went into the orchard that she

The day

St. David's,

of the Fair,

when

she was gone.

I

.
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sold. The winter stars were lights to see by. Perhaps they too
teach the passion of patience. Spring would wait as it always had
upon the breaking of old trees under the frost. It was, as Mother
would say, a lesson right before my eyes (though, actually, Mother
would get it not quite right: "under your nose, Arthur" she is
cavalier with metaphor).
And then there was the postcard I received at St. David's, the
postmark blurred. But I knew the hand, full and generous and
backward bending like the clematis under a freshening spring
breeze on the weather side of the house. To secure the past from.
meddling, she had written, my Love. On the obverse was an oriental
print, delicate beyond words: dogwood trees (or were they cherry?)

had

—

bowed under snow.
Dear Mother. Even if she came upon it, it was a sign she would
most certainly misread. A little thing I did not bury with the rest
.

.

THE ANTIOCH REVIEW
1979

Boy Bicycling
Catch the wheeling sun in the cycle's wheel
Spinning it backward backward down Negley's Hill:
Boy, go riding riding under the spell
Of August Janus-faced as the spokes in the sun.

—

Son, by your pedaling pedaling time is undone,
Spun as a gold doubloon tipped on its rim
Turning all widdershins with the run of your luck
Plucky as Icarus, cheeky as Phaethon.

Changling Apollo, fleeing before the dark,
Manage the hill pell-mell on your wheels of fire
Though winter awaits you and spring turns to sleep with the dove
And autumn the columbarium and summer leafing its pyre.

They get you coming and going, the elder gods,
Laying the ground for your fall who make all things new;
Know that we, fallen, joy with and pity you,
Who've ridden the ancient and unruly jades of desire.
1981
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Aunt
MEREDITH'S QUARREL with
AUNT
Wallingford.
her
Church began

the Roman Catholic
seventy-fifth year. Her
name is Philomena Meredith Wixstead. Children who have the
courage to slip the catch of the iron gates of Thule, and dare the bees
that tumble in drunken ecstacy among the fallen pears, watch over
their shoulder for the stallion profile of the Merediths behind the
morning glory vines and the filigreed gothic lattices of the long
back porch. If they get away with their green-golden hoard, they're
lucky. She is a presence that intimidates.
Aunt Meredith was in Florida, in Gainesville, where her late
husband presided as Provost of the University, when, in 1968, the
in

in

Church declared Saint Philomena an imposter.
grace— she had never liked and
seldom used the name. But it was a warning. Then Hatton Wixstead
died, and was buried in the small Baptist cemetery in Beaufort,
South Carolina, beside his grandfather who had fought with Forrest, and his father, who had fought with Thomas in the last foray
against the Sioux, and his mother, who had fought with his father.
And Aunt Meredith came North again, with the Wixstead family
plate, and the Chippendale furniture and Ming porcelain that had
been her share from the Merediths— back to Wallingford where the

Roman

Catholic

Aunt Meredith

took that with

bronze statue of Great-uncle Meredith, gesturing hyperbolically in
the uniform of one of Teddy Roosevelt's Rough Riders, enlivened the
far side of Market Square. We, who were but her late sister's sons,
were glad to see her again, for she was, after all, the last of the
Merediths; and when she passed, some of our assurance would pass
with her those of us who had been children when she went to
Philadelphia, one afternoon long ago, to attend a lecture at the
University on the Greater Asclepiad in the odes of Quintus Horatius
Flaccus, and found the lecturer irresistible.
She walked with a bayonet down her spine and the kettle drums
of long ago pacing her steps, and her courtesy was fearsome. Once,
Hodge, the paper boy, heard (or claimed to have heard) weeping
behind the shuttered great windows of the guest parlor of Thule,
but it was October, and he was an adolescent, and dreamy-eyed
with a sense of the tears of things. He went away soon to write sports
columns for a Philadelphia paper.
Her one friend was Dom Peter Reddick, the Anglican rector of
All Hallows, whom she had met fortuitously at Wallingford's
annual African violet show. For Mass, she attended the Roman
Catholic Church of the Holy Child, occupying with her butler the

—
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pew donated two hundred years before by that ancestor who had
made his fortune in salt for the Continental Army. Apart from the
pastor, a confined invalid as old as herself, she never gave the
impression that its clergy were her equals; for them her tolerance
was exquisite.
On Sunday afternoons, Dom Peter came to tea. The diffident
English voice, and the Main Line Pennsylvania one subdued behind
locked teeth, were but murmurs to strollers dawdling by the great
gate of Thule. It was an autumn friendship, laced with overtones of
regret for Dom Peter was no longer young, and had never married, and Aunt Meredith could apparently no longer find the time.
Sometimes the conversation went like this:
"But Father Reddick, you must have faith in Philadelphia
Electric."
"My dear Mrs. Wixstead, we have only thirty-five families in
."
the parish
"Notwithstanding, an investment in Philadelphia Electric Common is judicious."

—

.

.

.

"Perhaps the Lord will provide."
Or:
"Is it true, Father Reddick, that the Roman seminaries are now
producing performers, rather than Latinists?"
"That, Mrs. Wixstead, is a question upon which I can only

speculate."
"But don't you agree that, in such matters as this, one should
hardly encourage the private note."
Or perhaps we imagined that; Wallingford is replete with those
who have the leisure to be characters, and the mythic mind to make
characters of others. Indeed, when she first appeared in Wallingford, on a lingering evening early this very summer, with the sun in
splendid protest unwilling to give in, seated beside her old butler (a
wraith of a Celt with a cathedral voice) at the wheel of a U-Haul
truck, we thought "How typical!" How typically Wallingford! And
it struck no one as odd that the adolescent grandchildren of the
Barrangers and the Hoyts, whose pedigrees left footsteps almost as
old as hers across the byways of Wallingford, were there with us to
unload the truck. We knew well she was coming: Thule had been
aired for a week, and the ballroom on the second floor (four walls of
mirrors lined with delicate gilded chairs) refurbished; and Senator
Searle, who had courted Aunt Meredith fifty years before and lived
a sullen bachelor since her "infatuation" had mounted from the
porch standard a Gadsden flag with its curled snake, for the Bicentennial and in pure meanness, and had thereupon suffered a
mild cardiac arrest at the exertion.
Then the caretaker at Thule retired ill-humoredly with his
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numerous children to the restrictions of the gardener's cottage, and
became, with his wife, a source of outrageous gossip and occasional
fact on the fortunes of Philomena Wixstead; for Aunt Meredith
gathered chroniclers like Boadicea, and incidents in those few
initial months clustered as in a martyrology.
Consider the contribution of Father Folle:
Innocent and new, and convinced of his ecclesiastical charm, it
was the Assistant at Holy Child who first visited her from her
childhood parish. Father Folle ("Call me 'Chad' ") bounced about in
his levis and desert boots, adored by the young and treated as
cautiously by their parents as a valuable plate with a crack. What
fortune had been his! Monsignor McGall was ill and for months
confined to his room when, just a fortnight before the arrival of
Aunt Meredith, Father Folle materialized. Very shortly the elders
of Holy Child suffered such eye strain as might be occasioned by a
total eclipse of the sun. At his appearance they averted their gaze.
He took it for shyness. It was a September evening when, returning
in mufti from handball and dinner at the Cricket Club, he paused
by the gate of Thule. Perhaps he should tell it in his own words, as he
related the story much later to Sister Brigid Ferney, O.S.M., newly
liberated in a jump suit, by the pool of Assumpta Academy:
"It was an experience. Sister. Fantastic! I mean, she thought I
was selling Bibles— she's deaf, you know. But I got in, though the
handyman or butler or whatever he is dogged me like an old hound.

And
dog

that stuffy Anglician, Reddick, was there— all duded up in his
collar and fancy dress.
" I've been wanting to visit you, Mrs. Wixstead,' I said.
" 'I have one,' she said; 'it was printed by Christopher Sauer, the

first, I believe, in
"

I've

'No,

I

mean

"

the Colonies.'
about the Church. To

welcome you

to

Holy Child.

seen you out front.'
" 'What do you think of Philadelphia Electric Common,' she

said.

"That's the way it went Cross-purposes. And Reddick was no
though she seemed to hear him without difficulty. I mean, she
never seemed to have heard of the Good News, Interpersonal Relationships, or Vatican Two. I am sure that ecumenism is a foreign
term to her. The butler tried to usher me out the back door."
But, actually, Aunt Meredith had heard. That is what is sad
about assigning the role of comedian to any human being. We knew,
because her butler was indiscreet, and at the Depot Bar would
unfold, in drink and anxiety, the woeful tale of her embellished,
perhaps, by a bardic mind bred in the hills of Mayo.
What she discussed with Dom Reddick was her immortal soul
she was that old-fashioned, you see. Fifty happy years with a good
.

help,

—
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Baptist had only postponed her Easter Duty, and Sundays in the
front pew of the First Baptist Church of Gainesville had not weaned
her from the penny catechism of her long-gone youth, though she
found comfort in the fine native handiwork of the carved pulpit, the
pegged fruitwood pews, and the practical, albeit orotund, homilies
of a succession of devoted ministers.
"But you had not lost your faith, you see," Dom Peter would say.
"You merely deferred it in the interests of matrimony. You clove to
your husband, and that is a biblical admonition."

"Tea?" said Aunt Meredith. "But sometimes I'd get homesick
for those outrageous Sacred Hearts, and Virgins standing on sickle
moons, and the candles dripping into trays. Sometimes I'd slip into
the mission church in Gainesville just to smell the wax. I was quite
."
pretty then, you know, and I had plenty of time
Father Reddick was an understanding man; the non sequitur
did not bother him: "Yes, yes, I can see you were— though age, too,
.

.

.

"

beauty and its gifts
Aunt Meredith poured; the slight though continual movement
of her head was an aristocratic disability as though she argued
constantly with her better self.
"Introibo ad altare Dei, " Aunt Meredith sighed. "Ad Deum qui
laetificatjunventutem meam .... "The proud old head would sway a
'joy to my youth.' Ah, and it was joyous
bit, then: "You remember
has

its

.

.

.

.

—

—
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And they would remember what it had been like, even back to
when they both had been as vine leaves around another's table; so
being turned to their separate geographies, the cicadas would
triumph over their faltering voices at last.
Then there was the Sunday when Monsignor McGall,sick and
tired of strained soup and whispers behind the walls, roused himself like Lazarus and frighted his congregation by a spectral adjournment to the Bishop's Chair in the chancel at Holy Child, from
which he glowered throughout the Mass. When Father Folle had
signed the cross, and dismissed one and all to "have a good day," the
Monsignor maneuvered himself to the altar rail.
that,

"Philomena," he said, "I know you."
Aunt Meredith whose face, as guitars twanged and nasal
voices moaned liturgical folk songs, had on previous Sundays registered future-shock flushed like a maiden and rose from her
place. We watched her, because we knew that story too how Martin McGall had laid his heart at her feet before he fled to the
seminary and found, perhaps to his own surprise, his true vocation.
How uncalculated was the charity in that cry. Philomena how
flattering the recognition it implied! Our hearts lifted with hers
when she came forward, and there was in the clasp of their hands

—

—

—

—
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that bridge of hearts that Durer would have admired, and rendered in pencil and in chalk for less unmannerly times.
"I was not told you were at home. These people would keep my
own death from me."
The last plucked notes of Kumbaija expired, and the old Monsignor in his violet and the old woman in her jewels still held hands

across the marble rail.
"Yes, Martin, I've come home. Thule

is open again. You'll come
me?"
Behind the Monsignor, Father Folle hovered, unfrocked and

to see

anxious to be of use.
"No, Philomena, I do not think so. It will be my last regret."
Aunt Meredith lifted her chin. The slight, deliberate quaver
abated not the least the sad firmness of her question: "Oh, how do
you stand this ....," she lifted the jeweled hand not holding to his
with a gesture some old, weary quatrocento cardinal might have

made:

"

all of this?"

?" Could she have meant the guitars, or the
what
primitive gonfalons, or the altar wrenched from the reredos, or—
perhaps— Father Folle in his levis? That Monsignor McGall did not
know, but stood suddenly forgetful and bewildered, reduced it all to
insignificance. Her hand trembled and moved to the small gold

"What

.

.

.

.

.

.

and Father Folle led Monsignor McGall away.
Then, on a day when raffish clouds were tugging an unwilling
sun toward the west, and spilling amber through the lined copper
beeches of Thule, Father Reddick got his courage up. Aunt Meredith, as it happened, was taking the air on the low porch swing
where often, in fascinator and lawn, she had held court as a belle
and we, as incorrigible children, had peered upon glory from the
thick and fragrant rhododendrons by the gate. Father Reddick
came to the foot of the steps, graciously stooped, as always, like a
man patiently awaiting the unfolding of an endless explanation. He
kneaded between his consecrated hands the silver dolphin's head of
his cane, and remarked upon the fortuitous meeting. No, he could
not come in for tea; yes, he was quite well pale, perhaps, because of
the odd slant of light: the autumn equinox, as Mrs. Wixstead must
surely know, that emblematic time when day and night subsist in
Anglican moderation. How fortunate that he chose this hour to
walk: "For it just occurs to me, Mrs. Wixstead, that you might care
to see my gloxinia, and our parish house, and perhaps grace us at
Evensong."
"That would be a choice adventure," said Aunt Meredith. She
removed from her bodice a handkerchief scented with Quelques
Fleurs and touched it to her lips. When the caretaker's eldest child
emerged from where she had been hiding and listening under the
locket at her bodice,
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latticed porch, the

dith

swing still strained

slightly,

though Aunt Mere-

was gone.

Perhaps Anglican hopes had never been high in Wallingford.
Peter Reddick confessed as much: "It's a very little house.
Fortunately there has never been a married rector here a young
one, that is." And he blushed, a shell pink that tipped his cheekbones
and left him with nothing to do with his eyes. "Ah, there, you see?
The cat." They stood in the door of the tiny sitting room, a grand Sir
Walter Scott dream reduced to Lilliputian size, and Father Reddick ostentatiously directed the cat from its seat in the wing-backed
chair, close to the radiator in the bow window. "Fortunate was an
unfortunate term," Father Reddick said brightly; "I was thinking

Dom

of rather large families."
"I find it charming,"
pressed her for her coat.

—

Aunt Meredith

said.

The housekeeper

"Mrs. Wardzinski understands English. She does not speak it
with facility. Of course, she does not live in."
"Of course," said Aunt Meredith.
"You see, I have only thirty-five families," Father Reddick said.
"And the expenses grow." He settled Aunt Meredith in the cat's
chair. "Yet," rolling his eyes toward the dining room door, "I fear
."
we shall be the subject of gossip. In many tongues
"Ah," said Aunt Meredith, "I find that appealing."
And Mrs. Wardzinski could see them, as she left for the day,
with their heads bent over Dom Peter's gloxinia, in the bow window, while the sexton tolled the bell of All Hallows for Evensong.
Wednesday afternoon over the gloxinia, and hour of Evensong,
then the long twilight walk to Thule .... In Wallingford even the
boles of trees have ears, and it is proverbial here that the squirrel,
arrested in mid-leap, is unremittingly attentive to the voices beneath the sycamores. When Senator Searle, over cocktails at the
Cricket Club, made plain he pitied Aunt Meredith, and felt that a
psychiatrist was called for to deal with her "religious mania," we
could not take him seriously. He was hardly a detached observer,
who had burned with a distant commemorial passion through so
many seasons. And Father Folle, circumvented by Aunt Meredith's
singular deafness in his effort to enlist her for his Sensitivity Sesions and Senior Citizens' Guild, was simply aggrieved by a tennis
you'll
loss when he said: "Reddick needs a new roof for All Hallows
see," Though his expression perpetually said "hum," malice was not
in his nature. As for Senator Searle, how could he ever forgive Aunt
Meredith for her remark, of fifty years standing, that the Barrangers had passed to the Hoyts, and both to their children— and,
.

.

.

—

indiscreetly, their children to their own children: "Rodney Searle is
to success. You have noticed his step. It is wide and de-

doomed
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Lord God. Look at
though to say: 'The earth is mine,
No, these were not the true voices of Wallingford.
How pleasant it was to anticipate their passing in the evening':
Dom Peter's fingers, like grace notes, embellishing Aunt Meredith's staid declamation. She would go home to crack with her
folded fan the ears of our own unregenerate children darting for the
gate of Thule, burdened with pears— but now she seemed by her
very poise clothed in circumspection. We were grateful in times of
change for these new certainties. What is odd is that they moved
before us perhaps only once or twice, but there was in their passage
an emblematic quality that fixed the imagination, like Keats's
vision and his urn: "Fond lover, never never can'st thou kiss, though
."
thou young and she be fair
What did they talk about? That is not difficult to conjecture.
One reconstructs her voice with ease; it is in the ear of Wallingford:
'T have lived and now I have come home. I have not changed, but
they have changed. They have grown old but not wise. Yet one must
"
be loyal
Dom Peter Reddick's charity was impeccable. It was to wait in
silence for clarification from the attendant scene, the bittersweet
severance of day and evening where light flowed away beyond the
trees, the day's last congregation of birds. Then, taking from the
milieu what Aunt Meredith's words had left unsaid, to speak:
"Vita nuitatur, non tellitur. Home is anew beginning and we
know, do we not, that even home is a temporary inn." But he was too
humble a man to preach: "Isn't the evening lovely? And such a
."
promise of bright days
There was a bit too much of Great-uncle Meredith, charging
liberate, as

me.'

"

.

.

—

.

.

.

grandly up San Juan Hill, in Philomena Meredith Wixstead for
that sweet reasonableness: "Monsignor McGall is ill. He has no idea
." And then, for the first time,
of the travesty
a chink in the armor:
"Sometimes, even at Thule, I feel like a stranger. I hear voices in
empty rooms, and I wonder what is left for me."
They spoke no more that evening. At her gate, Father Reddick
bade Aunt Meredith goodnight, to return to his parish house to sit
under the parlor lamp, by the radiator, the cat on his lap, for a long
hour in deep meditation.
.

.

ON THE EVE OF ALL SAINTS,at

the Hour of Nones, Monsignor McGall was translated to the Sacred Heart Home for
Incurables. Aunt Meredith, in her chrysanthemum garden, heard
the wailing of the siren, and blessed herself as she had been taught
in her childhood to do. She was on her knees, her nose to the last of
the bronze, evocative flowers, when Dom Peter came through the
solarium door. He stood for a moment beside her; then, apologe88

spreading his hands in resignation (though she could not see
with her head in the chrysanthemum), he knelt: "Your friend has
been taken to the Home."
"Home?" she said. "Home?"
"I'm sorry," said Father Reddick.
Gallantly, he assisted her to her feet. They crossed by the herb
garden outside the kitchen window, rosemary spread wild by the
autumn crushing headily underfoot. They could have been pensioners with the long empty afternoon before them until the darkening of the sun. "The scent of chrysanthemum," she said, "like
certain songs, takes me back to a time before confusion or anxiety. I
don't think I like it— it's mandragora."
"Ah," said Father Reddick, "the sentiment is worthy— but so is
the chrysanthemum. Can we not hold on to both?" And they talked
with a fine lucidity, and unsentimentally, about aspirations stifled
by time and hopes deferred too long. Father Folle would have been
amazed, and perhaps beyond his depth. The whimsical autumn
weather whipped a fine spray across their path; baleful clouds
puffed against the sun. In the rectory of Holy Child, where Father
Folle, lately returned from visiting the sick, listened to the PhilliesCincinnati game, the radio announced a tornado watch. He arose to
close his window, catching himself in the act of a petition that the
Lord cooperate until the end of the ninth.
Father Reddick was explaining carefully; the light, insistent
rain, warm with an Indian summer grace, misted his granny glasses, and possibly accounted for the bent head and the eyes cast down
and lidded: "you see, I have no hopes of a better living, and as there
."
are only thirty-five families
tically,

.

.

Aunt Meredith

said, "I have come home, you
know. What would they say if, every Sunday, I were in the pew at
Holy Child?"
"It would open a small chapter in the new history of the Church,"
Dom Peter said. Aunt Meredith did not resist as he folded her
fingers in his. The rain beat upon them, and Aunt Meredith's hair
was awry. Then they went into the parlor of Thule for tea.
Seating themselves. Aunt Meredith in the lady's chair, and
Father Reddick in the high-backed Queen Anne wing that had been
her father's, the mistress of Thule touched the bell. The butler, who,
like a revenant, had followed their progress from window to window, scarcely stirring the draperies, arrived as she said: "I must
have time to think. I must dispose my life." She smoothed a hand
along her forehead, and Dom Peter picked fastidiously at the antimacassar that had protected the cut velvet so long.
"You are very sweet, but now I must remember Martin McGall," she said, "as I know you will. How unsettling it must have

"But, Peter,"
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been for an old priest

to live in the

New Church; how much easier to

die."

Shadows gathered about the chinoiserie; early lamplightenticed a patina from Aunt Meredith's Limoges, as rich and unassuming
as their relationship in that quiet hour. So time eddied one afternoon in Wallingford, while she took out the picture album, and
there was Hatton Wixstead when young, and Martin McGall as a
spark in straw and gaiters, and Senator Searle looming large in the
eye of God.

DECEMBER

BROUGHT THE

CHANGE,with Father Folle
nuncio. There is a splendid perversity in Philomena
Wixstead, but she soon tired of identifying our young curate as a
Bible salesman. She could suspend that fantasy when she wished;
and one day she did, as wreaths were going up in Wallingford, and
the news came that saddened the parishioners of Holy Child. Blue
spruce and desert juniper hung from the lintels, and the knocker
was inaccessible on the afternoon that Father Folle tapped on the
substantial double door of Thule. In that echoing, ice-fringed December stillness one would have thought even that might have
awakened the dead. Only the urgency of his mission accounted for
his daring, for he tried the brass knob that gave back his countenance like Marley's; and when the door swung open, a distant
pounding seemed an externalization of his heartbeat. Once inside,
Father Folle was not a little annoyed that he should feel like a small
boy trapped among forbidden fruit. All life was apparently above,
and he mounted the steps to the ballroom (of whose existence he had
heard rumors). Someone was at work with a hammer. The stairs
turned graciously, and the doors opening upon the ballroom were
wide.
Of the old houses in Wallingford, perhaps Thule alone remained
with its internal relationships quite unchanged. Through the open
portals the priest could realize the opulent Corinthian dream that
had spaced fluted pilasters between the mirrors, wall to ceiling,
and each as wide as two courtly couples in quadrille. For just a
moment, as an afterthought of silence and slow time. Father Folle
regretted his haste and felt the compulsion to retrace his steps and
mount again.
Philomena Wixstead was seated on a gilded ballroom chair in
the center of the floor, and the mirrors gave back the many aspects
of her. The butler straddled a chancy ladder in the far corner by a
walk-in fireplace, and wrestled a bunch of greens over a portrait of
that Colonel Meredith who had mounted the Heights of Abraham in
the doomed wake of Wolfe.
"Come in," said Aunt Meredith. "I have expected you." There
as

its
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for her to turn; Father F\)lle had multipliecJ lik(; the
loaves and fishes in the candid mirrors of the room. "So the Monsignor is dead." Her voice, to the unfamiliar, had always that quality of unassailable certainty, like a hunter's cry over still water. "Sit
with me," she said.
Quite humbly. Father Folle carried achair from against a wall
mirror, and sat himself down. The butler laid aside his hammer
ceremoniously and retired to a corner.
"Yes," Father Folle seemed not himself. Paradoxically, in his
dark suit and overcoat and eccelesiastical collar, he appeared more
youthful than the cleric who had won the hearts of young Walling-

was no need

ford in levis and rather expensive soft boots.
"He said you were the last of his friends," said Father Folle. His
lowered voice was apologetic: "That is why I am here."
"Then you are welcome."
Father Folle failed to meet his own eyes in the mirror. "He said
you were responsible." No, that was not the way to put it; but Aunt
Meredith was not confused. She inclined her head grandly:
"We are all responsible. It is our guilt and our unearned glory."
"I mean ... He said that you had cast him into the Church. I was
to thank you."
"Then you must dance at my wedding."
"Wedding? Yes, of course I heard. But I am afraid that I do not

understand

."
.

.

"You may bind and

loose, "Aunt Meredith said kindly;"understanding is an altogether different matter." Her hand made sweeping gestures of benediction in multiple mirrors: "Soon this will all
pass away. I am donating it to the Baptist Synod."
This was not familiar news. Father Folle took it bravely: "Ah?"
he said.
"But for his sake," Aunt Meredith looked benignly at him from
all the quarters 'round, "one should say the Latin Mass, and chant
Dies Irae and Te Deum.
"I am not sure that we can."
"We are all incurable, in our way." To his surprise, she touched
his hand: "You must not grieve."
As though to signify enough, the butler mounted his ladder.
Aunt Meredith busied herself with her own meditations; upon
Father Folle there were no eyes except his own; but they were there,
wherever he turned. He arose, and skirted them on his way to the
door. There he paused, cleared an uncharacteristic obstruction in
his throat, and blurted: "Mrs. Wixstead, I envy him vour friend-

ship."

In the grand inclination of her head he was blessed and dismissed. All down the stairs. Father Folle's heart pounded to a beat
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that

was hardly

his.

NOW WALLINGFORD AWAITS

We have heard
with wonder at the
Depot Bar by Aunt Meredith's butler.who sometimes feels himself a
part of an outrageous saga, and his voice lilts with it. On Sundays,
he drives Aunt Meredith to Holy Child. There, when petitions are
advanced, she remembers Hatton Wixstead and the bugle calls
stifled by Beaufort earth, and she asks that all will pray for the
Enlightenment of the Church.
Father Folle still does not know quite what to make of this.
that a bishop will preside. This

the wedding.

is all

told
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Springs
The

literary spring is cruel
maiden-like (no paradox)

And

But actual spring is difficult
Arrives like battering through a box.

Then asphodels, anemones.
The scent of pitch on cursive roofs.
The dizziness of green in trees
(While out of hearing slide the hooves

Of centaurs), flaking paint on

And

slats.

the antecedent rains
Of failing winter trouble us
In whom the season stirs like pain.
all

How humbly we

wipe clean our slates
In bodies where the veins have broken
Beyond repair; the violets waken
Bewildering hope in the purling air:

And

then the actual spring, not cruel

Nor maiden-like, becomes our fault—
The burden of the difficult
(Its

joyous paradox) our carol.

Four Quarters,
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Grandfather
birthday was
Andrew's
THE MAJOR EVENT
"You have
Morse
semaphore and

his inninth
of
to
the
code.
troduction to
know both," his Grandfather said; "there's no point in doing anything halfway."

"Now semaphore,"

his

Grandfather

said, "is 'a

system of visual

signaling by two flags held one in each hand.' That definition is
precise." He reared up from his chair in the garden, using his cane
like a vaulter's pole: "It happens I have only one flag at the moment,
but we'll make do." He held out a two-by-four inch American flag
that had been on Andrew's birthday cake that afternoon. "You go
down to the end of the garden."
There were obstacles to getting to the end of the garden. Grandfather's Spring enthusiasm had somewhat waned, and the zucchini
he had planted where he meant to have lettuce had done very well
so that the mid-portion of the yard that was the garden was largely
impassable. "Now, Andrew, watch where you walk. A garden is an
extraordinary thing— and the seedlings are our charge." The zucchini seedlings were a foot high and four feet across.
"Shall I walk around the block?" Andrew asked.

might be wise," Grandfather said.
So Andrew left by the iron gate of Grandfather's house, its
forbidding points softened by late honeysuckle and blue morning
glory, where his Mother as a child had swung creaking into the path
of progress (as, indeed, his father said she still could do, on occasion)
and entered upon the road of her childhood, crossing ragged plots of
chicory and snow-on-the-mountain to the back lane and the back
gate and the lower yard and the mulch pile, that grew mountainous
year after year because Grandfather never got around to using it.
The tomato vines cut Grandfather off at the waist, but he was tall
and dignified— like a scarecrow or Don Quixote— and he waited
with arms outstretched and a pigeon circling his head.
One of Grandfather's projects was to tell Andrew about Don
Quixote, and he would have related more except that he had not yet
gotten in his own reading beyond chapter one of Book One. But he
had pointed out at St. Philomena's Church how the elongated statue
"It
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of St. Francis (feeding the birds) bore some resemblance to the
noble Spaniard, and Andrew could see how they all came together
in that gaunt figure whose interest in nature and peanuts had
brought squirrels to his feet and pigeons to other parts of his
anatomy at the top of the autumn garden beyond the tomato vines.
"Andrew!" Grandfather had a voice for ampitheatres and large
rooms that had lately been reduced by a numbing cough. "The
message is: 'You may fire when you are ready, Girdley!' " That was
when Andrew became aware that Father had been watching the
entire performance from the second-floor back window.
When Father spoke of Grandfather he had always a rasp in his
throat, as though he were suppressing a roar. He had said to Mother
more than once in Andrew's hearing: "It's good for 'Grand' to live
where he does. If he lived with us it would curtail his independence."
Hence, because of Grandfather's advanced age, Andrew's birthdays were always held at Grandfather's house, a good five miles and
one wide river from Andrew's home, and yet, Andrew's father
sometimes said, hardly far enough. (Then Mother would explain
it was Father's work that made him impatient. He was a
medical proofreader, and he worried about his memory. "Not like
Grand, of course," he would say, in a tone that Andrew did not quite
understand.)
Now Father was half out the back window: "It's Gridley, damnit. And remember that child's polyarthritus rheumatica." Then he
slammed the window, and squirrels and pigeons took flight.
"Watch me," Grandfather raised his right hand, from which the
American flag peeped forth, at approximately ten o'clock; his left,
clutching unshelled peanuts, held firm at three. "This is Y, Andrew. Commit it to memory. You never know when it may come in
handy."
"Got it. Grand." And Andrew heard the salvoes of the guns.
"Where are you, boy? Come out from under those vines. You're
supposed to be on the flag deck."
In the crotch of the pear tree there was room for a signalman.
There, while the bees (that father called multitudinous with the
emphasis he reserved for certain words) tumbled up from the fallen
pears, Andrew held on, and his eyes filled with pride as Grand
snapped to an 0. "That's an 0, boy, an 0. Never forget it." He didn't.
He tried the signal, and there was a breathless minute when he
almost pitched from the tree, while through his legs he saw Grandfather, his hands outstretched and angled up, like St. Peter crucified upside-down at St. Philomena's. "t/," Grandfather shouted;
"U. Never forget it." Then Mother came to the door, and it was
supper time, when there were always plenty of cucumbers because
the vines had gotten away from Grandfather this year and roamed

that
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wantonly over the front porch railing.
After supper, while Mother and Father did the dishes, they
were to catch a cricket in the cage that Grand had gotten for
Andrew's birthday, but Grandfather thought it best to put that off
to another day. "I want to show you, 'And', the uniform I wore with

Dewey

at Manila."

There was a familiar noise that could best be described as a
growl from Father's throat, and Mother said: "Now, now, Drew."
Grandfather looked archly around at them all and crooked a finger
at Andrew. "Go ahead, dear," Mother said; "go up with Grand, and
we'll have some of the cake that's left when you come down."
The back stairs wound to the second floor, and Grand and
Andrew were halfway up when Father said "cockamanie ."
"Go on. Grand. I'll just be a minute." Andrew came back and
sat on the fourth step, just beyond the corkscrew turn in the stairs.
,"
"What'll it do to the child when he discovers it's all cockamanie
his Father was saying. Andrew puffed his lips to get them around
the word. Father was doing crossword puzzles again.
When Father did crosswords the family was in for a hard time.
"Damnit," Father would say, "how could that escape me?" It affected his digestion. And then, after he'd discovered the word, and used
it religiously for a week or so, perhaps he'd forget its definition. So
that if Andrew asked him, he'd groan and clutch his stomach. But
sometimes the words were magnificent, and Andrew would try
them at school. Dizzard had gotten him a reprimand. He still did
not know what it meant; his nun's reaction to the epithet inhibited
his question, and he dared not ask Father, who had long since gone
on to gowk and jabbernowl. Ordinarily, Mother would simply say: "I
can't imagine, dear."
"I don't want the child

knocked into a cockamanie."
"I'm sure you mean 'a cocked hat,' Drew." Mother's voice was
compounded of the pile of soft blankets on an autumn evening and
the cupped palm of Indian Summer sun on his face. Then his Father
growled again, and Andrew knew the discussion was at an end.

AT THE SECOND FLOOR landing, outside the door to
JUST
Grandfather's room. Grand was tapping on the railing: tap tap
pause tap tap, then a long pause while Andrew sat on the steps and
listened. Tap tap tap, and again a pause. "Listen carefully," Grandfather said; "it's important." Tap tap bang. "There it is. If you're
going to know semaphore, you might as well know Morse. That was
Y-O-U. The first word of that memorable message: 'You may fire
when you are ready, Girdley.' We'll learn the rest later but keep
that in mind." There was an old wood smell to the stairs, as though
the sunlight had never reached them and time was pausing there.

—
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of Grandfather's house were all about him. And
could hear the inexorable statementof the railway clock in
Grandfather's room, that never rang, but added second to second
without emphasis.and sometimes frightened him because it seemed
the beating of his heart, and he'd think of his heart swaying back
and forth on a frail string and then it would thunder a warning in

The presences

Andrew

his ears.

"Come on up, child," Grandfather said. And Andrew came up
under his arm. "That Morse, now; I could do it with the shade. Up
and down, with a long pause for the dash. Not right now, though.
That shade needs adjustment. I've been kind of busy haven't gotten around to it. Just now, it doesn't come down."
There were books in all corners of the room. Over a rolltop desk
(that didn't exactly work because Grandfather had misplaced the
key) were the two volumes of the Oxford English Dictionary that
Grandfather had gotten for five dollars at the Salvation Army, and
that Father used when he came to Grandfather's. In fact, that was
probably why he was in Grandfather's room when the matter of
Gridley arose. Grandfather couldn't use the dictionary because it
was fourteen volumes reduced to two, and a magnifying glass was
necessary to read the print and Grandfather hadn't gotten around
to getting one. Father's eyes were sharp.

—

.," he
"Grand," Andrew said, "tell me about all of them again
leaned his chin on the mahogany table where daguerreotypes and
yellowing photographs were displayed. "Well, yes, I will," Grandfather said, "but there's something more important. I have a surprise. Did I say I'm going to show you the uniform I wore with
Dewey at Manila? On the very bridge where the signal was given:
'You may fire when you are ready'? Yes, I had the real signal flags
the Real McCoy."
in my hands then
"Gosh," Andrew said.
Sometimes his friends made fun of him. There were those
words Grandfather had taught him, not quite like Father's words:
gosh, the Real McCoy, even magic lantern
and Grandfather had
one of those in his closet. It didn't work (the lens had gotten misplaced); Grandfather said it was mice, but no one at St. Philomena's
Grammar School had heard of it anyway. And no one had heard of
Manila either, but Andrew had seen pictures in the huge blue dogeared two volume history of the Spanish American War on Grandfather's table, and he had thought from certain hints that Grand
had charged up San Juan Hill with Teddy Roosevelt. So it came as a
surprise, but not an unpleasant one, that all those years ago his
own Grandfather had served in the Great White Fleet, flag-draped
and smoke-crowned, and ghostly as the dreams that awaited him on
the edge of sleep. These were things he could not tell his friends, if
.

.

—

—

—
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—

only because of Grand's C.I. A. Connections.
"The Real McCoy," Andrew came over under his Grandfather's
arm; "gosh."
"I've been saving this," Grandfather said. "I've been saving it
until you could appreciate it." There was a cedar chest across from
the foot of his four-poster, brass bound and brass locked, and the
last secret place in the house that Andrew had not seen. It was a

promise unfulfilled.
"Nine," Grandfather said; "that's a good time, a right time," and
he sat on the bed to catch his breath.
"Does it hurt. Grand?"
"Sometimes." Grandfather's hand trembled as he pulled it from
under his sweater and over the place where the Jezail bullet had
entered his shoulder when he served with his friend Dr. Watson in
the Second Afghan War. "But it's nothing that time won't cure."

Andrew

understood. Sometimes he could feel it too, when his
and there didn't seem to be enough air for everyone; and sometimes when his head grew hot and he had to rest, and
there were dangers of fearful dreams if he let himself sleep, he
knew what it must have been like in the Black Hole of Calcutta and
on those dark ships to Van Dieman's Land.
"First," Grandfather used his arms again to thrust himself
erect, "we want to go through it all again: semaphore and Morse
chest

grew

tight

—

Navy man must know them

both." He sat down heavily: "You go
." And
across the room. Let's see it again.
Grandfather corrected him from his seat on the bed. "Good. This is
just the beginning, you remember. Now Morse tap it out with that
slipper on the turret," and he pointed to the wooden castle that he'd
started three years ago for Andrew, but that had gotten bogged
down when he needed a certain type of sandpaper. Tap tap
tap
tap
tap tap tap
tap bang. "Fine, fine. You've got a memory like
a steel trap. You'll be on the bridge of a cruiser in no time. Perhaps
we'd better skip ahead a bit. You've got to know S.O.S. Now tap this
out: dot dot dot
dash dash dash
dot dot dot
We'll work on the
semaphore later." He reached out a long arm and pulled himself to
."
the bed post and then to his feet: "The piece d'resistance, now
But a fit of coughing sent him back on the bed again.
"Shall I get Mother, Grand?"
"Of course not. It's just a touch of that malaria I got in the
Solomons, coastwatching. Open that Maiori box on the bureau."
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"Maiori?"
"Native New Zealanders it's a gift from a Chief."
Andrew pulled Grandfather's stool over to the bureau and delicately opened the box. He had seen something resembling it in the
Five and Ten in Wallingford, but an imitation just wasn't the real

—
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thing. He felt the rough edge of jungle and the prick of spears.
Inside was a pair of cufflinks, a shoehorn, a tiepin, two liberty-head
nickles, a frayed Mass card, and a large brass key.
"The key," Grandfather said; "bring it here."
It was as large as his hand, and Andrew could believe in its
secrets.

"Now what I'm going to show you is going to be yours someday."
Grandfather paused and coughed a bit and was silent. Then: "This
and envious
is to be kept just between us. Thieves, you know

—

people."

"Gosh."

Grandfather lifted his hand and his long, bent forefinger tothe bay window. "That's it." The cedar chest was wedged in
the bay between the three-legged table with the empty goldfish
bowl (Grandfather had had other things on his mind while the
water evaporated last winter), and the radiator that always in
Andrew's imagination hissed and bubbled on the verge of leaping,
barely restrained, like one of the hooting, brass-stacked engines on
that Grand had driven in his youth.
the B &
"Can I turn the key?" Andrew held it up to the light like a
monocle. "Can I?" The sun nicked its edges.
"I was about to suggest it." Grandfather settled back in a fit of
coughing. "Open it carefully and wait for me."
The lid squeaked up on a brass hinge, and Andrew felt the
presences about him again. There was an odd, clean, woodsy, weathered smell heavy with the scent of Grandmother and her voluminous clothes; and he looked up, startled, into Grandfather's eyes
that saw what he saw too. The room was filled with her presence,
and she was no longer out there across the river where the early
autumn sigh of wind tumbled leaves over the stones, and where
sometimes Mother took him and stood as though there was something she had forgotten that a long look inward would reveal.
Grandfather said, very quietly: "Help me up, Andrew." He had
never seemed so old to Andrew as when he knelt by the cedar chest.

ward

—

It

was labor for him to lift out the layers of clothes.
"These were Mother's, Andrew," he said. "Handle them with

care."

There was a white dress, intricately trimmed in lace.
"Did Grandma wear this?"
"This was your Grandmother's wedding dress." Grandfather
spoke as though he had swallowed his voice. Then a strange, shiny
black suit with velvet lapels; a very small, white First Communion
gown; a pair of ballet shoes; a May crown of lace with withered
flowers; a private soldier's fatigue cap from World War I; a veil
spotted with tiny lavender knots ....
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"Ah," said Grandfather.
It was magnificent. First, on top of the dark blue uniform and
the red velvet sash, was the sword, and the silver scabbard, and on
top of the sword the long hat, pointed fore and aft, and crowned with
a sweeping white plume.
"A sword!" Andrew wondered if he could continue to breathe.
On the pommel of the sword, and on the left breast of the scarletlined cape, in gold and red and blue and white, were the letters /To/
C, and Andrew knew that these were a part of the Navy code that
Admiral Dewey had used to conquer the Spanish Fleet at Manila.
He drew his finger under the KofC on the pommel of the sword and
spelled out St. Phil. Chapter. "Is this part of the code. Grand?" His
voice cracked with awe.
"Right," Grand said; "right. It's our secret. Now you know

where to come and what is yours."
"The sword and all?"
"Yes, And. Sword and all." Grandfather slowly lowered the lid:
"But we're surrounded by assassins, and we must be careful."
Then, as though he had prepared for Andrew yet a fresh surprise,
he gasped and fell to the floor.
Andrew slid down the last four steps, and Mother and Father
were gentler than they had ever been with him as Grandfather was
lifted by the strange men and taken away.

NEXT DAY
came back
THE
Mother had been
Father
upset

get Grand's things,"
the night before, and
Father had been upset because Mother was upset. They passed the
hospital on the way, across the river and only two blocks from their
home. Andrew strained to see Grandfather at the window there, but
Mother said that he was likely to be in bed. "Maybe the shade
doesn't work," Andrew said. Back home Father had said something
about "hematoma" but Andrew knew that he was at crosswords
again.
"We'll see him every day, And," Mother said.
"I'll take him the semaphore flag. Grand is teaching me sema-

they

("to

too

said).

phore and Morse."
"Yes," Father said. "Fine." He cleared his throat: "but you must
not expect to see him for a while. Just now only adults can be
admitted. He can't stand any excitement."
"I'm not excitement," Andrew said.
"Yes. Well, that's the way it is," and Father raced the motor and
pulled out belligerently into traffic.
At Grand's, Father discovered that he had forgotten the key. So
they went from window to window, trying them all. Finally, Father
had to break a cellar pane, and then they got in. But the house was
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awfully quiet, and there was no heat in the kitchen where Grandfather depended on the stove because the President had asked him
to save energy, or in the parlor where he burned mostly wood
brought from India long ago in the clippers, or in his room that had
one of the very first electric heaters devised by Thomas A. Edison
himself.

While Mother and Father packed odds and ends into a PANflight bag, Andrew stood at the window from which Grandfather had watched a runaway slave sneak up the back street in the
old days. A squirrel sat in the crown of the dogwood that tapped the
window, and ate berries redder than the lining of Grandfather's
cape in the cedar chest. Andrew guarded the Maiori box and the
chest out of the corner of his eye. There were some things even his
parents couldn't know about, but they didn't seem interested and
instead worried because they couldn't find a medicare card. Then
they would have forgotten Grandfather's slippers with the toe out,
," and
but Andrew brought them to Father who said: "There's no
then stopped and said: "Thank you, Andrew; Grandfather will need
these." That was the first time Andrew had heard Father call

AM

.

.

.

'Grand' Grandfather.

The days without Grand were strange. There had not been a
week since Grandmother's death when" they had not, two or three
times, crossed the river to the old house, and when Father had not
groaned and done his crosswords. But two weeks passed without
And seeing the old house, and then his mother said: "Grandfather is
sitting up in bed."
"I have to hand it to him," Father said; "he's perdurable."
"Can I see Grand today?" Andrew had trouble with the words;
there was a place so large he seemed to wander in, so empty
though he never moved except between St. Philomena's Grammar
School and the tidy split-level where his parents lived — that he felt
as he had once when he was spun away, alone, on one of the whirling
amusements at Fairaway. "Can I see Grand, Mother?"
"We'll walk to the hospital, and you can wait across the street
in the playground. I'm sorry, son, but he can only see your Mother
now." Father pulled his head against his chest and was kind. But
there were so many things to be done: the fire to be built in Grandfather's yard for Tedyuscum of the Lenapes, should he return; the
almond cake to be placed on Grandfather's mantel for St. Nicholas;
the candle for the spirits at All Souls. How could he do all this
himself? Andrew sat in his room and hunched his shoulders and
wondered where he could turn.
Then they went to the hospital, Andrew for the first time.
"Wait for us here," Mother said. "You can play on the slides, and
it's fun to push that merry-go-round. There'll be other children
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here. We'll tell Grandfather where you are and that you're thinking
of him. We'll be right back; Mother is only allowed to stay a mo-

ment." Then she stopped beside Andrew: "Look, that room just
above the entrance is his."
The hospital windows were glinting at the edges like Grandfather's great key, and Andrew felt the lowering sun warm on his
back as he peered to see Grand at that window above all others.
Because it was Daylight Saving (and Grandfather's letter to the
Governor had helped save Daylight for once and all) the lights did
not begin to show until Andrew saw Mother and Father crossing
the street, coming back toward the playground. They were almost
up to him when the light went on in Grandfather's room
and off
and on again and off
His Father bridled, and said something
about "cantankerous." But Andrew strained forward like a runner,
though it was his heart that was reaching at the end of its frail
string: "Look, look!" And he formed the letters silently on his lips:
.

.

.

.

.

.

S ...0 ...S,S ...0 ...S,S ...0 ...S

...

"For heaven's sake, now what? Well, Grand's their problem."
His Father's voice was really not unkind, and he and Mother almost
smiled as they walked away.
Then Father turned: "Mother! Will you kindly tell me what's
animating that child?"
Andrew's right arm was at approximately ten o'clock; his left,
held firm at three. And while his father pointed and sighed, the
arms moved, desperately: Y...O...U,Y...O...U,Y...O...U...

FOUR QUARTERS
1980
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Son
We were loafing in the wictcer chairs of the front porch on the
evening of that Labor Day— the three elder brothers and the twins.
One looks back on the five of us with the faint unbelief engendered
by old photographs. Father's chair was empty there was a tacit
agreement that no member of the family would sit in it in those
days. It would be brought out each summer, and placed by the
railing near the tilted spindle that had been jarred, once, when he
fell getting up. Mother's vacant rocker moved with the river wind:
we would barely hear her on any summer evening clearing up after
whoever's job it was to do the dishes; and it was so quiet that the two
of us who were the twins would smell the clematis, like spice, in the
gingerbread lattice, and the wicker warm from the afternoon sun.
Faint bursts from the amusement park at Fairaway winked through
the wooden trellis with a piquant fire that for memory's sake might
color such scents for all the years to come.
The brothers were in their early twenties then. Wallace was the
pedant among them, and Thatcher and Tobie had long since devised ways to tune him out; so he lectured to the twins. That night he
was pedantic about fireworks.
"As I was saying, Davie," he said, "that is not b. fountain or a
gerhe." It was his nature to provide esoteric distinctions about exotic
concerns. "Fountains or gerbes are essentially rockets filled with a
spark composition; they are fired nozzle up from the ground or used
as turning cases for wheels. That, Davie, was a Roman candle."
"Why do you collect this information?" Thatcher's voice stretched and yawned in the dark. "Can't you just enjoy things?"
Wallace was used to that. "Now watch for the shells," he said.
"They contain stars, and perhaps devices for successive effects.
However," and now he was melancholy, as though a fact had failed
him, "they have a short fuse and are quickly gone. Ah," he said,
."
"there you are
"Father loved fireworks." Perhaps the brothers had forgotten
Mollie. It was easy for them to do; they were home-free from adolescence, and she still brooding on its late disclosures. Father called
her his conscience; she was a still, small voice, he said. After three
boys, you would think a girl would have been spoiled; but Mollie's
luck was to be born a twin, and Mother said that twins had come at
the end of her patience. It was like going into extra innings, she

—

.

.
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said.

Mother

affected, not

always accurately, the jargon of baseball,

ball.
I wish he had loved more practical things," Wallace
would have been easier for him and for us."
It was not unkind. Wallace was studying detachment.
"Your Father was a Star in his own right." That was Mother, a
shadow on the screen door. It wasn't at all unusual to hear her utter
a cautionary note in the background of our lives. She was the sybil to
whom no one attended, though we loved and cherished her.
"Mom" Tobie's voice, always hesitant as though he spoke
through trellises and vines "sit down here. It's the best display

"Yes, and

said; "it

—

—

ever."
"I have no time for fireworks. And I don't see how normal young
people at the height of their powers can fritter away their lives on
such things." She spoke from the shadows: "Of course, it was different with your Father; he had his profession."
Then the fountain broke over Fairaway, in five successive wandering stars. They flamed in ochre and purple and rose, and expired in a vermilion trail across the trees down by the river. Wallace identified it: "A fountain," he said, "containing sulfur, charcoal, saltpeter, and perhaps metal particles for sparks."

"That does it," Thatcher said, "I'm going to bed. I refuse to be
instructed on Labor Day."
"He did like fireworks," Mother said.
We could see the lights of the bandstand from where we sat.
They blinked and swayed in the September breeze that came up the
river before the rain from Wallingford. And we could hear, between suspended breaths held discrete and precise by distance, the
oom-pah, oom-pah, oom-pah of the Red Garter Dixieland Band that
existed only for holidays and for Fairaway.
"Sometimes I wish I were back in grammar school again,"
Mollie said.
Mother came out on the porch: "Enough of that. It does no good."
"Walk with me, Davie." Mollie said. "It's a night for walking."
"I may see you youngsters later; but, then again, I'm not sure."
That was typical Wallace his precision was all verbal. "I'm taking
the 8:31 to Philadelphia tomorrow."
"It may leave at 8:32," Thatcher said. "Don't let that upset you."
The living room light threw long shadows down the steps.
Mother's was the longest, and we had hardly stepped out of it when
she called.
"Be careful, children. It will surely rain."
She would sit on the porch, calculating and worrying for her
children. Thatcher was twenty-four, and down through Wallace
and Tobie there was scarce a year apart. And then the long gap, that

—
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Mother called her seven inning stretch, to the twins. It was something to think about as we opened the gate; we would always be
children to Mother.
"And remember," she said, "be careful on the Midway. You
never know just what might happen there."
We left the gate open— and it is still open, and down the hill to
Fairaway, faint at first, the cicadas hum.

WALKING WITH Mollie was like walking alone.
Once Thatcher said: I was a great disappointment to Father;
too tall to catch for him. Thatcher's strides, like the long, long
thoughts of the twins, could hardly be held in check; Tobie walked
with a divided mind in by-ways of his own; and Wallace hardly
I

was

walked at all, though fulsomely informed upon the art.
But Mollie was as intimate as a shadow; and under the street
lamps down toward Fairaway it was one long blended shadow that
the twins tried to catch up with. Halfway down the hill the electric
train for Wallingford on the old Reading Line hooted at Thurber's
Crossing. They held hands. Sometimes Mollie spoke so low it seemed one's own imagined voice surfacing in sleep; and it was agreeable
in its way, like the muted canting of sparrows or the ticking of
squirrels telling morning time in the sycamores.
"... a Solitary," she was saying. "But you understand, Davie.
You're like him."
"I'm going to win something tonight for Father," she said. "I'm
going to do it because once he said I could do it. You too, Davie."
The train hooted again, held up for a through freight. That was
the excitement the twins were used to there. Father had been night
ticket agent at Thurber's Crossing while he pitched for Reading
A.C. on Sunday afternoon and in the evenings in the old Eastern
Pennsylvania League. There was hardly much to do, except tote up
the day's ticket sales, and flag down the night mail in emergencies.
It was a sinecure; the Railroad wanted him to pitch. That was good
for public relations and for labor morale.
Father was a little man, who seemed big only on the mound. His
teammates called him "Sleeper." All the popular players had railroad nicknames: "Caboose" Casey caught for Father, and "Yard"
McGill held down first base. There was wisdom as well as wit in the
names; and when the trains from Wallingford clicked over the
tracks, the twins knew it was the "sleepers" that were their main
support. The time would come when they would realize that Father
on the mound was of such stuff as dreams are made on.
As long as he could pitch, every night he jogged the back path
that paralleled the old Lenape Trail. There the twins played In104

dians, and it was not odd to communicate by sig-ns. He skirted the
railroad yards, and Colored Town where the gandy dancers lived, to
keep in shape, with his lunch pail for ballast— and then back every
morning the two miles from Thurber's station, just as the sun was
rising above the ball park. In the later years, before his arm went
prophetically bad and they worked part time on the railroad themselves, Thatcher and Tobie tagged along behind in the evenings
(Wallace could seldom decide to go until it was too late). Sometimes
the twins would follow, the family streaming like the tail of a kite,
until Father turned and shooed them home.
The last time the twins saw him pitch was on a Labor Day, and
that night he didn't jog to work. How old were they then? Twelve?

Thirteen?

It is

hard

to

remember, sometimes.

people have many skills. Father could pitch.
"I'll never go back to Thurber's Crossing," Mollie said. "The
station is boarded up. There's no agent there at all anymore; you pay
on the train. I won't take the train into town. The bus'll do me." She
was brooding: "Anyways, they don't remember him the way we do."
The twins entered the gate at Fairaway through the mouth of
the great clown that Toby had painted (modeled, he said, on Wallace). The family had season passes, since Tobie sustained the smile
of the clown and that of the various grotesques cavorting above the
Midway. It's my part-time vision of the world, Toby said.
They climbed the gazebo by the pool near the entrance and saw
themselves in the water as shadows of what they were to be: they
watched the couples dance by the bandstand, to Casey and the
Strawberry Blond. A breeze from the river lifted Mollie'shair, and
the lights from the carousel turned it blue-green, and red, and
blond, and gold.
Father had admired her hair. He spoke of his admiration with
his hands.
"Tonight I win a golliwog," Mollie said. "You'll be my witness."
They had three dollars between them, and at three throws for a
quarter at Pitch-In, Mollie had thirty-six chances, about a third of
what Father took on his memorable days when he pitched for
Reading A.C. Mother, who shared her marriage with baseball, kept
in mind his five no-hitters. One for each of you, she'd say; one perfect
game for each of you.
Then Wallace: I don't mean to be rude, Mother. But wouldn't it
have been better if he'd kept the repairs up on the house? Or avoided
that second mortgage? He always had good intentions, but the
outcomes .... Wallace prided himself on his role as devil's advocate.
And Tobie: Cut it out. You're not deprived. Father was an artist
in his way. He was entitled to be impractical.
And Mother: he was a Star in his own right, a perfectionist

Some
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that is something that hard cash cannot buy. The world didn't
appreciate him.
Had she dreamed those "perfect" games for him? The past was
hardly safe in her keeping. It was a changeling to her love.
He had Good Hands, she would say.
Then Wallace: Yes, for the knuckle ball. But have you noticed
the tilt in the bookcase he made for Davie? I walk by it with
trepidation.
And Tobie: I like the way it tilts. It's crooked without being
dishonest. And Wallace, who was studying rhetoric for the Law,
smiled. Only Tobie could make him smile.
I never saw him Out, Mother would say. The children knew
what she meant. All her metaphors enlarged on the one achievement that he knew.
The train hooted again.
"Do you hear me, Davie?" Mollie pulled an arm like a bell rope
for attention. "Tonight we have to win. Next year you may be on the
railroad too. And maybe you won't get off on Labor Day."

hand from right to
FATHER FILED THE NAILS ofdidhisnotright
leave his children with

He was a humble man. He
advice, except for such as this: You have to file your nails.
People think a knuckle ball is thrown with the knuckles. It's not. It's
thrown with the nails. They dig into the seams. You've got to file
them so that they dig into the seams.
And once, toward the end, when the batters were getting to
him: You've got to hang on by your fingernails, Davie. He would not
have recognized the gallows humor.
Sometimes he'd shake his head over the morning paper: Here's
Then the twins knew that some proa pitcher who can't bunt
pitcher who can't bunt is like a frog
fessional had failed him ....
that can't hop. Advice: You don't expect a frog to fly, and you don't
expect a pitcher to hit but bunting is as natural to a pitcher as
hopping is to a frog .... Only baseball excited him to parable.
Then he'd lead the twins to the yard, and set his pebble-grey
jersey approximately half-way between home and third base in the
roughed-out diamond he'd made, and he'd show the twins how to
lay down a bunt at the neckline. There, in a joyous pact whose origin
was obscure, but which Father called their "contract," the Players
spoke by signs alone and all the long afternoon there was little talk
and much laughter.
When Mother said: But a frog doesn't have to teach himself to
hop
Father, who applied nothing complimentary to himself,
didn't get it: Sometimes, children, I fail to understand your Mother.
left.

much

.

.

.

A

—

—

—

I

think she

means

well.
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Meanwhile, he patched the house persistently and with no

skill

at all; jogged to work the winter nights to keep in shape; and pitched
into a pillow in the cellar until the spring came 'round. And now,
remembering Father in the practical way that only the very young
can know, or ancients burning candles, on Labor Day weekends at

the Pitch-In the twins threw knuckle balls.
It is hard to win a golliwog with a knuckle ball.
The barker said as much, the first time they came together and
alone: Don't you understand what I'm saying, son?
He had known Father and didn't mind their winning.
And Mollie: Davie has ataxic aphasia. He can't speak. But he

understands.
It was a new term for Mollie, and

it accorded a certain dignity.
again:
It's called ataxic aphasia. But it doesn't make any difference.
He's going to throw a knuckle ball. Father said he has the hands for

She tried

it

So have I, he said.
Oh, the lies we tell our loved ones!
Davie and I have a pact, Mollie said.
Perhaps to do one thing well but not greatly is no small thing. It
was hard not to cheer for Father when the twins stood behind the
backstop at the ball park at Fairaway, while the most serious of
innocent games unfolded in a feast of hot dogs and soda pop among
the ritual uniforms and gestures. Then the hint of a breeze from the
river promised remarkable things from the ball as it left Father's
hand. And then he was most surely himself: a man without guile,
who compounded with nature in graceful summer sleights and
it.

deceptions.

a child, a worker of wonders.
Wallace expounded one evening new in his role of
rationalist Father can pitch nearly every day. There is a minimal

But

You

to

—

see,

—

arm strain.
He had
school

just returned from his Freshman year at the Jesuit
and was precise beyond words: The power of the knuckle ball

lack of axial rotation; it is subject to the slightest air
current; it wobbles, but it requires no effort to throw once one gets
the hang of it. In fact, said Wallace, such pitchers have remarkable
longevity.
But a fact failed him, and that Labor Day, with the rain wind
coming up the river. Father pitched his last game.
He had filed his nails from right to left, and the twins were
behind the cage. It was the first summer for Thatcher and Tobie
and Wallace to work, part-time, together on the railroad. Only the
twins were there to watch with bewilderment as the bases filled
from wild pitches and walks; and midway through the fourth inlies in its

—
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ning. his mouth pulled as though it were painful to breathe, Father
strode off the mound. He came behind the cage and stood with the
twins. He did not touch them, and when Mollie tugged at his arm he
looked at her as though he could not see her. On the way home the
rain caught up with the three of them.
"It's our last year, Davie," Mollie said. "Let's get to Pitch-In
before it closes."
It was the idea of the skill that lingered, from the days when
Father took the twins one at a time and positioned the fingers, and
they would tense with the thrill of it— a laying on of hands, as it

were.
It

takes time, he'd say. You'll grow into

it.

You'll

make me proud

of you.

How
Madame

is memory. It caught up with them again at
where the great palm that Tobie had repainted
revealed its lifelines, and fortune and misfortune would be proclaimed for all who dared to inquire. In the dead center of the huge
hand Mollie placed her own. She had long, tomboy fingers, subtle
with the language of still and isolated things. "Come on, Davie, let's
get to Pitch-In before it rains." Great drops compounded with a
whisk of breeze to scatter the talk and laughter along the Midway.
You know. Mother, Thatcher once said, I don't think I exchanged fifty words with Father at one time in my life. All our
communication could have been confined to one long Labor Day

capricious
Alexi's,

afternoon.
Yes, Mother said. We were ready for Davie.
But she didn't know the twins had heard.
There's too much talk in the world, Tobie said.

I

liked

it

that

way.
Too much imprecise talk, rather, Wallace said. I must say,
Father could never be accused of that.
Mollie lowered her hand and spoke with her fingers: Tonight's
our last chance. All the family could read the necessary signs, but
only the twins would speak them. It was Mother who insisted they
go to school together: Davie will need someone around the house his
own age who understands him; it's hard enough to grow up.
Days after Father's arm had gone, and they wondered where he
walked, no longer jogging, in the evening with a shopping bag of
balls, a glove, and a pillow, they spoke of this between themselves
only by signs. And by signs they arranged to follow Father down the
Lenape Trail a mile, and on to the edge of a clearing by the railroad
yards. They could keep him in sight, now that even walking was
painful for him. They hid on the edge of the trees, where the odor of
creosote would preserve for memory the shock of disenchantment.
There was Father hurling balls into a pillow against a pile of
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with a black boy from Colored Town to act as ball boy for him.
They watched Father bend to the task, his mouth ^rey and ti^ht
without joy, and somehintof the pathos of small things came then to
the twins. The balls went unerringly to the pi How, unaffected by the
stray river wind of the August evening. He labored, and they knew
they had seen the end of the sleights and joys of summer, and that
summer itself would never be the same. Mollie held tight to the
hand of her twin on the way home that evening.
ties,

WALLACE
Why

STOOD by the Pitch-In with three umbrellas.
"Your Mother said I'd find you here, but I didn't believe her.
should anybody walk through the rain to throw baseballs at

stacks of bottles?"
"There's a reason," Mollie said.
"I guess I might as well hang around. I've brought you kids
umbrellas. Mother insisted. But I've got to get eight and a half

hours sleep."
Mollie dug her nails into the stitches.
"You'll never hit anything that way," Wallace said.
"That's what you think."
"But even Father never knew where the ball was going for sure.
That's what it's all about. It's like 'a good deed in a naughty world'—
you don't know what'll come of it." Wallace was pleased with his wit.

He

grinned.

"He knew he could win," Mollie said. "That's enough for me."
Wallace stood it as long as he could. "Davie, finish this out for
her, will you? I've got the 8:31 tomorrow morning. I can't think of
anything less graceful than a female that size trying to throw a
knuckle ball. I'll take her across to the ice cream stand for a coke."
Mollie's mouth was drawn like Father's: "He's right, Davie.
Here. Five more, that's all there are."
There was no sound in the Pitch-In then, except the barker's
voice, and the rain to draw the fairground scent from taut canvas
and warm wood.

"Now
more

you're showing some sense, son," the barker said. "One
shot like that and you'll knock them for a loop." He clearly

approved.

Of course, there are ways

of winning.
"You've got a good, hard, straight fast ball for a kid," the barker
said. "Your father'd be proud of you." There is an odd crack when a
hard ball hits a stack of wooden bottles, like a bunt that's gone awry.
One does not forget it.
Father might have found a parable in it: the sound, perhaps,
that faith makes when it breaks.
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Mollie and Wallace

came back through

the rain.

keep this forever!
"All this fuss over a golliwog that'll just gather dust," Wallace
said. "It's beyond me." There was no answer for him. He had not
really been able to read the signs.
Perhaps it is an illusion of memory, but on the road up the hill
from Fairaway the scent of creosote hung in the air, and Mother's
voice (not always accurate) was in the rain wind itself:
"
"One perfect game for each of you. One perfect game

Davie!

I'll

.

.

.

.
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CLAUDE KOCH'S WAYS
OF SEEING
JOHN

J.

KEENAN

WALLACE in his story "Uncle," Claude Koch "has the
LIKE
happy grace of seeing emblems everywhere." To the Renaisartist, an emblem was a visible sign of an idea; sometimes it
was accompanied by a motto or a set of verses intended as a moral

sance

lesson. In the stories collected here, the reader will see that the
still function in the modern short story when it is
handled with the delicacy of feeling and style that is the hallmark of

emblem can

Claude Koch's writing.
Nothing in these stories is just what it appears to be. Or rather,
it is what it appears to be and a whole lot more. In "Persistence of
Memory," two World War II veterans with little in common are
forced into painful awareness by the memory of a dead comrade. In
"Certain Conclusions," a foray to buy an old clock illuminates the
contrast between past and present. A picket line in "You Taught Us
Good" confronts a reasonable man of accounts with the unreasonable implications of his own teachings. A sandlot baseball game
("Clayfoot") becomes a mythic struggle that teaches the narrator
the meaning of true heroism. In the "family sequence" of stories,
each of the narrators is eventually brought to see a moral lesson
through the lives of others. Koch's characters live in a world of
emblems. Their task is to learn to read the signs.
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Our task as readers is to relearn the allegorical mode now somewhat out of fashion. Although allegory has given literature some of
its greatest works, from Christ's parables, through Dante's circles,
and Hawthorne's veiled ambiguities, modern writers have largely
turned away from this mode. Yet, as "Clayfoot" demonstrates, and

as every baseball fan intuits, the game has natural allegorical
possibilities as representation of the game of living.
The subject matter of these stories is never exotic. They deal
with friendship, family relationships, religious sensibilities, and
sports. But the themes underlying the subject matter are those
Faulkner described as "the old verities and truths of the heart," the
only ones worth writing about. Said Faulkner: "The poet's, the
writer's, duty is to write about these things. It is his privilege to help
man endure by lifting his heart, by reminding him of the courage
and honor and hope and pride and compassion and pity and sacrifice which have been the glory of his past." To this list I would add
some themes that are special to Koch: the effect one individual may
have in the lives of others; reverence for the past, a past that takes
its meaning from the lives and deaths of others; inevitable change
and the equally inevitable suffering caused by it; humility in the
face of mystery; and the selflessness of sanctity.
In "Persistence of Memory," Mr. Fleet is living with the illusion
that the past is dead He sees himself "as ostentatiously rooted in the
present as a banyan tree with its spidery system exposed above the
soil." Forced by the insistent Wensinger, he faces his dead, allowing
the memory of Stafford to surface. Fleet must play his role in
Wensinger's life as Stafford played a role in his. Wensinger remembers that Stafford "was kind," but for Fleet, he was much
more: "one felt differently in his presence." The reader comes to
realize that Stafford was an instrument of grace in the lives of
others. And now Fleet realizes it too: "It was not that Stafford was
so different from the rest of them; but that he was a means, a way of
seeing— a man to be used." Stafford allowed himself to be used. He
.

was

went along with Fleet, knowing it was his
scene at the ruined church and the graveyard,
Stafford shared his way of seeing with Fleet. "This is beautiful," he
said, and they were his last words after righting the cross.
Now Fleet is a "man to be used" by Wensinger: "he could not
leave Wensinger alone with his distress, like a young lieutenant
with an unexpected patrol in a strange land." "Perhaps tomorrow
they would shut the shop after all, and cheer him toward whatever
killed because he

first patrol. In the

destination."
The story ends with Fleet once more confronting "the dumb
savagery" he had confronted on the ruined island— the devil within
the human being— and he lashes out "with the cold violence of one
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."
identified his enemy at long last
"Persistence of Memory" sounds a note frequently re-echoed in
Koch's work. The idea of goodness is personified in the selfless
Stafford. That goodness leavens the lives of others and is a note of
hope to counteract the "dumb savagery" of "our people."
In the snows of "Certain Conclusions," time seems to stand still.
The story dramatizes the conflict between Madeline's remembered
past, with its dignity and personal relationships and eccentricities,
and the soulless present personified in the nameless people who are
sacking Winston's in the name of "business." The central emblem is
of course the clock Madeline has known and loved since childhood.
Mr. Leckie defines its importance for her when he notes that "it has
the singular virtue of preserving time— not quite the same as sim-

who has

.

.

marking it."
The story celebrates a world that is disappearing, its passing
symbolically marked by the "liquidation" of Winston's. The con-

ply

frontation of the two worlds in the scene in Winston's is saved from
the trap of sentimentality by the grace of humor. Mr. Leckie and
Mr. N. are wonderfully funny as they "faced each other with mutual

incomprehension." Madeline wins her victory, and "something has
been saved." What has been saved is more than an old clock; a piece
of the past that is worth preserving will now belong to someone who
appreciates its meaning.
One of the most remarkable achievements of "Clayfoot" is Koch's
handling of the first person narration to give the reader both the
present and past perspectives simultaneously. The narrator is a
man in his forties, and a chance remark by his son that "pitchers
weren't the same anymore" triggers a recollection of the narrator's
own boyhood. The adult voice of the narrator is sensitive and literate,
able to articulate the meaning of the boyhood experience and see it
in mythic terms. As the speaker makes the transition from narrative to scene, he deftly moves us from present to past in a marvelously skilled transition:

/ walk down, now, with the two of us, and listen to the two of
us, and smell the grass cut and piled into such sweetness that the
senses reel with it; and as we come abreast of the Old Man I look
up into his face again after all these years.

—

reader and narrator —walking into the
And we are there
world of childhood with our younger selves, listening to the way we
talked and smelling the clean fresh grass and looking up at a real

But we are also here in the present, conscious of the
and meanings learned through years of living. Because we

live hero.

lessons

know more about

suffering,

we

are able to appreciate the true
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dimensions of Clayfoot's heroism.

The narrator's choice of words helps us to see this twilight
struggle as a contest of heroic dimensions. "The sand lot players
were the real-life heroes ." 'T have a place among the heroes here,
." Clayfoot is "every inch the professional" who
on this fair field
"carried the big leagues as an aura with him and for that moment
when he strove with gods, men would honor him out of reason." The
players are metamorphosed "into a dream of warriors ." and "this
." The game will be ended by darkness and
was their jousting
marked by omens. As the twilight deepens, the "dream of warriors"
takes on a nightmarish quality; the crowd grows strangely hushed,
and then Clayfoot's life as a player ends in pain.
The baseball game, the narrator now sees, is emblematic of life.
Clayfoot is truly a hero because he accepts suffering as the price of
continuing to live and play the game he loves; he does not lose the
game, he loses his reason for being. The glove he gives to Peanut is
richly symbolic. "It's big," Peanut says, sensing it is something he'll
have to grow into. It will take more than an imitation of Clayfoot's
stride. But there is more to Peanut. The narrator remembers:
"There was that capacity for hurt in his face that I am rather glad I
have lost track of him." By the end of the story, however, the narrator has drawn courage from his recollection of Clayfoot and resolves to return to the street where he may have seen Peanut. "I am a
little too old now to be afraid to discover the truth."
The conflict between past and present in "You Taught Us Good"
is captured in one evocative image:
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

under in a great mirror of ice

the bronze dome of the Cathedral
swelled into a chalk-blue sky. Pigeons rose like dark ave's flung
from a broken rosary. But their faces, leaned over the lip of the
frozen water, were cracked and strange. Walter stooped, and a
rock broke the Cathedral tower. Father Fly gasped. The water
beneath was dark; and through the virgin wool of his new coat,
the priest felt the chill.

In the past, boys like Walter Noonan had learned about social
justice from priests like Father Fly; in the present they must throw

figurative rocks at the bronze dome to get justice. A sense of disorder is suggested by "the broken rosary" and their faces, "cracked
and strange." "I never could understand how we won," says Father
Fly, musing on the past. Monsignor Dent knows they will win again
in the present instance, and he can't understand it either. "He knew
he had been had, and he was not quite sure how it had come about."
The story's success lies in the quality of the writing and in the
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characterization of Father Fly. Its weakness lies in the omniscient
point of view, which blurs its focus as it shifts from Monsignor Dent
to Father Fly and back again.
"Countermarch and Ride About" was originally a chapter from
an unpublished novel, "The Thefters." The central incident of the
novel is summarized in the story's first paragraph. A family returns home to find all of the contents of their home removed. The
incident symbolizes the loss of all tangible evidence of a lifetime, all
the possessions accumulated in the process of growth and change.
The theme is here given a parallel dramatization in the life of Dan
Stokes. A sense of death hovers about the old artilleryman; the
rapid changes of the sixties have also stripped him of the materials
." "the whole world's gone to
of a lifetime. "Everything's changing
hell," says the barber, and Dan sees the truth of that statement
everywhere he looks. Confronted by the young priest shouting
"Boom!" Dan is like the aging Lear praying "0 let me not be mad,
not mad, sweet heaven!"
Dan no longer recognizes the world he lives in, and must be led
home "like an old warrior to the firing squad," unwilling to give his
true name, rank, or serial number. The story mixes comedy and
pathos deftly, but the depiction of the inevitable suffering caused by
change is splendid. Dan doesn't die at the end, but like the Narbeth
family, he is adrift in a world he never made, lacking even those few
certainties out of which one carves an identity.
.

THE PUBLICATION
WITH
began sequence

.

of "Uncle" in 1978,

Claude Koch

of stories that might well fit under a title he
a
once discarded for the novel The Kite in the Sea: the five stories
printed here might be called A Matter of Family. They are not
about one family; rather each is a portrait of a memorable person
from the point of view of another member of a family. Each story
dramatizes the theme of the effect one life may have on another. The
subject of each family portrait and the narrator who paints the
picture for us are bound together as one.
The first-person narrator of "Uncle" is a mature woman
botanist, a wife, the mother of grown children. The funeral of an
elderly uncle transports her back to the time when she was twelve, a
day when Uncle Clarence used an elfin forest "to reconcile and
awaken a child." The vision was the gift of a selfless, saintly man,
and the narrator now knows, "It was that trip to the Barrens that
made my lif e ." The miniature forest is emblematic of the necessity
of humility in the face of mystery. The narrator is now mature
enough to recognize the rarity of people like Uncle Clarence and
child enough to wish she were twelve again and able to plant the
rarest of shrubs on the grave of this rarest of men another fitting

—

.

.

—
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emblem.
"Mother" is a delightful character, thoug-h perhaps best appreciated from a safe distance. Her special talent is "a perver.se
interpretation of signs." In this instance she has mistaken a saint for
a witch. Her son, Arthur, the first-person narrator of the story,
has married late, and his remarkably sensitive wife, Hilary, realizes that she cannot enter the circle of family without injury to the
mother. Hilary has an extraordinary ability to give. She will not be
the agent of change and the cause of suffering for the mother and
father. She leaves, allowing the circle of the mother, father, and son
to remain intact. "Her conduct," mother decides, "was clearly unnatural," but she has misread the signs again; Hilary's conduct was
almost supernatural. The remembered incident with the cat foreshadows "how open-handed she was, how quick to surrender what
time and quixotic charity might ask of her." "I just don't seem to be
able to hold on to things," Hilary admits, but she is willing to allow
the parents to hold on to the unchanged world they need to "hold
." And so she steps aside for a time, her
back time and the cold
postcard quoting Arthur's own words as her reason: "To secure the
past from meddling."
Like the oriental print on Hilary's card, the story is "delicate
beyond words." It combines all the themes of Koch's previous work.
Hilary is the instrument of grace in the lives of others because she
reverences the past and is aware of the suffering accompanying
change. She teaches Arthur humility in the face of mystery by her
.

own

.

selfless sanctity.

The narrator of "Aunt," being a nephew, is more detached than
Arthur Hendiadys. He is a fascinated observer of the aunt who
"walked with a bayonet down her spine, and the kettle drums of

He gathers anecdotes about his aunt
and Father Folle. He is the
amused onlooker at his aunt's war with change in the Roman Catholic Church, And the war is amusing. There is Father Folle (prolong ago pacing her steps

from firsthand observers

."

.

.

like the butler

nounced Folly?) in his Levis, being deliberately mistaken for a
Bible salesman, and Aunt Meredith, away from the Church for fifty
years, and returning to confront guitar Masses. But there is pathos
too. Aunt Meredith has come home to Wallingford, home to the
Church of her youth but all is changed, changed utterly. "Some-

—

I feel like a stranger. I hear voices in empty
rooms, and I wonder what is left for me." "Home is a new beginning," says her friend Dom Peter Reddick, and the two aging
friends make their new beginning together while holding on to
their memories of a "time before confusion or anxiety."
In the final scene, Aunt Meredith, whose "courtesy was fearsome," touches Father Folle in a way that he hardly understands.

times, even at Thule,
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("God's grace lies in courtesy," Koch has written in the essay "La
Salle College as Community.") "We are all responsible," she tells the
young" priest. "It is our guilt and our unearned glory." The note is
struck once more: individuals affect the lives of others through the
mysterious workings of grace. Father Folle may "not quite know
what to make of this," but he is changed anyhow. His heart, we are
told, "pounded to a beat that was hardly his."
"Grandfather" is a delight— both as a person and as a story. We
see him through the consciousness of a nine-year-old boy who is
celebrating his birthday at his grandfather's house. To the boy,
"Grand" is a cornucopia from whom all good things flow good
stories, good junk (like boxes and swords), good expressions (like
"magic lantern"), and good feelings. To the literal, proof-reader's
mind of Father, "Grand" is a garrulous, infuriating old man with
insufficient regard for facts.
But the reader comes to see that, like "Mother" in the earlier
story. Father seldom reads the signs correctly. He is devoted to
crossword puzzles, but he usually gets his words crossed. "I don't
want the child knocked into a cockamanie," he says, worrying about
the effect Grandfather's stories will have on the boy.
There is no need to worry. Andrew and the old man simply have
the proper respect for mystery. Grandfather has never lost the
child's innocence or the sense of play. In the final scene in which
Andrew receives the code message from the hospital room. Father
speaks more truly than he knows when he says, "Will you kindly tell
me what's animating the child?" The word is the final, most effective touch in a story filled with word play. "Animate" means "to give
life," and it is Grandfather's special gift to be able to give life to
Andrew his own life, colored with the sense of play that made it
bearable and with a reverence for the mystery that underlies all
things.
"Son" a story published here for the first time contains the
most complex experiment in the handling of point of view of any of
the "family sequence." The narrative voice in the story is that of
Davie, the twin who cannot speak. The story consists of the grownup Davie's recollection of a particular Labor Day from childhood, a
day he now sees as the first betrayal of his father's memory. The
father was a pitcher, a knuckle-ball pitcher, who threw his arm out.
The echoes of Clayfoot are here, of course. And indeed the father
may be Clayfoot; he too loves the game, and he too loses his animating principle when he can no longer pitch. Tobie recognizes that "he
was an artist in his own way."
In Koch's view, he was also a saint in his own way, one of the
selfless, a "little man" who offers up each of his no-hitters for his
children. "Perhaps to do one thing well but not greatly is no small

—

—

—

—
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thing," the narrator realizes. When no longer able U) pitch, the
father shows the twins how to throw the knucklebali a "laying on
of hands." And it is this imparted grace that Davie now realizes he
has betrayed. Caring too much for winning a golliwog for his
beloved Mollie, he throws a fast ball at the wooden bottles, breaking
faith as his twin Mollie would not. "Father might have found a
parable in it: the sound, perhaps, that faith makes when it breaks."
The "odd crack" of the ball against the wooden bottles is an emblem
of the first crack in Davie's absolute faith in his father's way as the
only way. He gives the golliwog to an appreciative Mollie, but he
knows it is tainted as his father's gift of a "perfect game" was not.
Typically, Wallace, who isfilled with information but "not really ..
able to read the signs," understands nothing. "It's beyond me."
Fortunately, the signs need not be beyond us as long as there are
artists who can help us see. By writing about the old verities that
give meaning to human history, Claude Koch helps us to see the
truths beyond the literal. These stories remind us of the truth of
Aunt Meredith's observation: "We are all responsible." Time and
again they show us how individuals may serve as instruments of
grace in the lives of others. We experience the courage and pride of
a Clayfoot, the compassion and sacrifice of a Hilary, and the sense of
hope of a Grandfather. And as Faulkner says, these things help us

—

endure and prevail.
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EDITOR'S NOTE
stories and poems reprinted here appear in a form very
close to, if not identical with, their original published form. Minor
alterations (mostly in style) have been made from time to time, and

The

have been corrected.
are much beholden to the generosity of those who have
allowed us to print material that originally appeared elsewhere:

of course misprintings

We

"Clayfoot": Copyright (c) 1963 by Antioch Review. Inc. First
pubUshed Antioch Review 23:2 (Winter, 1963). Reprinted by
permission of the Editors. Thanks to Robert S. Fogarty,

Editor.

"Mother": Copyright (c) 1979 by Antioch Review, Inc. First
published Antioch Revietv 37:2 (Spring, 1979). Reprinted by
permission of the Editors.
"Aunt": Copyright (c) 1980 by Kansas Quarterly. First published Kansas Quarterly 12:1 (Winter, 1980). Reprinted by special permission of the Editors of the Kansas Qiarterly.
Thanks to Harold Schneider, Ben Nyberg, and Will Moses.
"Persistence of Memory": Copyright (c) 1963 by Northwest
Review. First published Northwest Review 6:1 (Winter, 1963).
Reprinted by permission of the Editors. Thanks to John
Witte.

"Countermarch and Ride About": Copyright (c) 1974 by The
University of the South. First published Sewanee Review
82:1 (Winter, 1974). Reprinted with the permission of the
Editor. Thanks to George Core.
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